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Abstract

A number of constitutive models have been proposed to capture the geomechanical
behavior of methane hydrate bearing soils (MHBS). However, the generality of these
models is not assessed as they are only validated against a limited number of experi-
ments. Meanwhile, the physical meanings of these model parameters are not always well
understood, making obtaining these parameters through laboratory tests a substantial
challenge. Moreover, although a few short-term field scale gas production tests from gas
hydrate-bearing sediments have been conducted, a probabilistic framework that could
adaptively predict the methane production and the wellbore deformation as operation
progresses is still absent.

Aiming to understand the behavior of MHBS and its influence over gas production,
this thesis is composed of two parts. The first part tries to understand the laboratory-scale
tests, conducted by the author and collected from literatures. The second part proposes
a framework that links the laboratory-scale tests to field-scale productions.

The first part focuses on the behavior of MHBS in laboratory. A series of triaxial tests
conducted on homogeneous gas/water saturated hydrate-bearing sediments with different
hydrate saturation degrees were reported. To model these experiments, modifications
have then been made on the methane hydrate critical state model, which was used to
study experimental observations, conducted by the author and reported in literatures.
The physical significance of parameters in the modified model has been thoroughly
studied with global sensitivity analysis. The evolvement of the role of each parameter at
different loading stage was depicted quantitatively. To facilitate practitioners to use the
modified model, design charts and practical recommendations to determine the values of
parameters of the modified model have also been provided.

The second part integrates the modified model to an adaptive framework to capture
the behavior of MHBS during the field scale production. The framework is driven by
sensitivity analysis and is capable of making adaptive predictions of wellbore responses
as production progresses. The framework is consisted of three parts - identification
of dominant parameters, calibration of dominant parameters through inverse analyses,
and estimation of the wellbore response uncertainty at subsequent stages. The complex



vi

wellbore response during gas production is shown to be reasonably encapsulated using
a small number of influential parameters such as the dilation enhancement parameters,
which characterize the geomechanical enhancement from hydrate, and permeability of
the underlying layer.

The contribution of the proposed framework is that it allows researchers to focus on
the experimental determination or numerical calibration of the most dominant parameters,
which may be refined through stepwise inverse analyses, and then adopted for forward
predictions either in a deterministic or probabilistic manner. The application of the
modified model and the framework to the field trial production conducted in Nankai
Trough, Japan was conducted and presented as a case study, which sheds light on future
gas productions that could take place in other parts of the world.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Natural gas constitutes approximately 24% global energy consumption in 2016 as shown

in Fig. 1.1 while methane hydrate (CH4· nH2O, referred as MH hereafter), an ice-like

form of methane, is a promising source of natural gas. Although MH is a promising

solution to meet the ever-growing global energy demands, it was previously believed to

be rare in existence until recent technical development has proved the opposite (Dickens

et al., 1995; Holder et al., 1984; Kvenvolden, 1998). Fig. 1.2 shows the worldwide

distribution of gas hydrate deposits where red circles and squares represent deposits

where hydrate has been proven to exist through coring while yellow ones denote inferred

hydrate deposits with evidence from bottom-simulating reflectors (BSR). Based on these

findings, a conservative estimate of the total volume of methane stored in MH is 3 × 1014
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Fig. 1.1 Market share of global energy consumption by type (BP p.l.c., 2017)

m3, which rivals the summation of world’s oil, natural gas and coal deposits combined

(Boswell, 2009; Boswell et al., 2006; Boswell and Collett, 2011; Burwicz et al., 2011).

The molecular structure of MH (Fig. 1.3) is a crystalline clathrate which is formed

by the intrusion of methane (CH4) into water molecules (H2O) under certain pressure

and temperature (p-T) conditions. The hydrate stability zone is shown in Fig. 1.4

where, as the name suggests, MH hydrate remains stable under a combination of high

pressure and low temperature conditions. This stability zone is bounded by the phase

equilibrium line which denotes the minimum pressure that keeps MH stable at a given

temperature. Because of the dependencies over specific p-T conditions for formation

and stabilization, natural MH is usually found in the pores of sandy or clayey sediments

located in deep seabed (i. e. 1-2 km depth from the sea level) (Collett, 2002; Kvenvolden,

1988; Mienert et al., 1998) or permafrost regions (Dallimore and Collett, 1995; Lorenson

et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2014; Winters et al., 1999) where temperature is low and

pressure is high all year round. In the deep sea, MH was previously believed to be located
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Fig. 1.2 World distribution of MH (Sato, 2013)

Fig. 1.3 Methane hydrate molecular structure
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in low permeability clay sediments with saturation as low as 10% (Bouriak et al., 2000;

Ecker et al., 1998; Mienert et al., 1998), which made extraction of methane from hydrate

neither economically- nor technically-feasible. However, hydrate was recently found in

sandy sediments with saturation varying from 30% to 80% (Ashi et al., 2002; Collett,

2002; Dallimore and Collett, 1995; Wu et al., 2007). Because of higher extent of methane

saturation and permeability, extracting methane from hydrate bearing sediments becomes

viable.

The extraction of methane from methane hydrate bearing sediments (MHBS) is

achieved by dissociating hydrate in pores of hosting sediment through bringing hydrate

out of its stability zone. It may be achieved by (1) depressurization - to reduce pore

pressure surrounding MH; (2) thermal injection - to increase the ambient temperature of

hydrate through injection of steam or hot water; and (3) chemical injection - to shift the

phase equilibrium pressure line of MH; (4) substitution - to substitute methane molecule
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with carbon dioxide (CO2) molecule in the hydrate cage. Among them, depressurization

is an economical way as no additional heating or chemical is needed, whilst thermal

stimulation may not be feasible due to the fact that heating itself consumes excessive

energy and that deisgn/construction of wellbore under thermal method is often complex

(Tsimpanogiannis and Lichtner, 2007). As for substitution method, though it has been

shown that the heat released from forming CO2 hydrate is larger than the heat needed

for methane hydrate dissociation and is thus self-sustainable (Deusner et al., 2012),

concerns still remain regarding the consequences of CO2 dissociation and emission into

the atmosphere (Yavitt et al., 1997). Table 1.1 provides a summary of completed field

test up to today. The first two methods have been tested in five field methane production

tests up to today. Three onshore tests were conducted in Mallik, Canada in 2002 and

2008. The first field test was conducted with thermal injection method while keeping the

pressure constant (Hancock et al., 2005). In the test, gas was detected at the ground

surface 2.1 hours after the start of circulating hot water into the wellbore. A total of 468

m3 gas was produced over a five-day period before the wellbore was cooled naturally. In

the second production, depressurization method was adopted and an aggregate amount

of 830 m3 methane was collected. However, the production was terminated prematurely

because of excessive amount of sand flowing into the wellbore, which prevents continuous

pumping of gas (Dallimore et al., 2012; Yamamoto, 2008). In 2008, another test was

conducted and the production reached 13000 m3 (Kurihara et al., 2012; Yamamoto, 2008).

In 2011, the probabilities of methane production in permafrost regions were investigated

near Qilian Mountain, where the production wellbore was first depressurized for 3.5 days
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and 102 m3 gas was collected during the depressurization (Li et al., 2016b). After the

production rate slowed down, hot-air and hot-steam were injected into the wellbore for

11 and 6 hours respectively, but the volume of gas produced is much less than that by

depressurization. It was concluded from the field test that depressurization is better

than thermal injection methods as the former requires less energy and fewer equipments

to implement. In 2012, the idea of molecule substitution was tested in Prudhoe Bay

USA by injecting a mixture of carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen into the hydrate

bearing zone, and it was demonstrated that this mixture can enhance the production

of methane (Schoderbek et al., 2013). As for marine deposits, the first field trial of gas

production was conducted in Eastern Nankai Trough in offshore Japan in 2013, using

depressurization method (Yamamoto et al., 2014). Approximately 120,000 m3 methane

gas had been produced at a rate of 20,000 m3 per day but the test was again forced to

terminate because of excessive sand flowing into the wellbore. Two additional operations

was conducted in Nankai Trough in 2017. The first operation was terminated again

because of excessive sand production which lasted for 12 days and 35,000 m3 gas and the

second one continued for 24 days and produced 20,000 m3 gas before it was stopped by

bad weather conditions (JOGMEC, 2017). In 2017, a drilling platform deployed in the

Shenhu area, South China Sea produced a total of 309,000 m3 methane over a 60-day

period using depressurization method (Wu, 2017). Though details of this test have not

been reported by the time of writing this thesis, it is reported that a rapid decrease of

gas production rate was observed during this production (Chen et al., 2018).
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Table 1.1 Completed field test on methane hydrate bearing sediments

Year Location Method Duration Gas volume
(h) (m3)

2002 5L-38 Mallik, Canada Thermal 124 468
2007* 2L-38 Mallik, Canada Depressurization 12.5 830
2008 2L-38 Mallik, Canada Depressurization 144 13000
2011 Qilian Mountain, China Depressurization + Thermal 101 115
2012 Prudhoe Bay, USA CO2 substitution + Depressurization 936 24000
2013 Nankai Trough, Japan Depressurization 144 120000
2017 Nankai Trough, Japan Depressurization 864 235000
2017 Shenhu Area, China Depressurization 1440 309000

* This is a short pre-test to the 2008 Mallik test.

Large deformations and/or sand production are observed in several large-scale tests

such as the 2008, 2013 and 2017 test, leading to premature termination of the first two

tests. Besides, the challenge of enhancing production rate and sustaining long-term gas

production from MHBS still remain, partly attributable to geomechanical complexities

involved. Several potential geotechnical risks associated with large scale production still

need to be solved, such as initiation of submarine landslides and sea floor instability

triggered by uncontrolled hydrate dissociation and gas accumulation (Handwerger et al.,

2017; Kayen and Lee, 1991; Li et al., 2016a; Nixon and Grozic, 2007; Pecher et al., 2005;

Sultan, 2007; Xu and Germanovich, 2006), and wellbore instability during production

because of premature dissociation, warming of shallow layer, or softening of hydrate-

bearing layer (Moridis et al., 2010; Nimblett et al., 2005; Rutqvist et al., 2012; Rutqvist

and Moridis, 2007, 2008; ?), before a reliable and sustainable extraction can be achieved.

From geomechanical point of view, these problems encountered and potential risks are

caused by highly complex, interrelated multi-physical changes involved during extraction

practice. Notable features include a phase change of hydrates from solid to gas, alteration
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in the rate of phase change, fluid media change from water to water and gas, sediment

deformation, deterioration of the mechanical properties of hydrate, changes in the pressure

and temperature fields and permeability change. Therefore, understanding and simulating

the behavior of MHBS is a prerequisite to assess the accumulation habits for hydrate

formation, and to evaluate slope stabilities in seabed where hydrate lays underneath. It

constitutes an important work for geotechnical researchers in methane hydrate exploration

in the future.

The investigation of geomechanical behaivor of MHBS started with the attempts by

a number of researchers to synthesize MHBS in the laboratory with various techniques,

such as partial water saturation or ice-seeding methods, to create MH-bearing samples

with different hydrate morphologies/saturations. By making use of these test results,

different constitutive models have been proposed to capture the geomechanical behavior

of MHBS (c.f. Section 2.4) . While the constitutive models are becoming ever more

complex, they are usually only validated against a limited number of experiments, thus

making it difficult to assess the generality of the model, and whether these models may

be applicable to sediments at a new site.

Over the field scale, a significant advancement has been made in development of

numerical simulators to capture the complex thermo-hydro-mechanical-chemical processes

in the field. In the early stages, research was primarily focused on the productivity of gas

extraction from hydrate bearing sediments and thus coupled fluid-thermal flow simulators

were developed and it was only recently that the importance of geomechanical behavior

was acknowledged (c.f. Section 2.5). Even till today, the incomplete understanding
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on petrophysical properties and geomechanical response of hydrate-bearing sediments

still poses a major obstacle to successful commercial-scale gas extraction operations.

Looking ahead, design of effective engineering solutions for production under various

geological and geotechnical conditions has to be improved (Dallimore et al., 2012; Masuda

et al., 1999), which depends to a large extent on the advancement of numerical modeling

approaches.

1.2 Research objectives

This thesis is intended to establish a framework to efficiently predict the behavior of

MHBS from the laboratory to the field scale considering uncertainties, and understand the

underlying mechanism through assessing the roles of model parameters. These enhance

the simulation capabilities of state-of-art models and are immediately applicable to future

explorations. The main objectives of this thesis are as follows:

• To conduct triaxial tests on the MHBS with North Sea sand being the hosting

sediment using a high-pressure triaxial vessel to acquire experimental data for this

specific type of sand. Gas- and water-saturated MHBS samples are formed, tested

and their behavior is compared with other types of sand.

• To simulate the behavior of MHBS during triaxial tests in laboratory, through

modifying a critical state based model, investigating roles of model parameters and

providing practical experimental guidelines and design charts.
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• To develop an adaptive simulation framework for the prediction of gas production,

and geomechanical response of marine hydrate-bearing sediments during gas pro-

duction operations, based on laboratory experiments and then observed behaviour

in the field (e.g. gas production rate and soil displacements). The framework

continuously updates important model parameters to match in situ response, so

that subsequent predictions are refined throughout the production process. This

framework also caters for the in situ variabilities and uncertainties of model pa-

rameters efficiently, which issues early warning in cases of large well deformations

so that precautionary measures can be implemented in time, to ensure long-term

gas production and prevent catastrophic accidents during the operations.

• To identify key material parameters through global sensitivity analysis, which

contributes to further development of the experimental and field research project

for methane hydrate-bearing sediments.

1.3 Outline of this dissertation

This dissertation consists of seven chapters and is organized as shown in Fig. 1.5. The

content of each chapter is described below.

Chapter 1

The background of the present research is introduced and the objectives to be pursued

are clarified. The outlines are stated.

Chapter 2
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Ch. 1 Introduction

Ch. 2 Literature review

Ch. 3 Triaxial experiments

Ch. 4 Constitutive model

Model

Ch. 5 Prediction

framework for field 

production

Ch. 6 Nankai 

exploration study

Ch. 7 Conclusions and Future work

Embed

Verify Apply

Laboratory scale Field scale

Fig. 1.5 Layout of contents of this thesis

A comprehensive review is conducted and presented. Geomechanical behavior of MHBS

observed over past triaxial experiments are briefly reviewed. Modeling approaches

for extraction methane from MHBS are briefly introduced. To investigate the roles

of parameters in the multiphysics models used to study the MH extraction, several

sensitivity analysis methods and the application in geotechnical engineering are also

compared in this chapter.

Chapter 3

A series of triaxial homogeneous tests over water-saturated and gas-saturated MH bearing

sediments under high confining pressure are conducted. The hydrate is formed after

consolidation and sheared immediately after formation. Triaxial compression results are

reported while effects of saturation degrees over stiffness, strength and volumetric behavior
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are discussed and compared with other types of sand. A unique secondary-hardening

behavior observed during shearing is reported in this chapter.

Chapter 4

A modified methane hydrate critical state model is presented and validated with available

experimental results for various hosting sediments conducted in Chapter 3 and reported

by institutions around the world. In addition, the calibrated parameters for state-of-art

experiments, practical guidelines and design charts are provided for estimation of model

parameters without sophisticated numerical analysis for calibration at a particular site.

The role of parameters in the modified model at various loading stages is studied using a

quantitative sensitivity analysis approach based on extended Fourier amplitude test.

Chapter 5

A new adaptive framework that progressively refines prediction as operation continues

is proposed in this chapter based on the concept of elementary effect and first order

second moment method. The framework is composed of three parts - sensitivity analysis,

calibration and forward prediction. The three parts are interlinked which makes the

framework efficient compared to other probabilistic approaches. The framework is

validated with a hypothetical case. Dominant parameters governing gas/water production

and wellbore displacement are investigated. The effect of geomechanical parameters over

gas production is studied.

Chapter 6
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As an example of implementing the outcome of the thesis over field exploration, the

constitutive model and prediction framework derived in this dissertation are applied to

study the trial production conducted in Nankai Trough, Japan in 2013 in this chapter.

The work flow is thoroughly explained, from laboratory to the field scale. Mechanical

parameters and hydro parameters are calibrated while uncertainties of in situ properties

are considered to make forward predictions. The actual in situ production measurements

are shown to lie within the prediction range estimated by the framework.

Chapter 7

Main findings and contributions towards better understanding of the behavior of hydrate

bearing sediments from laboratory to field scale are highlighted. Recommendations for

future research are also given in this chapter.



Chapter 2

Literature review

2.1 Formation and structure of MH

2.1.1 Dynamic formation process of MH

In nature, methane forming hydrate comes from three sources: (1) biogenic sources

arising from bacterial activities; (2) thermogenic from hydrocarbons formed by fossil

and organic matters; or (3) the transportation of such materials from deeper strata

through diffusion and/or advection (Booth et al., 1996; Buffett and Zatsepina, 2000;

Sassen and MacDonald, 1994). When methane molecules from these sources react with

water under certain conditions (Fig. 1.4), the formation process would begin. In the

meantime, hydrate may decompose through dissociation (when the temperate-pressure

condition is not fulfilled) or dissolution (when there is not enough free methane gas

around the hydrate) even after nucleation (Waite et al., 2009). The direction of this

reversible process is dependent upon the concentration of methane in the solution: when
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the solution is in deficit of methane, it will absorb gas-phase methane and dissolve hydrate.

On the other hand, when the solution is saturated with methane, it will precipitate into

hydrate or release the gas-phase methane. Researches have suggested that the solubility

of methane in water is primarily dependent on: (1) temperature: elevated temperature

increases methane molecules energy, allowing them to leave the solid hydrate and thus

increasing the solubility (Subramanian and Sloan, 2002); (2) pressure: solubility increases

as pressure increases when hydrate is absent. When hydrate exists in the solution,

solubility decreases as pressure increases (Lu et al., 2008; Servio and Englezos, 2002);

and (3) salinity: increased salinity reduces the solubility (Davie et al., 2004; Tishchenko

et al., 2005).

2.1.2 Structure and morphology of MH

Three types of crystal structures are often observed for methane hydrate clathrate in

nature: Structure I, II, H as shown in Fig. 2.1 (Sloan, 2003; Sloan and Koh, 2007). The

building block for Structure I and II is a 12-face pentagonally bonded water molecules

within which guest molecule is encaged and enclathrated. The difference between the two

structures is that these building blocks are either joined through verticies for Structure

I or the faces for Structure II. Structure I is the most common structure of methane

hydrate in natural reserves such as Mallik, Nankai Trough and Blake Ridge (Dallimore

and Collett, 1995; Lorenson et al., 1999; Paull et al., 2000).

Depending on the geological environment where hydrate forms, the morphology of

hydrate in hosting sediments also varies among pore-filling, cementing, coating and
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Structure I Structure II Structure H

Fig. 2.1 Three hydrate structures, I II and H (Sloan, 2003)

Sediment

Hydrate

Pore-filling Cementing

Fig. 2.2 Hydrate morphologies: pore filling and cementing

supporting where the former two are the most common types as shown in Fig. 2.2

(Kingston et al., 2008). In the pore-filling pattern, gas hydrates hang in the pore

fluid without contacting the hosting sediment, while the hydrates ‘bridge’ sediments

in cementing pattern. Though the real distribution pattern is in the middle of two

morphologies, MHBS is dominated by the pore-filling pattern in sandy-rich layers such as

Mallik and Nankai Trough (Dallimore and Collett, 1995; Paull et al., 2000). In clay-rich

regions, such as Blake Ridge and Offshore Peru, cementing pattern is more likely to

be observed and hydrates tend to cluster in forms of discrete nodules, sheets, or lenses

(Kvenvolden and Kastner, 1990; Lorenson et al., 1999; von Breymann et al., 1990). The

extent of cementation effect depends on many factors such as pore size, host sediment

fabrics, and the macro-morphology of the deposited hydrate.
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2.1.3 Synthesization of samples

Natural cores can be used to estimate the in situ behavior of MHBS and can be acquired

through pressure coring, where the in situ pressure and temperature conditions are

maintained to minimize the disturbance to the cored soil. The first pressure coring of

MHBS dated back to the Ocean Drilling Program Leg 164 from the Blake ridge, western

Atlantic Ocean (Dickens et al., 1997), and was later adopted in several major methane

hydrate R&D programs such as Korean national program in Ulleung Basin East Sea

(Park et al., 2008) and MH 21 program at Nankai Trough (Yamamoto, 2015). However,

available data from pressure coring is still limited, most likely due to the operation cost

as advanced coring and preservation apparatus is required for drilling cores. Moreover,

although the disturbance to in situ soil fabrics and structures (sometimes referred as

‘sampling effect’ in literatures) can be reduced by pressure coring, the disturbance is still

inevitable at the interface of soil and cutting shoe (Dai et al., 2017; Yun et al., 2010)

as shown in Fig. 2.3. In addition, if the pressure cores are tested long after they are

acquired, effects of creep and diffusion may also change the behavior of cores which may

be hard to be discerned from the original behavior (Yun et al., 2006). In early years

of experimental studies on physical properties through pressure coring, effective stress

was virtually zero which makes comparisons of properties such as strength and stiffness

among different sites extremely difficult (Dai et al., 2017). All these factors lead to the

necessity of synthesizing and testing MHBS under well-defined conditions in laboratory.

Therefore, to study the mechanical behavior of MHBS, numerous efforts have been

devoted to synthesizing MH in sediments under laboratory conditions. In the very
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2.3 X-ray image of drilled cores at Nankai Trough, where cracks and bubbles are
observed on the surface by (a) Masui et al. (2007) and (b) Yoneda et al. (2015)

beginning of experimental investigation, the dissolved gas method, was proposed by

Makogon (1981) which mimics the formation conditions for natural marine MHBS within

gas hydrate stability zone (Buffett and Zatsepina, 2000), where methane-saturated water

is circulated through hosting specimen at a very slow speed, under controlled pressure

and temperature condition within the hydrate stability zone. Hydrate formed using

this method is likely to grow into the pore space, leading to heterogeneous nucleation

(Spangenberg et al., 2005), as shown in Fig. 2.4a. Unfortunately, the hydrate formation

is extremely time-consuming due to the low solubility of methane in water (750 water

molecules solubilize 1 methane molecule whilst 1 methane needs approximately 6 water

molecules to form hydrate (Lu et al., 2008). Although later on there are experiments

showing that the concept of dissolved gas method is valid through successful synthesization
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of carbon-dioxide hydrate by circulating CO2-saturated water through hosting sands

(Buffett and Zatsepina, 2000; Spangenberg et al., 2005) and that the formation speed could

be enhanced through adding surfactants (Zhong and Rogers, 2000), the application of this

method is still limited, possibly because of complexities of procedures and low successful

rate of preparation and the effects of surfactants have not been clearly investigated

(Johnson et al., 2011; Kleinberg et al., 2003).

An alternative method, ice seeding, was proposed to form MHBS by Stern et al.

(1998) and was adopted by Masui et al. (2005); Priest et al. (2005); Waite et al. (2002)

and Ebinuma (2005). Fine-grinded ice powder is mixed with hosting soils before methane

gas is introduced and hydrate formed in this way is more likely to be pore-filling as

shown in Fig. 2.4c (Klapproth et al., 2006; Stern et al., 1998; Waite et al., 2002) which

resembles the morphology discovered in some marine and permafrost regions (Durham

et al., 2005). However if some ice melts before formation, the hydrate will form at the

granular contacts (Fig. 2.4b), which raises concerns over the applicability of this method

to creating pore-filling MHBS (Spangenberg et al., 2005). Additionally, since ice is used

instead of water, there are still uncertainties over the nucleation process and the effects

of formation mechanism on the mechanical behavior (Spangenberg, 2003; Spangenberg

et al., 2005).

Premixing method is conceptually similar to above-mentioned ice seeding method,

where pure methane hydrate is formed and crushed into granules before being mixed

with sediments. Pure hydrate is formed by exposing ice particles to or spraying the water

mist into methane gas atmosphere under hydrate stability p-T conditions (Hyodo et al.,
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2005; Stern et al., 1998). The formation morphology will resemble that formed with

ice-seeding method (Fig. 2.4c).

A widely used synthesization method is the partial water saturation method (PWS)

(Ghiassian and Grozic, 2013; Hyodo et al., 2014a, 2013b; Miyazaki et al., 2011; Ordonez

and Grozic, 2011; Sun et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2011; Winters et al., 2007) because it is easy

to implement and substantially reduces the formation time of MHBS. Also termed as

excessive gas method, this method mixes a predetermined amount of water with the host

sand and the water-sand mixture would then be submerged in pressurized methane gas for

a certain period of time, until the water is exhausted. The completion of synthesization

is signaled by a constant gas pressure which has been falling during formation stage if

only a fixed amount of methane is supplied. When the supply of methane is unlimited,

the sign of synthesization completion is signaled by no more or very little amount of

methane is consumed within a period of time . Hydrate has a preferential nucleation at

grain contacts under this method as shown in Fig. 2.4b (Klapproth et al., 2006; Kneafsey

et al., 2007; Priest et al., 2008) which reflects gas-abundant conditions such as faults

near the base of gas hydrate stability zone (Waite et al., 2009). Attention should be

paid when using the mechanical results from samples formed in this way to interpreting

geomechanical behavior of MHBS formed in water-abundant scenarios.

Other methods have also been proposed. For example, opposite to the partial water

saturation method, partial gas saturation method lets water saturated sediments react

with a predetermined amount of gas which is injected under certain pressures (Winters

et al., 2002). However, this method is difficult in applications because (1) hydrate is
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Sediment

Hydrate

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.4 Hydrate growth habits (Waite et al., 2009)

likely to be heterogeneously distributed in sediments because gas bubbles may form a

preferential channel when flowing through the water saturated sediments; (2) hydrate

may form quickly around the gas injection inlet which eventually hinders further injection.

Therefore, few experiments have been conducted with this method.

In summary, various synthesization methods are available, and the choice of which

method to use depends on the available apparatus and site conditions. Regardless of the

method adopted, it is important to note the difference between behavior of synthesized

and natural MHBS.

2.2 Geomechanical behavior of MHBS

Geomechanical behavior, such as shear strength, stress-strain relationship and volumetric

response, are essential in modeling behavior of wellbore and stability of seafloor. This

section introduces the findings from previous experimental studies of MHBS, either

natural or synthetic, regarding the strength, stiffness and volume change under constant

hydrate saturations. The behavior under hydrate dissociation is introduced in the next

section (Section 2.3)
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Triaxial test is the most common experiment used to investigate the geomechanical

behavior of MHBS, where the stress path can be specified while important properties such

as Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, dilatancy angle, failure envelope, volume change

can be inferred or measured directly. Over the past decade, a considerable amount

of triaxial tests have been conducted over synthetic or natural MHBS and Table 2.1

summarizes representative experimental data with different hosting sands reported by

various institutions. For example, Masui et al. (2005) used Toyoura sand as the host

sediment, and synthesized MH-bearing soil samples with different hydrate morphologies

(pore-filling and cementing via ice-seeding and PWS method). The PWS method was

also adopted by Hyodo et al. (2014b, 2013a,b); Zhang et al. (2012) and Miyazaki et al.

(2011), who synthesized samples using Toyoura sand, No. 7 and 8 silica sands as host

sediments. The same method was used for Ottawa sand by Winters et al. (2007) and

Ghiassian and Grozic (2013). Wei et al. (2011), Zhang et al. (2012), Sun et al. (2013)

and Shi et al. (2015) used the PWS method to form hydrates and conducted triaxial

compression tests on sand, but the origins of the host specimens were not reported. There

are also a few studies conducted over natural cores. Using naturally recovered cores

from the Nankai gas hydrate site, Japan, Masui et al. (2007) and Suzuki et al. (2008)

conducted drained triaxial tests. In their work, the cores were frozen by liquid nitrogen

to preserve hydrates. Similar approach was adopted by Winters et al. (2007) for samples

from the Mallik gas hydrate site, Canada. Yoneda et al. (2015, 2017) conducted triaxial

tests on pressure-cored specimens recovered from the Nankai site. The hydrates were

preserved by the high pressure (rather than freezing temperature) and the results would
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represent behavior of the natural hydrate-bearing sediments. For reference purposes,

Table 2.1 also includes several recent studies on CO2 hydrate bearing sediments(Johnson

et al., 2011; Kleinberg et al., 2003).

Generally speaking, experimental data suggests that the existence of hydrate in

pore spaces would lead to increased level of strength, stiffness and dilation compared to

hydrate-free sands, regardless of the source of MHBS.

The general geomechanical behavior of MHBS under triaxial shearing may be illus-

trated with an example. Figure 2.5 shows the deviator stress and volumetric strain

behavior of natural hydrate bearing cores from Nankai trough which were sheared under

drained conditions, where positive volumetric strain denotes expansion. It can be seen

from the figure that: (1) the peak strength increased from 3.5 MPa (Sh=7.7%) to 6.1 MPa

(Sh=37.6%), (2) Young’s modulus at axial strain corresponding to 50% peak strength E50

increases from 139 to 369 MPa; (3) greater dilation is more apparent at higher hydrate

saturation. These general phenomena have been commonly observed in other studies,

though under undrained conditions, total volume is constant and the tendency to dilate

is manifested as the development of negative pore pressure.

Hydrate saturation is the most extensively studied factor that affects geomechanical

behavior of MHBS, such as strength, stiffnesss and dilatancy. For example, Fig. 2.6 shows

the peak strength of a series of MHBS recovered from Nankai Trough which had different

hydrate saturation degrees. It can be seen clearly that the increase of hydrate content will

promote the strength. Fig. 2.7 indicates that hydrate saturation is also positively related

to the Young’s modulus E50 and dilatancy angle (ϕ) where E50 is the tangent modulus at
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Table 2.1 List of triaxial compression tests on hydrate-bearing sediments
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Fig. 2.5 Deviatoric strain of natural methane hydrate bearing sediments (Masui et al.,
2007)
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Fig. 2.6 Peak strength of natural methane hydrate bearing sediments (Yoneda et al.,
2017)

the axial strain corresponding to 50% peak deviator stress. Because of these observations,

saturation degree is widely adopted as a state variable in constitutive models which will

be discussed in Section 2.4.

Hydrate morphologies also influence the geomechanical behavior of MHBS. For

example, Masui et al. (2005) synthesized pore-filling (Fig. 2.4c) and cementing (Fig. 2.4b)

specimens and the deviator stress and volumetric behavior (shown in Fig. 2.8) indicate

that under approximate same level of hydrate saturation, cementing-type specimen has

larger Young’s modulus, peak strength and dilation than pore-filling one. This implies

that in cementing type MHBS, hydrate poses more constraint to grain particles by

restricting the rotation and sliding of the grains which eventually enhances the resistance

of soil matrix to deformation. Clayton et al. (2010) measured the small-strain stiffness

of MHBS under different morphologies through the shear wave (S-wave) velocity and
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Fig. 2.7 Stiffness and dilation angle of hydrate bearing sediments (Masui et al., 2005)

the results were shown in Fig. 2.9, from which it may be concluded that even a small

percentage of hydrate formed on the sediment grains and intergranular contacts (i.e.,

cementing) could significantly enhance the shear and bulk modulus stiffness of MHBS

whilst little influence was observed on elastic moduli when the hydrate is allowed to be

formed freely in pore spaces (i.e., pore-filling) before hydrate saturation exceeds 20%.

Besides, other factors have also been identified to exert influence of varying degrees

on the geomechanical behavior of MHBS such as (1) effective confining pressure: Fig. 2.6

also shows that under the same level of hydrate saturation, effective confining pressure

is positively correlated with the strength; (2) strain rate: Miyazaki (2010) studied the

effect of strain rate and concluded that hydrate would affect the time-dependent behavior

MHBS where higher strain rate would lead to higher peak strength when hydrate is

present (Fig. 2.10); (3) fines content: Hyodo et al. (2017) investigated the effect of

fine content and concluded that adding fines content could significantly enhance the

shear strength and promote dilation of MHBS, possibly attributable to the fact that
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Fig. 2.8 Effects of morphology on mechanical behavior of MHBS of saturation of 41%
(Masui et al., 2005)
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Fig. 2.9 Shear modulus of MHBS under different morphologies (Clayton et al., 2010)

fine particles enter into void space and densify the specimens. These results suggest

that when comparing results from different experiments, distinctions in experimental

conditions must be clearly understood.

2.3 Effect of dissociation over the behavior of MHBS

2.3.1 Triggers of dissociation

While experiments on MHBS with constant hydrate saturation provides the fundamental

understanding, the behavior of MHBS during dissociation is also important as it is related

to the evaluation of production potentials, design of wellbore, and stability of the system

during production.
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Fig. 2.10 Strain-rate dependency of peak strength of MHBS (Miyazaki, 2010)

Dissociation of MHBS can be triggered by both artificial and natural reasons. As

reviewed in Chapter 1, several production strategies attempt to bring the hydrate out

of its stability zone so as to trigger the dissociation. For example, if depressurization

method is adopted, the reduction of pore pressure in wellbore will be propagated through

the hydrate bearing layer. While the dissociated gas flow upwards, it may be trapped

in the clay-rich layers which decreases the overburden and pressure acting on the soil

beneath is further reduced (Collett, 2002). If thermal stimulation is adopted, the flow

of hot steam and hot water will increase the temperature of ambient MHBS, triggering

dissocation. Even upon the completion of grouting, heat released from cementing will

change ambient temperature and trigger dissociation.
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Apart from these artifacts, changes in temperature and pressure due to various

geological processes could also lead to dissociation. It has been reported that these

processes include a change of sea level, plate movement under techonic or earthquake

activities, abnormal thermo circulation in water, or heat from subduction zone (Kwon

and Cho, 2012). For example, it has been estimated that if the temperature of seafloor

rises by 1 oC over 10,000 years, the excess pore pressure generated through hydrate

dissociation could reach several megapascals which is enough to reduce the stability of

slope (Kwon et al., 2008). Therefore, investigating the geomechanical behavior of MHBS

under varying saturation (especially under dissociation) is the next logical step for better

evaluation of production strategies.

2.3.2 Geomechanical behavior of MHBS during dissociation

In terms of strength and stiffness, Fig. 2.11 shows the variation of elastic moduli of

MHBS sample during formation (through PWS) and dissociation induced by thermal

stimulation through measuring the S-wave velocity. When hydrate saturation is larger

than 90%, the stiffness degrades at a fast rate, and then slows down at lower saturation.

Apart from stiffness degradation, the strength also decreases during dissociation and the

failure strength of MHBS is even less than that of pure sand upon complete hydrate

dissociation (Hyodo et al., 2014b). The degradation of strength and stiffness may be

explained by two reasons. The first reason is the bondings formed at interparticle contact

will shrink or even disappear due to the dissociation of hydrate which used to cement

and stiffen the soil matrix. The second reason is that the bulk/shear stiffness of the
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products of dissociation (i.e., gas and water) is less than that of pure hydrate and they

lead to a reduction in the stiffness of MHBS.

It should be noted, though, that the change of stiffness and strength during formation

and dissociation is not same because Fig. 2.11 shows a marked difference in the non-linear

trend of shear stiffness change during hydrate formation and dissociation, which implies

the soil fabrics has undergone irrecoverable changes over the entire process. In addition,

the magnitude and rate of degradation of stiffness and strength also vary, depending on the

dissociation method adopted. This is illustrated with Fig. 2.12 where the shear modulus

during dissociation induced by two methods, thermal stimulation and depressurization,

is compared. The figure indicates that even at same level of hydrate saturation, the

shear modulus of MHBS via depressurization is several times larger than that through

depressurization. To explain this observation, Sultaniya et al. (2017) postulated that the

dissociation mechanism is different under two approaches. While dissociation initiates

away from particle contact and move inwards under thermal stimulation (Fig. 2.13a), the

dissociation starts from the particle contact and moves outwards under pressure drop

(Fig. 2.13b). Though this hypothesis needs to be verified through dynamic microscale

scanning, Fig. 2.12 still highlights that the hydrate saturation degree is not the only

consideration when investigating geomechanical behavior of MHBS under dissociation,.

As for the volume change, an enhanced dilation tendency can be observed for MHBS

under dissociation through thermal stimulation in triaxial test (Hyodo et al., 2014b)

which is mainly because the volume of dissociated gas and water combined is larger than

the volume of hydrate under test conditions (Dillon and Max, 2003). Besides, several
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Fig. 2.11 Change of small-strain shear modulus G0 versus hydrate saturation (Sultaniya
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2.13 Conceptual model of hydrate dissociation under (a) thermal stimulation and
(b) depressurization (Sultaniya et al., 2017)

mechanisms are involved which affect volume change: (1) The first one is sand production,

where sediment particles are transported out of the matrix and flow into the wellbore

due to dissociation and mixed flow conditions; (2) Since the bulk modulus of MHBS

degrades upon dissociation, stress redistribution will happen and further deformation is

expected. (3) The disappearing of hydrate may lead to the crushing of fine particles into

pore spaces, which leads to stress relaxation and a reduction in void volume (Klar et al.,

2010).

Excess pore pressure is another vital aspect to be considered during hydrate disso-

ciation, the generation and accumulation of which has been identified to be the major

process that is liable for destabilizing hydrate bearing layers (Kwon et al., 2008; Nixon

and Grozic, 2007; Xu and Germanovich, 2006). The magnitude of excess pore pressure

depends primarily on the sediment permeability: In sandy reservoirs, excessive pore

pressure can usually dissipate quickly and is thus less problematic. In comparison,

accumulation of excessive pore pressure could develop quickly in clay-rich reservoirs such

as Ulleung basin near Korea (Kwon et al., 2011), Gulf of Mexico (Francisca et al., 2005),
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and Krishna–Godavari basin (Yun et al., 2010) because water and gas cannot be drained

in time. Besides permeability, the excess pore pressure is also positively correlated to

the rate of dissociation and the depth below seafloor while negatively correlated to the

seafloor depth (Xu and Germanovich, 2006).

The excess pore pressure could cause a decrease in effective confining stress of soil

skeleton which leads to a reduction of strength, stiffness and more deformation. Locally,

if dissociation continues, part of sediment can be liquefied, or shear stress among pores

develops, and eventually either mechanism will lead to local deformation and failure of

soil. If the permeability of overburden layer is low, the evolution of this local failure

could cause the development of a horizontal weak zone which is parallel to the seafloor

extending up to 1 kilometers (Puzrin and Germanovich, 2005). Such weak zone would

significantly increase the risk of submarine landslide.

Excess pore pressure could further develop through the fractures in sediment, usually

vertically because the density of gas is less than water, leading to the formation of a gas

chimney eventually (a conceptual figure is shown in Fig. 2.14). During upward flowing

process, the density of overburden layer decreases, leading to further deformation of the

soil matrix and the dissociation can be further promoted since the pore pressure also

decreases in the meantime.

2.3.3 Hydrological properties

When hydrate forms, it occupies the void space and reduces permeability. Therefore,

when such ‘blockage’ diminishes during hydrate dissociation, the permeability of MHBS
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Fig. 2.14 Schematic model of gas migration toward the seafloor (Cathles et al., 2010) (a)
gas (light grey) is trapped under fine-grained sediment (dark grey). (b) when the seal
fails, gas migrates upwards, forming a chimney. (c) the surface of the seabed begins to
deform. (d) the surface of seafloor continues to deform. (e) the failed seabeds merge into
a large pockmark with dimensions similar to gas chimney. (f) when chimney reaches the
surface, gas is released and drained.
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will increase, which has been observed in experiments shown in Fig. 2.15 where the

permeability of MHBS , normalized by the permeability of hydrate free sediment, is

plotted against hydrate saturation. It can be seen from the figure that the relative

permeability is negatively related to hydrate saturation. To characterize this relationship,

three categories of permeability models have been proposed. The most classical models

are based on parallel capillary assumptions, where the flux of fluid is assumed to flow

through several parallel capillaries (Scheidegger, 1974). The permeability of MHBS, Kh,

can then be derived analytically as:

Kh = K(1 − Sh)2 (2.1)

Kh = K · (1 − (1 − Sh)2 + 2S2
w

log(1 − Sw)) (2.2)

where Sh, Sw is hydrate and water saturation, K is the intrinsic permeability of soil.

Eq. (2.1) is derived assuming hydrate coats capillary walls and Eq. (2.2) applies when

hydrate occupies capillary centers. However, the problem of parallel capillary models

is that the pore geometry is oversimplified. Therefore, the Kozeny grain model was

proposed (Carman, 1956; Kozeny, 1927)where Kh can be expressed as:

Kh = K(1 − Sh)nk+1 (2.3)

Kh = K
(1 − Sh)2

(1 + S0.5
h )2 (2.4)
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where nk is an exponent. Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) are for hydrate coating capillary walls and

occupying pore centers, respectively. The third category of permeability model involves

empirical functions which are proposed or used in modern coupled simulators. For

example, based on the observations of analytical forms of relative water permeability and

to account for variations in experimental measurements, Masuda et al. (1999) proposed

the University of Tokyo model:

Kh = K(1 − Sh)N (2.5)

When N = 2, Eq. (2.5) is equivalent to Eq. (2.1). Masuda et al. (1999) proposed that N

increases when hydrate has preferential accumulation habit in the pore throats. Though

Eq. (2.5) is essentially an empirical equation, it has been widely adopted in various

coupled modeling studies and a review study has shown that this general form is able

to reproduce experimental data, and is more comparable to the complicated equations

(Kossel et al., 2018). Fig. 2.16 plots the value of N for four types of hosting sediments.

It should be noted that dissociation not only produces water, but gas as well. The

presence of gas will reduce the permeability of water as they ‘compete’ with each other

to go through pores. ‘Relative permeability’ is the ratio of permeability of a phase (e.g.,

water) under the presence of other phases (e.g., gas) divided by the permeability of this

phase in the absence of other phases. Fig. 2.17 shows the relative permeability of water

in natural cores where an increasing trend with higher water saturation in pore spaces

can be observed. To characterize the relative permeability of gas and water, there are two
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Fig. 2.15 Increased permeability during dissociation of synthetic MHBS (Johnson et al.,
2011) and natural cores (Santamarina et al., 2015)

Fig. 2.16 Value of N in Eq. (2.5) for different types of sand (Minagawa et al., 2005)
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widely-used formulations: van Genuchten equations (van Genuchten, 1980) and Corey

equations (Corey, 1954). In van Genuchten equations, the relative water/gas permeability

is calculated as:

kr
w = Sb

e[1 − (1 − S1/a
e )a]2 (2.6)

kr
g = (1 − Se)c(1 − S1/a

e )2a (2.7)

where Se = Sw − Srw

1 − Srw − Srg

(2.8)

where Srw and Srg are residual water and gas saturation. a, b, c are model parameters. In

porous media there is always a portion of fluid that is trapped inside (known as ‘residual

fluid’), and the residual saturation Sr in Eq. (2.6) is introduced to consider this portion

of fluid. It can be seen from Eq. (2.6) that the production of gas would decrease the

water saturation, leading to a decrease in the relative permeability of water.

Considering the above-mentioned factors, the analysis of permeability change for

a single phase during dissociation is complex as two mechanisms are involved: lost of

hydrate increases available pore spaces and permeability generally but the generation of

gas and water will determine how the enlarged permeability will be ‘distributed’ between

two phases. Therefore, accurately modeling of permeability of each phase requires these

processes to be solved in a coupled manner.
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Fig. 2.17 Relative permeability measurements of cores recovered in Nankai Trough
(Santamarina et al., 2015)

2.3.4 Thermal effects

Hydrate dissociation is an endothermic process and decreases the temperature of sur-

rounding environment. Therefore, if there is no external heating, dissociation process

would slow down or even stop once the temperature is not sufficient to sustain the

dissociation. Another factor that would decrease the speed of dissociation is the reduced

thermal conductivity of MHBS because thermal conductivity of gas is approximately

one tenth of that for the water or hydrate (Vargaftik, 1993). Therefore, the thermal

conductivity of the hydrate bearing system is significantly reduced as gas is formed

during dissociation. Heat needed to support dissociation is further limited, unless the

produced gas can be transported away from the system.
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During the temperature drop arising from hydrate dissociation, flow behavior of water

and gas will change because on the one hand, the viscosity of gas or water increases as

temperature drops. On the other hand, water becomes viscous at a faster rate than gas

(Beal et al., 1946), which implies the discharge of water will slow down when temperature

drops at a given pressure gradient. Therefore, the thermal conditions will affect the flow

characteristics and should be considered.

Through illustrations above, it is clear that modeling the dissociation of MHBS over

field scale is no easy task. The mechanical strength, deformation, flow characteristics,

and thermal behaviors are affected by each other concurrently. These processes must be

considered and this requires coupled modeling of these processes. A detailed review of

state-of-art coupled formulations are provided in Section 2.5.

2.4 Constitutive modeling of MHBS

The observations from experiments on methane hydrate bearing sediments can be con-

cluded with several aspects which should be reflected and considered in a constitutive

model that depicts the stress-strain relationship of MHBS: strength and stiffness enhance-

ment, greater dilation under shearing, strain softening under excessive shearing, strength

and stiffness degradation upon dissociation. Current available models will be assessed

from these aspects herein.

Constitutive models usually adopt hydrate saturation as the state parameter to reflect

the change of strength, stiffness and dilatancy. Miyazaki et al. (2012) applied the concepts
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of Duncan-Chang model to MHBS and derived a non-linear elastic model. In this model,

strength and stiffness are tied to hydrate saturation while Poisson’s ratio is explicitly

modeled based on the lateral to axial strain curve. Structural degradation cannot be

captured and dilatancy is modeled directly without physical meanings in this model.

In terms of introducing plasticity, Mohr-Coulomb based models have also been

proposed by researchers where a fixed and enlarged yield surface is adopted to model

enhanced strength and a non-associated flow rule for dilation. Freij-Ayoub et al. (2007)

adopted fixed values for bulk, shear modulus, cohesion and angle of internal friction

for MHBS to study the dissociation pattern of MH in a wellbore under heating or

depressurization. Rutqvist and Moridis (2007) assumed bulk/shear moduli and cohesion

increase linearly with hydrate saturation whilst friction and dilation angle assumed to

be independent of hydrate content. The effect of hydrate over dilation behavior is first

acknowledged by Klar et al. (2013, 2010) who proposed an elastic-perfectly plastic model

and specified that dilation angle is dependent on the hydrate saturation degree. They

assumed that critical friction angle and Poisson’s ratio remain constant while cohesion,

dilation and elastic modulus are treated as linearly dependent over saturation degrees in

the analysis. Similarly, Pinkert and Grozic (2014) assumed that cohesion, dilation angle

and elastic modulus can be expressed as the sum of sand and hydrate respectively and the

cohesion and dilatancy angle of hydrate are exponential functions of hydrate saturation

degree. The elastic modulus of hydrate is still assumed to be linearly correlated with

hydrate saturation, which is consistent with Klar et al. (2013, 2010). Nonetheless, a

problem with these Mohr-Coulomb based models is that cap surface is not introduced
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into the yield function so that softening and degradation cannot be properly modeled.

Furthermore, volumetric yielding cannot be modeled either, which is a pivotal issue when

MHBS may undergo oversolidation during depressurization in field explorations.

To better link the volumetric strain and strength behavior of MHBS, critical state

framework (Roscoe, 1968; Roscoe et al., 1958) has been adopted by a few researchers.

Kimoto et al. (2007) formulated an elasto-viscoplastic model based on original Cam-Clay

where a normal-consolidation and over-consolidation boundary surface are separately

defined. The matching results are satisfactory in terms of strength, stiffness and dilation,

though the structure degradation is not considered in the model. A total of 15 parameters

limits the application of the model. Sultan and Garziglia (2011) considered the change

of normal compression line and expansion of yield surface due to hydrate under the

framework of modified Cam-Clay whilst the elastic modulus is modeled to be dependent

on hydrate saturation degrees. However, softening behavior cannot be modeled and

structure degradation is not considered in the proposed model. Uchida et al. (2012),

for the first time, considered bonding degradation due to excessive shearing. Favorable

calibration results against the experiments by Masui et al. (2005) and Masui et al. (2007)

in terms of strength, stiffness, dilation and softening are achieved while volumetric

yielding and structure degradation have been properly considered in the model, which

contains 6 parameters describing properties of hosting sand and 5 for hydrate-related

properties. On the basis of work by Uchida et al. (2012), Lin et al. (2015) further

incorporated the intermediate principal stress and modified the shape of yield surface

under spatially mobilized plane framework, where 13 parameters are used in the model.
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Sánchez et al. (2017) used 17 parameters and developed a elasto-plastic model under the

framework of stress partition concept and hlerarchical single surface framework.

Apart from the above mentioned models based on continumm mechanics, discrete

element method has also been applied to model the behavior of MHBS (Jiang et al.,

2014; Jung et al., 2012), though the parameters in DEM analysis are even harder to

acquire and more fundamental experiments are needed.

As the number of parameters increases in the constitutive model, it becomes difficult

to assess its generality if the model is only validated against a limited number of

experiments which is the case in most of studies mentioned above. Meanwhile, obtaining

these parameters through laboratory tests can be a substantial challenge especially if

the physical meanings and significance are not well understood. Therefore, a deeper

investigation into a constitutive model, understanding roles of parameters and providing

necessary design aids for practitioners are of vital importance to promote and accelerate

the adoption of advanced constitutive models in laboratory and field scale operations. It

is postulated that methane hydrate critical state (MHCS) model by Uchida et al. (2012)

achieves a good balance between covering all aspects of geomechanical behavior of MHBS

and keeping model parameters as concise as possible. The parameters in MHCS bear

clear physical meanings and most of them can be tested with conventional geotechnical

tests. The main features of the model are (1) it implicitly induces higher dilatancy

by enlarging the yield surface; (2) it increases the elastic stiffness of hydrate bearing

sediments explicitly; (3) it achieves smooth transition from elastic to plastic behavior

by introducing subloading surface; (4) it captures the structural degradation because of
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accumulation of plastic shear strain. As the basis of further work, the fundamentals of

MHCS are briefly reviewed in the next section.

While the conventional critical state framework defines the yield function (also plastic

potential) through a preconsolidation stress (referred to as p′
cs herein), the MHCS model

(Uchida et al., 2012) extended the yield function to include the effect of hydrates on

strength and dilatancy by introducing two hydrate-dependent parameters p′
cc and p′

cd,

where the former entailed cohesive effect and the latter was associated with dilatant

effect. In the MHCS model, yield function is defined as

f = q2 + M2(p′ + p′
cc) [p′ − R(p′

cs + p′
cd + p′

cc)] (2.9)

where f is the yield function, q is the deviator stress, M is the stress ratio q/p′ at

the critical state, p′ is the mean effective stress, p′
cs is the preconsolidation stress that

determines the size of hydrate-free yield surface, and R is the subloading ratio. In other

words, Eq. (2.9) reverts to the yield function in the conventional critical state model if

p′
cd = 0 and R = 1.

The dilatancy- and cohesion-based strength enhancement due to hydrates p′
cd and

p′
cc are represented by exponential function determined with four material parameters

ma, mb, mc and md (denoted as a, b, c, d in the orignal paper) as:

p′
cd = ma(Smec

h )m
b (2.10)

p′
cc = mc(Smec

h )m
d (2.11)
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where Smec
h is mechanical hydrate saturation in order to model the behavior of bonding

degradation as the soil is sheared. It is linked with the measured hydrate saturation Sh

by introducing a degradation factor χ:

Smec
h = χSh (2.12)

The initial value of χ is 1 and the evolution of this parameter is linked with plastic

deviatoric strain ϵp
d and modeled with a material parameter m as

dχ = −mχdϵp
d (2.13)

Eqs. (2.10), (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) imply that the contribution of hydrates to the

mechanical characteristics of hydrate-bearing soils diminishes with hydrate dissociation

and/or plastic shear deformation.

The subloading ratio R in Eq. (2.9) is introduced to achieve a smooth transition from

elastic to plastic state and the evolution of R is controlled by a hydrate-independent

parameter u:

dR = − exp(u) ln R|dϵp| (2.14)

where ϵp is the plastic strain vector. Since R induces pre-yield plasticity when R < 1,

greater pre-yield plastic strains develop with a lower value of u . When u = ∞, no

pre-yield plasticity is induced, leading to linear-elastic response prior to yielding.
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The MHCS model also incorporated hydrate-dependent shear modulus for stiffness

enhancement. The elastic bulk stiffness of hydrate bearing soil is assumed to be dominated

by the stiffness of soil skeleton.

Khs = K ′ + Kh ≈ K ′ (2.15)

where Khs is the elastic bulk stiffness of hydrate soil, Kh is the strength enhancement

from hydrate, and K ′ is the stiffness of original soil matrix.

The shear modulus of hydrate bearing soils Ghs is assumed to be the summation of

pure sand shear modulus Gs and enhancement from hydrate Gh:

Ghs = Gs + Gh (2.16)

where Gh is modeled to be a linear function of hydrate saturation Sh:

Gh = m2S
mec
h (2.17)

To sum up, there are 11 parameters in the original MHCS model. The five hydrate

independent parameters are M, λ, κ, ν, p′
cs while six hydrate-dependent parameters are

a, b, c, d, m, m2.
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2.5 Modeling of methane recovery from wellbores

The mathematical models and numerical simulators are of vital importance in evaluating

the feasibility of recovery methods and potential geotechnical hazards. Depending on the

main focus of the analyses, the models and simulators can include four components: (1)

hydro - where phase flow is described through permeability models and retention curves;

(2) chemical - where the dissociation of hydrate is depicted via hydrate equilibrium con-

ditions, phase transition laws, kinetic relationships for chemical reactions; (3) mechanical

- where the deformation and loading capacity are characterized by constitutive laws; (4)

thermal - where the thermal flow is also considered through thermal conductivity models.

In early years of study, where the concept of production from MHBS has to be

verified, only (1) hydro and (2) chemical components were considered. These include

the mathematical work by Ahmadi et al. (2004); Goel et al. (2001); Liu and Flemings

(2007); Moridis (2002); Moridis et al. (2007); Sun et al. (2005); Yousif et al. (1991)

and simulators such as MH21-HYDRES (Kurihara et al., 2008), STOMP-HYD (White

and McGrail, 2006), UMSICHT HyRes (Janicki et al., 2011) and TOUGH-HYDRATE

(Moridis et al., 2008). However, the excessive deformation and/or sand production

caused by destabilization of hydrate encountered in field test (refer to Section 1.1) have

highlighted the necessities of incorporating mechanical part into the coupled formulations.

Klar et al. (2010) proposed a coupled flow-hydro-mechanical framework for MHBS, over

which the effects of temperature and sand production are considered and incorporated

(Klar et al., 2013; Uchida et al., 2016a). In the meantime, Kimoto et al. (2010) and

Gupta et al. (2017, 2015) also independently derived coupled formulations considering
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Table 2.2 Comparison of components of model/simulators for MHBS

Model/Simulator Hydro & Mechanical Thermal
Chemical

STOMP-HYD (White and McGrail, 2006) Y N Y
TOUGH-HYDRATE (Moridis et al., 2008) Y N Y

MH21-HYDRES (Kurihara et al., 2008) Y N Y
UMSICHT HyRes (Janicki et al., 2011) Y N Y

Rutqvist and Moridis (2008) Y Semi-coupled N
Klar et al. (2010) Y Y N

Kimoto et al. (2010) Y Y Y
Klar et al. (2013) Y Y Y

Gupta et al. (2017, 2015) Y Y Y
Uchida et al. (2016a) Y Y + sand production Y

flow-hydro-mechanical-thermal effects. A comparison of selected model and simulators

is provided in Table 2.2, which shows that only three simulators (Kimoto et al. (2010),

Klar et al. (2013) and Uchida et al. (2016a), Gupta et al. (2017, 2015)) are able to fully

couple all aspects. In the coming sections, the three simulators are briefly introduced

and compared.

2.5.1 Components of a fully coupled model

Most of these models/simulators (referred as ‘models’ here) originated from the simplifica-

tions of multiphase flow at porous media and are constructed under axioms of conservation

laws of mass, momentum and energy. Since the complex boundary conditions within the

hydrate bearing sediments are hard to describe, these models usually solve the governing

equations in continua over a representative elementary volume. Basic assumptions are

made before derivation of models, which are (1) there are only four phases of material in

the element (soil, water, gas, hydrate) and they add up to unit volume; (2) ice phase is
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not considered; (3) hydrate and soil are stationary, but deformable, while water and gas

can flow through the porous media. As an example of illustrating components of coupled

formulations, the fully coupled model by Klar et al. (2013) is introduced herein.

Conservation of mass The mass balance equations for water, gas and hydrate are:

dmw = −∇ · (ρwqw)dt − ∂mwh

∂t
dt (2.18)

dmg = −∇ · (ρwqg)dt − ∂mgh

∂t
dt (2.19)

dmh = ∂mwh

∂t
dt + ∂mgh

∂t
dt (2.20)

where mg, mw, mh and ρg, ρw, ρh are mass and density of water, gas and hydrate, mwh

and mgh are water and gas mass trapped in hydrate and ∂mgh

∂t
dt and ∂mgh

∂t
dt represent

the rate of gas and water release from hydrate due to dissociation. qg and qw are specific

flow of gas and water.

Conservation of momentum Darcy’s law is adopted for describing multiphase flow:

qw = −Kh

µw

kr
w(∇Pw − ρwg)

qg = −Kh

µg

kr
g(∇Pg − ρgg) (2.21)

where Kh is the intrinsic permeability of hydrate bearing sediment, P is pressure, µ

is viscosity, g is gravity, and kr
w, kr

g are relative permeabilities of water and gas with

respective to the soil and are determined by the parameters a, b and c through the relative
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permeability curves kr suggested by van Genuchten (1980):

kr
w = Sb

e[1 − (1 − S1/a
e )a]2

kr
g = (1 − Se)c(1 − S1/a

e )2a (2.22)

S is the saturation and effective water saturation Se is defined as:

Se = Sw

Sw + Sg

(2.23)

The relationship between Kh and intrinsic permeability tensor K is described by the

widely used Tokyo model (Masuda et al., 1999):

Kh = K(1 − Sh)N (2.24)

where N is a permeability reduction exponent.

Conservation of energy The temperature increment is given by the energy balance

equation for hydrate-bearing sediments:

dT = dt

c̄(T )

[
−∇ · (K̄(T )∇T ) − ∇ · (ρwc(T )

w qwT ) − ∇ · (ρgc(T )
g qgT ) − ∆HRh + σ′ · dϵp

]
(2.25)

where t is the time, c̄(T ) is the volumetric average of the heat capacity of four phases (i.e.

solids, water, gas and hydrate), c(T ) is the specific heat (i.e., heat capacity per unit mass),

K̄(T ) is the volumetric average of the thermal conductivity tensor of the four phases, and
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∆H is the chemical potential energy absorbed (or released) upon hydrate dissociation

(or formation). The expression includes thermo-hydro components (the second and third

terms) and thermo-mechanical component due to plastic work (the fifth term).

Multiphase flow in porous media There is a discontinuity of the pressure at inter-

face of two phases known as capillary pressure, denoted as Pc, which is important in

characterizing the movement of phases in the media and the value is dependent on the

hydraulic properties of soil. It is determined based on the formula by van Genuchten

(1980):

Pc = Pg − Pw = P0(S−1/a
e − 1)1−a (2.26)

where P0 is the air entry pressure, a is a model parameter and Se is the effective water

saturation. For the gas phase, it is assumed that ideal gas law holds:

Pg = ρgRT

Mg

(2.27)

where R is gas constant, Mg is molecular mass of gas, T is the temperature (in Kelvin).

Soil skeleton stress Mechanical deformation is obtained by solving the equation of

motion that includes total stress tensor term. Based on Bishop’s definition of effective

stress in the multiphase porous media (Bishop, 1959), the total stress is obtained by:

σ = σ′ + δ
SwPw + SgPg

Sw + Sg

(2.28)
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where σ is the total stress vector (compression positive), σ′ is the effective stress vector,

δ is the Kronecker delta, S is the saturation, P is the pore pressure and the subscripts

w and g represent water and gas, respectively. The change in the effective stress in

Eq. (2.28) is determined by the constitutive law and Klar et al. (2013) adopted an

extended Mohr-Coulomb model as described in the Section 2.4.

Dissociation kinetics Rh is the hydrate dissociation (or formation) rate (positive

denotes dissociation), defined in Eq. (2.29) (Englezos et al., 1987; Kim et al., 1987).

Rh = nShKdAsh ⟨Peq(T ) − Pg⟩ − n(Sg)KfShAsh ⟨Pg − Peq(T )⟩ (2.29)

where n is the porosity, Kd is the hydrate dissociation constant:

Kd = Kd0 exp(−9400/T ) (2.30)

where constant Kd0 = 124000 mol/(m2 · Pa · s), Kf is the formation constant equal to

Kf = 0.5875 × 10−11 mol/(m2 · Pa · s), Ash is the hydrate surface area for unit volume

of the hydrate (= 0.375 × 10−6 m−1), Peq is the phase-equilibrium pressure of hydrate

dependent on temperature.

Final formulations By taking these relationships into the governing equations, the

changes in pore pressures and saturation degrees of different phases can be derived :
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dPw = − dt

nD

[
∇ · (ρwqw)

ρw

Γ + ∇ · (ρgqg)
ρg

]

+ dϵv

nD

[
SwΓ + Sg

Sw + Sg

]
+ dt

nD

[
NhMw

ρw

Γ + Mg

ρg

− Mh

ρh

SwΓ + Sg

Sw + Sg

]
Rh (2.31a)

+dT

D

[
SwΓβw + SgβT

g + SwΓ + Sg

Sw + Sg

(ShβT
h + 1 − n

n
βT

g )
]

dPg = − dt

nD

[
∇ · (ρwqw)

ρw

+ ∇ · (ρgqg)
ρg

Γ
]

+ dϵv

nD

[
Sw + SgΓ
Sw + Sg

]
+ dt

nD

[
NhMw

ρw

+ Mg

ρg

Γ − Mh

ρh

Sw + SgΓ
Sw + Sg

]
Rh (2.31b)

+dT

D

[
Swβw + SgβT

g Γ + Sw + SgΓ
Sw + Sg

(
ShβT

h + 1 − n

n
βT

g

)]

dSw = − dt

nD

[
∇ · (ρwqw)

ρw

Sg

Kg

− ∇ · (ρgqg)
ρg

Sw

Kw

]

+ dϵv

nD

[
Sg

Kg

Sw − Sw

Kw

Sg − Sw

Kw

SwΓ + Sg

Sw + Sg

Sh

]

+ dt

nD

[
NhMw

ρw

Sg

Kg

− Mg

ρg

Sw

Kw

− Mh

ρh

Sw

Kw

SwΓ + Sg

Sw + Sg

]
Rh (2.31c)

+dT

D
[ Sg

Kg

Sw(βw + 1 − n

n
βT

g ) − Sw

Kw

Sg(βT
g + 1 − n

n
βT

g )

− Sw

Kw

SwΓ + Sg

Sw + Sg

Sh(βT
h + 1 − n

n
βT

g )]
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dSg = − dt

nD

[
∇ · (ρgqg)

ρg

Sw

Kw

− ∇ · (ρwqw)
ρw

Sg

Kg

]

+ dϵv

nD

[
Sw

Kw

Sg − Sg

Kg

Sw − Sg

Kg

Sw + SgΓ
Sw + Sg

Sh

]

+ dt

nD

[
−NhMw

ρw

Sg

Kg

+ Mg

ρg

Sw

Kw

+ Mh

ρh

Sg

Kg

Sw + SgΓ
Sw + Sg

]
Rh (2.31d)

+dT

D
[− Sg

Kg

Sw

(
βw + 1 − n

n
βT

g

)
+ Sw

Kw

Sg

(
βT

g + 1 − n

n
βT

g

)

− Sg

Kg

Sw + SgΓ
Sw + Sg

Sh

(
βT

h + 1 − n

n
βT

g

)
]

dSh = dϵv

n

[
Sh

]
− dt

n

[
Mh

ρh

]
Rh + dT

[
Sh(βT

h + 1 − n

n
βT

g )
]

(2.31e)

where D = Sw

Kw

+ Sg

Kg

− SwSgP ′
c

KwKg(Sw + Sg)

Γ = 1 − SgP ′
c

Kg(Sw + Sg)

Γ = 1 − SwP ′
c

Kw(Sw + Sg)

P ′
c = ∂Pc

∂Se

(2.31f)

In Eq. (2.31), Nh is hydration number (i.e., Mh = Mg + NhMw), T is the tempera-

ture, the subscript h represents hydrate and βT
s , βT

h , βT
w , βT

g are the thermal expansion

coefficients of solid, hydrate, water and gas, respectively.

An explicit time-marching algorithm was adopted to solve the above equations, where

the calculation of variables at each step is based on information of the previous step

only. Fig. 2.18 shows the flow chart for a single timestep calculation cycle, where the

calculation begins with known state variables such as pressures (Pw, Pg), saturations
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Start of calculation cycle 

(with Pw, Pg, Sg, Sw, Sh, T and σ�)

Solve fluid, gas and thermal fluxes 

qw , qg and -K
T
∆T

Solve total stress σ and total 

differential of velocity du̇

Update velocity and 
define dε=du̇dt

Solve  dPw, dPg, dSg, dSw, dSh

Solve  constitutive model for dσ’ and dε
p

End of calculation cycle. Update  Pw, Pg, Sg, 
Sw, Sh, T and σ�with above increments

Solve dT

qw , qg

dεv

dε

d
P

w
, 
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P
g
, d

S
g
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d
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w
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d
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h

dSh

 dσ’

dT
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Fig. 2.18 Flow chart of calculation cycle of a single time step (modified from Klar et al.
(2013))

(Sw, Sh, Sg), stress and temperature, and ends with deriving incremental items for the

next step.

2.5.2 Comparisons with other simulators

The comparisons among three fully-coupled models shown in Table 2.2 are made in this

section. Kimoto et al. (2010) also fully coupled hydro-thermo-mechanical-chemical effects.

The coupling principles are similar to those adopted in Klar et al. (2013) with slight

differences. For example, they considered the dependency of permeability coefficients for

water and gas on hydrate saturation. In other words, K in Eq. (2.21) is also assumed

to vary based on void ratios of hosting sand here. However, this does not constitute a
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major issue because K can be directly measured at different void ratios beforehand in

Klar et al. (2013). Another difference between the two simulators is that the constitutive

model adopted in Kimoto et al. (2010) is an elasto-viscoplastic model with 15 parameters,

while the elasto-plastic model based on Mohr-Coulomb framework adopted in Klar et al.

(2013) contains 6 parameters. The large number of parameters in Kimoto’s model makes

it complicated for calibration practice.

Considering the grain detachment and particle migration in the pore spaces during

hydrate dissociation and fluid flow, Uchida et al. (2016a) further incorporated sand

production module into the simulator (Klar et al., 2013) in order to model the volume of

sand flowing into the wellbore during gas production. This is the first analytical work

that considers the sand migration feature in gas hydrate bearing sediment and provides

insights for mitigating sand production problems in future operations.

Gupta et al. (2017, 2015) further considered the dissolution of methane gas in water

and water vapor in methane gas in the calculation of saturation of each phase. For

characterization of capillary pressure, they adopted the model proposed by Brooks and

Corey (1964) instead of van Genuchten model (i.e., Eq. (2.6))(van Genuchten, 1980) used

by previous two simulators. This does not pose a significant difference as Brooks-Corey

parameters are interchangeable with van Genuchten parameters (Morel-Seytoux et al.,

1996). For constitutive relations, they adopted a simple linear-elastic model, so that the

application of their simulator is confined to small-strain scenarios.
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2.5.3 Discussions

The three simulators mentioned above reflect the state-of-the-art fully-coupled modeling

approach and a project is ongoing which tries to validate and compare existing simulators

(Gupta 2018, by private communication). It is reasonable to assume, for now, that

these simulators can provide precise estimate of the behavior of wellbore during gas

production. However, one thing worth noting is that these simulators are deterministic

models, in other words, a precise value for each parameter has to be inputted into the

simulator to generate predictions as shown in Fig. 2.19. In this sense, all parameters

(most often over 30) in simulators have to be known as precisely as possible in order to

make evaluations and engineering decisions. This, in practice, is hard (if possible) to

achieve since on the one hand, there are a few parameters that are hard or even impossible

to measure directly (some of which even lack physical meanings). On the other hand,

available documentations for a specific parameter may not suffice since values are usually

not unique or could vary considerably even over one site. Current numerical modeling

studies use a certain set of deterministic parameters, based on partly direct measurement

and partly educated guess, to obtain predictions which may overlook the uncertainty.

Considering the nonlinear nature of these simulators, uncertainties of parameters can

lead to significant errors in estimations.

It is often important to consider the uncertainties of these parameters (which are

important for researchers) and the effects of uncertainties on model output (what

practitioners are more interested in). These two issues can be solved together by

introducing sensitivity analysis, where the most important parameters are identified first
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Fig. 2.19 Derivation of predicted value produced from a deterministic model (after
Hoffmann and Miller (1983))

and more experiments or field researches are carried out to derive better definition or

measurement of these priority parameters. Such process may be iterated until the range

of these important parameters are reasonably narrowed and uncertainties associated with

these parameters are effectively reduced. In the next section, methods of conducting

sensitivity analysis are introduced.

2.6 Sensitivity analysis in geotechnical engineering

Sensitivity analysis (SA) is used to understand how the change of input parameter could

affect the output. It could help identify research priorities by finding a region in the

parameter space where the output has the maximum variation. By fixing insignificant

parameters at a constant value, SA could also be used to reduce the number of parameters
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to be calibrated. In the following text, input parameter X could denote a scalar or a

vector which is composed of multiple parameters, and the output y is a function of X.

Depending on the parameter space under investigation, SA could be divided into local

or global. Local SA, as the name suggests, investigates the behavior of y in a certain

region around X. In the case where the value of X is highly uncertain, global SA will

be used to evaluate the overall, integrative influence of X on y based on the assessment

of all possible values of X. There are three categories of SA, namely sampling-based,

screening, and variance-based method, which are introduced in the next sections.

2.6.1 Sampling-based method

There are several approaches under this category such as graphical method, regression

analysis and rank transformations, among which graphical method is the most straightfor-

ward and provides intuitive grasp of the influence of parameters. It maps the relationship

between input X = {X1, X2, X3, ..., Xk} and output Y by plotting k scatter plots after

evaluating a sample matrix containing w datasets generated by Monto-Carlo simulation:

X =



x11 x12 x13 . . . x1k

x21 x22 x23 . . . x2k

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

xw1 xw2 xw3 . . . xwk
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Computing each row of X gives the output vector Y ,

Y = f(X) =



y1

y2

...

yw



With X and Y, a total of k scatter plots can be drawn and each plot contains w

scatter points where the X-axis is the value of certain parameter and Y-axis is the

corresponding response Y (For example, the first column of X are the x-values for X1).

Fig. 2.20 shows an example where a function with four parameters (X1, X2, X3, X4) is

investigated with 500 datasets (i.e., k = 4, w = 500). The eccentricity of ellipse formed

with dots in each scatter plot conceptually shows the influence of each parameter. It can

be seen that four parameters ranks in the order of X4 > X3 > X2 > X1 because Y shows

the most dependency on X4 than the other parameters.

Since the generation of datasets is Monto-Carlo based where the entire parameter

space is explored, this method produces global sensitivity analysis. It is appropriate

when there are only a few parameters, otherwise comparison among many scatter plots

becomes challenging. Another drawback is the interaction effects exist among parameters

which cannot be captured with this approach.
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Fig. 2.20 Scatterplots of Y with respect to parameters X1, X2, X3, X4 (Saltelli et al.,
2007)

2.6.2 Screening method

When the number of parameters to be evaluated is huge, the most dominant parameters

may be ‘screened’ with one parameter at one time (OAT). Unlike the graphical method

where all datasets are independently generated and irrelevant, only the value of one

parameter (e.g. X2) is changed to form a new data point (e.g. X2 + ∆). The partial

derivative of the output with respect to the changed parameter ∂y/∂Xi is calculated to

represent the effect of the parameter, and a total of k + 1 points have to be evaluated at
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least. For example, the parameter matrix in OAT is

Xk+1,n =



x11 x12 x13 . . . x1k

x11 x12 + ∆ x13 . . . x1k

x11 + ∆ x12 + ∆ x13 . . . x1k

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



The sensitivity measure of X2 and X1 are

∂y

∂X2
= y(x11, x12 + ∆, x13, ..., x1k) − y(x11, x12, x13, ..., x1k)

∆ (2.32)

∂y

∂X1
= y(x11 + ∆, x12 + ∆, x13, ..., x1k) − y(x11, x12 + ∆, x13, ..., x1k)

∆ (2.33)

It can be seen that OAT is local sensitivity analysis because each parameter is

investigated around a subspace of radius ∆. Elementary effect method (Morris, 1991)

further extends OAT to the entire parameter space by designing a proper sampling scheme

generating several Xk+1,n to ensure the entire parameter space is properly represented,

while keeping the simplicity and effectiveness of OAT in identifying the influential

parameters in a complex model (Saltelli et al., 2007).

In elementary effect method, the k parameters involved in a response function y are

normalized and mapped to a k-dimensional unit cube (Figure 2.21). The cube is then

discretized into p ‘levels’, leading to pk ‘crosspoints’. Out of these crosspoints, w sampling

points are selected to form a trajectory. Between two adjacent sampling points on one

trajectory, only one dimension is varied by a predetermined step ∆. The direction of the
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step can be randomly selected. Fig. 2.21 presents an example of one trajectory used in

the elementary method when k = 2, p = 4, w = 3 and ∆ = 2/3. For a trajectory r, the

sampling points form a w × k matrix Br according to:

Br = (J1xr + (∆/2)[(2BL − J)Dr + J])Pr (2.34)

where J is a w × k matrix of 1s, J1 is a w × 1 vector of 1s, xr is a 1 × k row vector

with elements randomly assigned from {0, 1/(p − 1), 2/(p − 1), ..., 1 − ∆} with equal

probability, BL is a w × k strictly lower triangular matrix of 1s, Dr is a k × k diagonal

matrix in which each diagonal element is either 1 or -1 with equal probability, Pr is a

k × k permutation matrix where each column contains one element equal to 1 and all

others equal to 0 and no two columns have 1s in the same position. Each row in Br is

therefore the coordinates of one sampling point.

The elementary effect is defined as the difference in model responses obtained from

two adjacent sampling points divided by the step length. For a certain parameter Xi,

model responses using two sets of parameters (i.e., (i+1)th and ith rows of Br) can be

evaluated to determine the elementary effect:

EEr
i = y(X1, X2, ..., Xi + ∆, ..., Xk) − y(X1, X2, ..., Xi, ..., Xk)

∆ (2.35)

where EEr
i denotes the elementary effect for parameter Xi on trajectory r.
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Fig. 2.21 One trajectory in elementary effect method when k = 2, p = 4, w = 3 and
∆ = 2/3.

If more than one trajectory, say Υ trajectories, are constructed, the mean of EEr
i,t

can be used as the sensitivity measure,

µi = 1
Υ

Υ∑
r=1

|EEr
i | (2.36)

This implies that each parameter is assessed for Υ times independently and µi is the

mean slope of model response with respect to the parameter Xi. µi is originally denoted

as µ∗ in (Campolongo et al., 2007), and a large value of µi means that the parameter Xi

is influential. Therefore, the value of µi is used to determine the order of the influential

parameters.

The elementary effect method requires fewer model runs while the sensitivity measures

calculated by this method provide a good proxy of total sensitivity indices by variance-

based methods (Campolongo et al., 2007). Compared with OAT, the elementary effect

method requires more model evaluations and the number of evaluations is dependent on

the number of trajectories r. A drawback of this method is that correlations among input
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parameters cannot be calculated if the input parameters are correlated. This method

was used by Miro et al. (2014) to investigate the sensitivity of soil parameters on the

ground deformation during construction of tunnel.

2.6.3 Variance-based method

In variance-based method, the ‘influence’ of the parameter is defined as the extent of the

reduction of conditional variance of output with respect to the unconditional variance

of the output. As an indicator of the direct influence of a parameter Xi, the first order

sensitivity index is defined as (Sobol’, 1990):

Si = V (E[y|Xi])
V (y) (2.37)

where E[y|Xi] is the conditional expectation of y when Xi is fixed and V (·) is the variance.

The first order sensitivity index only considers the main effect, neglecting the in-

teractive effects among parameters. For a non-linear model, the sum of all first order

sensitivity indecies could be very low (Ekstrom and Broed, 2006). Therefore the total

sensitivity index, which includes all orders of sensitivity index, should be used as a

measure of overall influence. For example, if a model contains three parameters, the total

order sensitivity index for X1 would be:

ST1 = S1 + S12 + S13 + S123 (2.38)
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where S12 reflects the interaction effect of X1 and X2 on the outcome. The interaction

effects are represented by:

Vij = V (E[y|Xi, Xj]) − V (E[y|Xi]) − V (E[y|Xj]) (2.39)

Sij = Vij

V (y) (2.40)

where V (E[y|Xi, Xj]) represents the joint effect of (Xi, Xj) on y, and is known as the

second order effect.

The equations above are conceptual. To compute the actual value of ST , numerical

methods available are: Sobol’s method (Sobol, 1993), Jansen method (Jansen et al.,

1994), extended Fourier amplitude sensitivity test (EFAST)(Saltelli et al., 1999). In

general, the accuracy of the approximation of ST depends on the total number of model

evaluations. Among the three methods, Jansen method requires the least and EFAST

requires the most. There are concerns that Jansen method and Sobol’s method may

sacrifice the accuracy of the calculation as not enough model evaluations are conducted

(Chan et al., 2000).

2.7 Remarks

Methane hydrate research has a long history, even though the importance of geomechanics

was not realized until large deformation and/or sand production occurred during several

field tests. Over the past decade, the advances made in geomechanical aspect over
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MHBS have deepened over three levels: experiment, constitutive modeling and wellbore

modeling.

For experimental studies, much research effort has been devoted to synthesization of

methane hydrate within sediment pores in terms of synthesization method and apparatus,

and the adoption of pressure cores to acquire geotechnical information of sediments that

better reflects in situ conditions. Valuable data over water saturated MHBS has been

reported by various institutions and these data definitely constitutes a solid foundation

for numerical modeling. However, research on gas-saturated or partially saturated MHBS

is still preliminary and more work is needed.

In the development of numerical approaches, the community has witnessed the de-

velopment of constitutive models for MHBS, starting from simple Mohr-Coulomb to

critical state models, to more sophisticated elasto-viscoplastic model. Despite the encour-

aging results, one thing that must be realized is that more parameters are inevitablely

introduced, whilst the generality of proposed models is rarely systematically studied and

tested. It is also worth noting that calibration practice has been increasingly prohibitive

to people other than modelers themselves because of two facts: (1) a considerable number

of parameters in advanced models are designed without explicit physical meanings and

cannot be directly measured; (2) manual calibration of many parameters depends on the

expertise of the users and is difficult for practical problems. Therefore, a constitutive

model that is able to capture the essence of behavior of MHBS while keeping the num-

ber of parameters as low as possible is needed. The model should be comprehensively

validated, and practical for engineers. The parameters of the model can be conveniently
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estimated, and could shed light on direction of future experimental research, is needed at

this stage.

Over the broader scale, modeling of the behavior of wellbore during field production

has progressed significantly, and it is now possible to simulate the geomechanical aspect.

However, the issue of the large number of parameters needs to be properly taken care of,

as (1) inverse analysis for a specific problem by manual-calibration is prohibitive while

the time needed for automate calibration through optimization increases significantly; (2)

the inherent uncertainties and variation of these mechanical, hydro, chemical and thermal

properties of in situ sediments may lead to deviations or even errors with state-of-the-art

simulators. While sensitivity analysis is an option of studying model uncertainty and

provides insights for further field research, there is no study that covers coupled simulators

from this aspect. Therefore, an integrated framework that systematically links calibration,

sensitivity, and uncertainty to study the wellbore behavior would be valuable for future

explorations.

Among the three categories of sensitivity analysis methods introduced, the choice

of method depends on a number of factors. The first choice is made between local and

global methods as local sensitivity analysis methods should not be used when the model

is non-linear, or the parameters vary over different orders of magnitude (Ekstrom and

Broed, 2006). The second choice of which specific global method to use depends on the

following factors: how much computation resource one model evaluation takes, how many

model parameters the model has, and whether the model output is linearly, monotonically

or non-monotonically related to the parameters.
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Parameter screening, such as Elementary Effect method, may be used when there are

a large number of parameters while the model itself is computational demanding. The

parameters that significantly influence the output variability can be identified quickly.

Variance-based methods can compute the total effect of contributions of input parameters

if the model is non-monotonic. However, more evaluations are required than other

methods. If a model contains a moderate level of number of parameters, and each model

evaluation does not take too long, variance-based methods are preferred.

It has to be mentioned that sensitivity analysis only identifies the parameter that has

the strongest effect on the uncertainty of model output. It does not explain why such

phenomenon happens. The explanation has to be based on the mathematical model, or

essentially, the physical phenomenon the model tries to explain.



Chapter 3

Triaxial compression tests of

homogeneous methane hydrate

bearing sediments

Although pressure-coring has been adopted to study the geomechanical behavior of

MHBS, the cost and complexity of retrieving samples from the field limit the quantity

of available data. This makes laboratory synthesization the most important source of

information on geomechanical properties of hydrate bearing sediments. Currently, such

information is still insufficient in terms of different hosting materials, saturations, effective

stress, preconsolidation stress, etc., for studying the constitutive relations of hydrate

bearing sediments.

In summer 2008, a German National project, SUGAR (Submarine Gas Hydrate

Reservoirs), was launched aiming to produce natural gas from marine methane hydrates.
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In this chapter, as a part of SUGAR project, a series of tests over water-saturated MHBS

with North Sea sand are conducted with a high-pressure triaxial apparatus providing pore

pressure of 10 MPa and effective stress of 1 MPa. The results of these tests are reported

and the effects of hydrate saturation over the geomechanical behavior are investigated.

In addition to water saturated tests, a number of gas saturated MHBS are formed and

sheared. The behavior of gas saturated MHBS is compared with water saturated MHBS

of similar hydrate saturation degrees.

3.1 Experiments

3.1.1 Apparatus

The tests were conducted by the author with the high pressure triaxial system NESSI

(Natural Environment Simulator for Sub-seafloor Interactions) at the Helmholtz Center

for Ocean Research Kiel (GEOMAR). Fig. 3.1 shows the schematic diagram of the NESSI

system which is composed of a high pressure vessel, thermostat system, hydraulic pumps,

buffer pumps, and mass flow analyzer. The volume of the pressure vessel is 40 L and

is made of stainless steel by Wille Geotechnik, Rosdorf, Germany. Thermal exchange

pipes are installed on the inner surface of the vessel and connected to a thermostat

system (T1200,Lauda, Lauda-Konigshofen,Germany) where chilled glycol is circulated to

cool down the hydraulic fluid in the vessel. The confining pressure and axial pressure

acting on the sample is controlled by two high-precision (0.001 mL) hydraulic pumps and

actuators (VPC 400, APS GmbH Wille Geotechnik, Rosdorf, Germany). Pore pressure
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic diagram of testing system

is regulated by high pressure reactor (Parr Instruments, Illinois, USA) and a piston

pump (Teledyne ISCO, Lincoln NE, USA). The pore pressure is measured at the influent

and the effluent fluid streams close to the top and bottom of the sample. The flux of

dissociated methane gas and water is adjusted with a fine regulating valve (TESCOM

Europe, Selmsdorf, Germany), separated and collected respectively.

3.1.2 Host sand

Quartz sand from North Sea (G20TEAS, particle size: 0.1-0.6 mm, initial sample porosity:

0.35, Schwülper, Germany) is used in this study as host sediment, of which the particle

size distribution curve is shown in Fig. 3.2. The soil particle density is 2.65 g/cm3.

Median grain size is 0.29 mm.
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Fig. 3.2 Size distribution curve of sand used in the experiment

3.1.3 Sample preparation

Partial water saturation method is adopted in this study. The sand is mixed with

predetermined amounts of deionized water depending on the target hydrate saturation.

After being thoroughly mixed, the homogenized, partially water saturated soil is then

cast into a silicon membrane which is fixed on a metal mold to keep the sample in shape

during tampering. The soil is placed in 5 layers, and each layer is tampered for 30 times

for compaction. Each cylindrical sample is 8 cm in diameter and 16 cm in height. After

the host specimen is mounted into the vessel, the vessel is closed and chilled with glycol

at 4 oC which is circulated around the specimen. Fig. 3.3 shows the 3D model and photo

of mounted sample in the high pressure vessel.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3.3 (a) 3D model and (b) photo of mounted sample in the vessel
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3.2 Experimental procedures

Before gas is injected and hydrate is formed, the sample is isotropically consolidated to 1

MPa. After isotropic consolidation is complete, methane gas is injected into the pores of

the sample from both sides to increase the pore pressure to approximately 10 MPa at

a rate of approximately 0.167 MPa/min. In the meantime, the confining pressure and

axial pressure are regulated so that the sample remains to be isotropically consolidated

at 1 MPa during the injection and formation period, with regulating error less than 50

kPa. When the pore pressure reaches 11 MPa, the injection process is complete. Top and

bottom valves controlling the pore pressure are closed for hydrate formation. During the

formation period, the pore pressure in the sample is continuously monitored for hydrate

saturation calculation.

For water saturated samples, after the target hydrate saturation level is reached,

the remaining gas in sediment pores is substituted with water. A gas collection tank

is pressurized with nitrogen to the same pressure as the current pore pressure of the

sample. Deionized water is then pressurized from the bottom end of the sample and

remaining gas in pores is pushed out through the top end of sample. The total volume

of injected water is larger than the pore space of the sample to ensure that gas has been

fully substituted with water. For gas saturated samples, water substitution process is

not conducted. For all experiments, the pore pressure is adjusted to 10 MPa prior to

shearing, since the hydrate bearing layer in North Sea is located at approximately 1 km

below the sea surface which corresponds to a pore pressure of around 10 MPa.
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For simplicity, ‘water saturated methane hydrate bearing sediment test sample’ formed

with the procedures described above will be referred as ‘WS sample’, and ‘gas saturated

methane hydrate bearing sediment test sample’ as ‘GS sample’ hereafter.

3.3 Triaxial compression tests

Before experiments over hydrate-bearing sediments are conducted, two triaxial tests are

conducted over water-saturated hydrate-free sand under same conditions to examine the

repeatability of the testing system. The sample is sheared at the axial strain rate of 0.1

mm/min under drained conditions, while keeping the cell pressure at 11 MPa, the pore

pressure at 10 MPa and the temperature at 278 K. During shearing, the volume change

of axial and confining hydraulic fluid in the pump is continuously monitored to calculate

the volumetric strain of the sample.

Fig. 3.4 shows the deviator stress and volumetric strain response against axial strain

for the two hydrate-free tests. It can be seen that the results of two tests match well,

where the maximum deviator stress is 3.8 MPa and the volume expands by approximately

3.4% in both tests.

In this chapter, a total of 6 hydrate-bearing samples of various saturation degrees are

sheared. The test conditions are the same as the hydrate-free tests and are reported in

Table 3.1. For all these tests, after axial strain level has reached 15%, the axial loading

is reduced to bring the sample back to the isotropic compression state. Then the pore
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Fig. 3.4 Comparison of two hydrate-free triaxial tests

Table 3.1 Test conditions of triaxial tests on hydrate bearing samples

Type Sh Strain rate σ′
c

(%) (mm/min) (MPa)
WS 17 0.1 1
WS 26 0.1 1
WS 35 0.1 1
GS 19 0.1 1
GS 26 0.1 1
GS 32 0.1 1

Pore pressure is 10 MPa, temperature is 5 oC.

pressure of sample is reduced to 2 MPa and the temperature of cell confining fluid is set

to 15 oC to dissociate the hydrate in the pore space.

3.4 Test results

3.4.1 Hydrate formation

Fig. 3.5 shows the formation of hydrate with respect to time. The calculation of hydrate

formation is divided into two parts. (1) The first part of hydrate is formed during the gas
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injection process during which the pore pressure increases from 0 to 11 MPa. The first

part of hydrate, which is formed during gas injection period (before gas pressure reaches

peak value), is assumed to begin when the pore pressure exceeds phase equilibrium

pressure Peq (c.f. Fig. 1.4). Since the amount of methane being injected cannot be

measured directly, the hydrate formation speed over the injection period is assumed

to be equal to and approximated by the average formation speed during the first 500

seconds after the gas injection is complete. This is because the time during pore pressure

reaching Peq and maximum pressure (i.e. 11 MPa) is 8-10 minutes. This assumption

may marginally affect the final saturation degrees. For example, if the average speed

during the first 1000 seconds after injection complete is used, the final saturation would

decrease by 1-3% in this series of studies. (2) The second part of hydrate is formed after

gas injection. The amount of hydrate formed during this period is calculated based on

mass balance, because pore volumes and the density of gas can be derived based on the

gas pressure and temperature. Therefore, the amount of hydrate formed is equal to the

amount of methane gas consumed. To calculate the amount of water consumed, the

hydration number is taken as 5.75 in this study (i.e., 5.75 moles of water molecules reacts

with 1 mole of methane molecule).

From Fig. 3.5, it is obvious that the hydrate formation is quick in the first day and

slows down as time continues. This is probably due to the nucleation of hydrate at the

contact surface of water and gas which reduces the contact area of gas and water. The

final saturation degrees of hydrate are 17%, 26%, 35% for WS samples and 19%, 26%,

32% for GS samples. It should be noted that although more hydrate could be formed
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Fig. 3.5 Time histories of hydrate formation with respect to time (WS: water-saturated,
GS: gas-saturated)

given longer formation time, we only waited for up to 5 days for hydrate formation in

each experiment. It is also worth mentioning that the hydrate formed in substitution

stage could be neglected because the gas remaining in the pores at the end of formation

process is substituted within 30 minutes.

3.4.2 Stress-strain response during deviatoric compression

Water saturated samples

Fig. 3.6a shows deviatoric stress versus the axial strain curve for water-saturated (WS)

hydrate bearing samples of different hydrate saturations, subject to a effective confining

pressure of 1 MPa. The axial strain is calculated by dividing the displacement of loading

arm by the original height of the sample. On the right-hand side, Fig. 3.6b plots the

volumetric strain against axial strain, where positive value denotes dilation and negative
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compression. The volume change of the sample is represented by the change of volume

of confining hydraulic fluid in the pressure vessel, corrected for the volume change of

pressure vessel under different levels of fluid pressure.

For the hydrate free sample, it reaches the maximum deviator stress of approximately

3.6 MPa at the axial strain level of around 5%, before strain softening happens. Compared

with hydrate free sample, three hydrate bearing samples exhibit greater elastic stiffness

in the initial loading. In terms of maximum deviator stress, two samples of hydrate

saturation of 26% and 35% have larger peak stress than the hydrate-free sample, while the

strength of low saturation sample (Sh = 17%) is similar to the hydrate free sample. This

observation of insignificant strength increase due to low presence of hydrate is consistent

with (Hyodo et al., 2013b; Masui et al., 2005) who find a threshold of saturation of 25%

for the strength enhancement to be observed. After reaching the peak strength, it is

obvious that hydrate bearing samples exhibit more significant strain softening than the

hydrate free sample. As for the volumetric strain response, the hydrate bearing sands

exhibit less contraction in the initial loading compared with pure sand. They start to

dilate earlier than the hydrate free sand. It can also be seen that the higher hydrate

saturation, the more significant dilation is observed. It is interesting to note that two

samples (Sh = 17%, 26%) exhibit secondary hardening at the axial strain level of around

10-12%. The strength increases by 0.5 - 1 MPa at the end of test compared with the

lowest strength after strain softening happens. When secondary hardening happens, the

development of dilation also slows down. This phenomenon will be discussed later in the

discussion part.
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(b) Volumetric strain response

Fig. 3.6 Compression test results for water saturated samples

Methane gas saturated samples

As for experiments over gas saturated samples, the results of deviatoric stress and

volumetric strain versus axial strain are shown in Figs. 3.7a and 3.7b respectively.

Similar to water saturated samples, an increase in the initial stiffness and peak strength

is observed with the existence of hydrate. Three hydrate bearing samples reaches peak

strength at axial strain of 2 - 3%. However, the magnitudes of both stiffness and strength

increase are larger for gas saturated samples than water saturated samples. Maximum

deviator stress increases by 4 - 6 MPa for gas saturated samples than 0.6 - 1 MPa

for water saturated samples. The strength degradation is also more significant for all

gas-saturated (GS) samples. Compared with the maximum value, the deviator stress

degrades by 2 - 4.4 MPa at the lowest stress at the end of strain softening. Secondary

hardening is observed in all GS samples which starts at the axial strain of around 7%.
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(b) Volumetric strain response

Fig. 3.7 Compression test results for gas saturated samples

3.5 Discussions of test results

3.5.1 Strength

Fig. 3.8 shows the difference of deviator stress of hydrate bearing sediments relative to

the hydrate free sand. The peak strength difference is obvious at 1 - 2% axial strain

for WS and 2 - 3% for GS irrespective of hydrate saturation. In Fig. 3.8a, the strain

softening appears to develop quickly before 5% axial strain and slow down until 10% after

which secondary hardening takes place. The minimum residual strength of Sh = 17%

WS sample is less than that of hydrate free sand by nearly 0.6 MPa while the other two

samples have higher residual strength at the end of shearing. In Fig. 3.8b, all samples

exhibit higher residual strength than hydrate free sand.

Fig. 3.9 plots the maximum deviator stress against methane hydrate saturation. It

can be seen that the existence of hydrate enhances the strength of bearing sediments.

Except for the variation of the Sh = 26% GS sample, strength increases with higher
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Fig. 3.8 Influence of hydrate saturation degrees on the deviator stress difference

hydrate saturation. Compared with hydrate free sand, the strength increased by 0.05 - 1

MPa for WS samples and 4 - 6 MPa for GS samples. The magnitude of the strength

enhancement is more significant in GS samples than the WS ones.

Fig. 3.10 compares the maximum deviator stress of water saturated hydrate bearing

sediments with results by other researchers. Since the confining effective stress significantly

affects the deviator stress (Hyodo et al., 2013b; Masui et al., 2005; Miyazaki et al., 2011),

only test results under 1 MPa confining effective stress are shown and plotted. Generally,

a higher hydrate saturation corresponds to larger higher maximum deviator stress. For

the same level of hydrate saturation, the strength of samples in this study is similar to

that of hydrate bearing samples made with Toyoura sand and less than those made with

No 8 silica sand. This is probably because No 8 silica sand has more finer contents as

shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Fig. 3.9 Maximum deviator stress versus methane hydrate saturation
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Fig. 3.10 Comparison of maximum deviator stress of water saturated hydrate bearing
sediments
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Fig. 3.11 Comparison of cumulative frequency curves of four types of sand

3.5.2 Elastic properties

The elastic properties of hydrate bearing sediments are important, especially for the

small strain regime in certain applications. This section discusses two elastic properties

of hydrate bearing sands: stiffness E and Poisson’s ratio ν.

Tangential modulus E0 is difficult to calculate from the triaxial compression data

due to sitting and bedding error of loading arms, causing fluctuation of acquired data.

Therefore, in this study, secant Young’s modulus E50 is used as a measure of stiffness,

which is the slope of the line connecting origin and the point which corresponds to 50%

peak strength. Fig. 3.12 shows the E50 of tested samples against hydrate saturation. It

can be observed that E50 increases with higher hydrate saturation for WS samples where

the stiffness of hydrate free sand is 217 MPa, compared to 337, 298 and 382 MPa for WS
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samples of Sh = 17, 26, and 35%. Although the stiffness enhancement is also observed in

GS samples, E50 appears to be roughly constant at 490 - 505 MPa regardless of hydrate

saturation.

Fig. 3.13 compares E50 of WS samples with reported values in the literature under

the confining effective stress of 1 MPa. It can be seen that E50 is positively correlated

to the hydrate saturation, but compared with Fig. 3.10, stiffness has more variations

than strength at the same saturation degree. This is possibly because stiffness is more

sensitive to the type of hosting sand and initial porosities. It is also interesting to note

that for several series of experimental data, E50 shows clustering characteristics. For

example, E50 of WS samples made with Toyoura sand by Miyazaki et al. (2011) (i.e.,

dark blue square in Fig. 3.13) is around 260 - 290 MPa for Sh = 15, 16, 21% and in the

vicinity of 470 MPa for Sh = 33, 39, 40%. It should be noted that the comparison of E50

is not conducted for GS samples due to lack of reported data at given confining effective

stress and more experimental investigations are needed.

The secant Poisson’s ratio ν50 which is the lateral strain divided by axial strain at

50% peak strength of tested samples are shown in Fig. 3.14. The Poisson’s ratios scatter

around 0.3 - 0.35 and the relationship with hydrate saturation is not clear from the data.

3.5.3 Comparison of WS and GS samples

Much the experimental works reported in the literature are conducted over WS samples

while only a few for GS samples. Indeed, before hydrate dissociation, the entire hydrate

stability layer in the seabed is under, or close to, water saturated scenario. However,
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Fig. 3.12 Secant Young‘s modulus E50 versus methane hydrate saturation
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Fig. 3.14 Secant Young’s modulus ν50 of tested sample

when dissociation begins and gas begins to migrate, the system is somewhere between

water or gas saturated state. Moreover, in permafrost regions, methane hydrate may

form with free methane in pores, and some parts of hydrate stability layer might exist in

the form of gas saturated state. Therefore, before considering the partially saturated

case, it is useful to investigate the geomechanical behavior of GS samples.

Fig. 3.13 and 3.10 have shown that GS samples exhibit higher stiffness and strength

compared to WS samples. To explain this phenomenon, reference is made to Ebinuma

(2005) and Hyodo et al. (2013a) who suggested that blocked regions full of gas may

form during hydrate formation and the actual pore pressure inside blocked regions may

increase during shearing. This eventually lead to the decrease of effective confining

pressure around blocked regions and a strength degradation can be observed. Since
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the compressibility of gas is larger than that of water, the pore pressure may be more

uniformly distributed in GS samples, where strength degradation may be less severe.

Another possible reason is that the ‘actual’ hydrate saturation may be less than the

‘nominal’ hydrate saturation levels shown in Table 3.1 for WS samples. This is because

saturation is calculated based on the consumption of methane while some parts of hydrate

may have been lost because of flushing and dissolution during water substitution stage

for WS samples..

Figs. 3.15a, 3.16a and 3.17a plot the deviator stress and volumetric strain of WS and

GS samples at similar hydrate saturation levels. It can be seen from these figures that

strain softening is more obvious in GS than WS for all cases. This is possibly because

excessive shearing has destroyed the blocked regions and caused thorough rearrangement

of soil particles and hydrate the sample which makes the critical strength of WS and GS

to converge.

The volumetric strain of WS and GS is compared in Fig. 3.15b, 3.16b and 3.17b. It

can be seen that GS has more contraction than WS initially. This is probably because

the hydrate matrix in GS is different from WS samples, where cementation degrades

faster and crushed grain fills in pore spaces during shear in GS samples. After the peak

stress has been reached, dilation of GS samples develops faster than WS at axial strain

level of 3 - 6% and slower than WS after the axial strain exceeds 6%. The exact reason

for this is not clear and direct image apparatus such as CT should be adopted in the

future research to show the grain rearrangement in WS and GS systems.
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Fig. 3.15 Comparison of water and gas compression test results (Sh ≈ 18%)
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Fig. 3.16 Comparison of water and gas compression test results (Sh ≈ 26%)
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Fig. 3.17 Comparison of water and gas compression test results (Sh ≈ 33%)

In this series of experiments, a unique behavior is observed in WS and GS samples

after strain softening - secondary strain hardening, as shown in Fig. 3.6a and 3.7a. From

Fig. 3.6b and 3.7b, it can be seen that during secondary hardening, a decrease in the

volume could be observed, which has not been reported in literatures.

Even though the mechanism for secondary hardening is still not clear due to lack to

monitoring apparatus, it is hypothesized that this phenomenon possibly arises from grain

crushing. Although sand exhibits less volumetric contraction compared with clay, it is

compressible at a pressure of 0.3 MPa (Terzaghi, 1951). Although there are only a limited

number of studies on the grain crushing subject to triaxial compression, they suggest that

particle crushing is positively correlated with (1) high shear stress; (2) high confining

pressure; and (3) a uniform size distribution of the sand (Bishop, 1966; De Beer, 1963;

Lee and Farhoomand, 1967; Vesic and Barksdale, 1963). Hyodo et al. (2002) suggested

that 3 MPa is the threshold for the initiation of major grain crushing for Aio sand, which

is signaled by the point of maximum curvature as shown in Fig. 3.18. In the experiments
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presented in this chapter, grain crushing is likely to happen considering that (1) the 

deviator stress reaches as high as 10 MPa; (2) local effective stress could reach a  level 

higher than 1 MPa due to hydrate blockage, given a confining pressure as large as 11 

MPa, even though the average effective stress i s 1  MPa; (3) the grain s ize distribution is 

uniform (c.f. Fig. 3.11)

     Because of the grain crushing, the rearranging and particle filling in pore spaces could 

lead to an increase in the strength.

It is also possible that the experimental setup could lead to certain degrees of error. 

In these experiments, a 1-mm thick FKM sleeve and a 0.5-mm thick silicon membrane 

were used to keep the sample in shape and prevent leakage of glycol into the sample, 

which could increase the strength of sample. Additionally, the load acting on MHBS 

is applied through metal platens at the top and bottom of the sample, which could 

restrict the deformation of the sample. However, since the secondary hardening has been 

observed in other triaxial experiments conducted under the same preparation and testing 

procedures on this NESSI system (Deusner et al., 2019), it is believed that the effect 

from experimental setup could be minor.

It is important to note that above discussions are speculative and not conclusive. 

Before modifying and accommodating the constitutive models to simulate this strength 

recovery, it may be more important to incorporate direct visual apparatus (such as CT 

scan) into the high pressure vessel to understand the mechanism over the microscale.
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Fig. 3.18 Particle crushing initiates at 3 MPa for Aio sand (Hyodo et al., 2002)

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, triaxial compression tests over synthesized gas and water saturated

methane hydrate bearing sediments have been conducted over quartz sand from North

Sea and the effect of hydrate saturation has been studied. The results have been compared

with those reported in literature, while comparison between WS and GS samples is also

made. The findings of this chapter can be summarized as follows.

1. The peak strength of WS and GS samples increases with higher hydrate saturation.

At higher saturation, the stiffness of WS seems to be proportional to hydrate saturation

whilst the stiffness enhancement appears to be constant for GS at investigated hydrate

saturation levels. Poisson’s ratio does not show clear trend in either WS or GS samples.
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2. GS samples exhibit higher strength and stiffness than WS, which is possibly due

to the formation of blocked regions and lost of hydrate during water substitution stage

for WS samples. Strain softening is more obvious in GS than WS samples.

3. Compared with WS, GS samples show greater level of contraction at initial loading,

larger dilation at strain softening, and less dilation afterwards.

4. A unique secondary hardening is observed after strain softening. The strength

re-increases by 0.5 - 1 MPa for WS and 1 - 2.5 MPa for GS samples.

The results of this chapter show agreement with reported literatures and complement

global database of methane hydrate bearing sediments. Since secondary hardening has

not been reported by other researchers, further work is needed to clarify the underlying

mechanism. The modeling of experimental data will be conducted in the next chapter.



Chapter 4

Modification of methane hydrate

critical state model and its

application to global MHBS

database

The triaxial experiments in Chapter 3 show that the existence of methane hydrate in

sediment pore spaces brings greater stiffness, strength and dilatation. Together with

reported data from various institutions of the world, they provide a solid basis to develop

a good constitutive model characterizing the stress-strain relationships of soils with

hydrate.

As reviewed in Section 2.4, previous constitutive models depicting the behavior of

MHBS are only validated against a limited number of experiments. In other words, it
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is hard to assess the generality of these models. Moreover, the physical meanings of

parameters in these models are not examined, making obtaining these parameters a

substantial challenge.

Therefore, in this chapter, a critical state based model, namely methane hydrate

critical state (MHCS) model (Uchida et al., 2012), is modified regarding the yield function

and stiffness parameters to reflect recent understandings on the fundamental properties

of methane hydrate bearing sediments. The modified model is then calibrated against

the experimental data in the global MHBS database of hydrate bearing sediments, to

assess the generality of the modified model. Although the modified model has only 10

parameters, calibration manually for the large number of experiments in the MHBS

database is inefficient. Because of this, the calibration practice is achieved through a

rational optimization process which automates the process of identifying parameter sets.

The comparison of calibration results and experimental data demonstrates the robustness

of the modified model.

In order to facilitate the application of the modified model to future experiments,

guidelines and procedures on determining the model parameters are discussed. The

acquisition of parameters can be achieved through conventional triaxial tests, or design

charts provided.

To investigate the influences of individual parameters in the modified model, a global

sensitivity analysis is conducted. The results reveal that the roles of model parameters

evolve as loading continues, which allow researchers to prioritize and focus on the most
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important properties. The findings of this chapter further deepen the understanding on

the geomechanical response of hydrate bearing sediments.

4.1 Modifications on the MHCS model

4.1.1 Modifications

Two modifications are made on the MHCS model by Uchida et al. (2012) regarding the

strength and stiffness of hydrate bearing sediment.

Strength

In the original model, cohesion-based hydrate-dependent parameter p′
cc and dilatancy-

based parameter p′
cd are separately modeled to reflect the strength enhancement from

both cohesion and dilation where cohesion effect is assumed to uniformly enlarge the

yield surface of MHBS. However, CT scanning of the interface of hydrate and sand

(Fig. 4.1) shows a thin water layer in between, implying such ‘cohesion’ may not exist

over the microscale (Chaouachi et al., 2015). Based on this finding, Pinkert (2016, 2017)

further suggest that the increase of strength is not necessarily related to the cementation

among particles and the strength increase of hydrate-bearing sand is a result of dilation

only. Their hypothesis is tested under Rowe’s stress-dilantacy theory (Rowe, 1962) in

which the strength of a frictional-cohesive Mohr-Coulomb soil can be modeled as:

σ′
1

σ′
3

= [tan2(π

4 + ϕcs

2 ) + 2cr

σ′
3

tan(π

4 + ϕcs

2 )](1 − ϵ̇v

ϵ̇a

) (4.1)
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where ϕcs is the critical state friction angle, cr is the cementation between particles,

ϵ̇v and ϵ̇a are the strain rate of volumetric and axial strain respectively. According to

Eq. (4.1), the slope comes from friction and/or cohesion. However, by plotting σ′
1/σ′

3

versus (1 − ϵ̇v/ϵ̇a) (shown in Fig. 4.2), it is observed that the slopes of hydrate-free

samples are no less than that of hydrate bearing samples and that the slopes of hydrate

bearing samples do not seem to increase at higher hydrate saturations. Assuming there is

no reduction in friction, the results indicate that the cementation effect is not clear, even

if it exists, in hydrate bearing sediments from modeling point of view (Pinkert, 2016).

This is further validated under different stress levels, formation methods, porosities and

temperature (Pinkert, 2017).

Moreover, Table 4.1 shows the comparison of p′
cc and p′

cd in the original paper of MHCS

(Uchida et al., 2012). It can be seen that p′
cc appears to be rather negligible compared

with p′
cd, which means that cohesion makes a secondary, or marginal contribution to the

apparent strength in the original MHCS model.

Though the finding of non-cohesive nature of MHBS (Pinkert, 2017) may be further

validated under other testing conditions other than triaxial compression, it indeed sheds

light on investigating the kinematic interaction between hydrate and soil particles. From

modeling point of view, since strength and dilatancy is inter-related, it is difficult to

distinguish between the cohesion effect and dilatancy effect. Therefore, in this study, the

strength enhancement from cohesion is combined with dilation and the yield function of
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Table 4.1 Comparison of p′
cd and p′

cc in Uchida et al. (2012)

Sand Toyoura Pore-filling Toyoura - Cementing Nankai Nankai
Sh 0.409 0.407 0.077 0.376

p′
cc (MPa) 0.33 0.04 0.01 0.04

p′
cd (MPa) 3.35 9.97 1.54 7.52
p′

cd/p′
cc 10 245 200 200

the MHCS model (i.e., Eq. (2.9)) is simplified as:

f = q2 + M2p′ [p′ − R(p′
cs + p′

cd)] (4.2)

Based on Eq. (4.2), the model assumes that the strength enhancement due to hydrates is

mostly caused by its nature of bridging neighboring soil grains, imposing more kinematic

constraints. The modeling of p′
cd in Eq. (4.2) follows the concept in Eq. (2.10), as an

exponential function of mechanical hydrate saturation Smec
h . It is re-expressed with two

material parameters α and β to avoid confusion with the original notations:

p′
cd = α(Smec

h )β (4.3)

It is important to note, that modeling only the dilation enhancement does not

mean that cohesion effect does not exist in MHBS physically. The consideration of such

simplification is to reduce the number of parameters and thus the complexity of numerical

modeling.
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Fig. 4.1 CT images of a thin water (w) layer between gas (Xe) hydrate at grain boundaries
(GrB) (Chaouachi et al., 2015)

Fig. 4.2 Slope of Eq. (4.1) on three types of sands (Ta, Tb, Tc) (Pinkert, 2016)
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Stiffness

Recent developments on stiffness measurements has shown that existence of hydrates

affects both the shear and bulk moduli. Priest et al. (2005) used a gas hydrate resonant

column to measure the shear wave velocity Vs and compressional wave velocity Vp of the

hydrate specimen at various saturation degrees. The two velocities are related to the

bulk and shear modulus of hydrate bearing samples according to:

Vp =

√√√√Khs + 4
3Ghs

ρhs

(4.4)

Vs =
√

Ghs

ρhs

(4.5)

where ρ is the density of hydrate bearing sample. The measurement result is shown

in Fig. 4.3 and it can be seen that both velocities increase with hydrate saturation.

Sultaniya et al. (2015) measured Vs and Vp during formation and dissociation of hydrate

and concluded both bulk and shear modulus change dynamically with the hydrate

saturation. These observations make the assumption that Khs remains unchanged in the

original model (i.e., Eq. (2.15)) not appropriate.

Fig. 4.4 compares the secant Poisson’s ratio ν50 against various saturation degrees for

different types of sand. It can be seen that Poisson’s ratio does not vary much over a

wide range of hydrate saturation, for a certain type of sand. Therefore, for the purpose

of modeling, it can be regarded as constant.
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The Young’s modulus of hydrate bearing sediments Ehs can be measured with the

longitudinal wave velocity Vlf :

Vlf =
√

Ehs

ρhs

(4.6)

The measurements by Priest et al. (2005) (included in Fig. 4.3) shows that Vlf (and thus

Ehs) increases with hydrate saturation. To consider the effect of saturation over stiffness,

Santamarina and Ruppel (2010) proposed an empirical relationship to depict Young’s

modulus of tetrahydrofuran bearing sediment Etbs as the summation of the stiffness of

hosting sand and tetrahydrofuran:

Etbs = Es(σ′
c) + ShEth (4.7)

where Es and Eth are the Young’s modulus of sand and tetrahydrofuran hydrates. This

relationship is adopted for methane hydrate bearing sediments and the Young’s modulus

in MHCS is therefore defined as:

Ehs = 3(1 − 2ν)K ′ + Eh0S
mec
h = 3(1 − 2ν)(1 + e)p′

κ
+ Eh0S

mec
h (4.8)

where K ′ is the soil bulk modulus, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, Eh0 is the material constant

determining the effect of hydrates proportionally on elastic stiffness, Smec
h is the mechanical

hydrate saturation as defined in Eq. (2.12), e is the void ratio and κ is the slope of the

elastic response in v − ln p′ space.
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Fig. 4.3 Wave velocity measurements of hydrate bearing samples at various saturation
degrees, after Priest et al. (2005)

Compared with the original form of MHCS model, the yield function is simplified by

removing pcc. The description of elastic properties incorporates the recent experimental

findings regarding MHBS.

4.1.2 Components of the MHCS model after modification

The components of MHCS model after modifications are summarized as follows. Where

have been illustrated above, the definitions of parameters will not be repeated.

1. Yield function:

f = q2 + M2p′ [p′ − R(p′
cs + p′

cd)] (4.2)
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Fig. 4.4 Comparison of secant Poisson’s ratio ν50 versus hydrate saturation

2. Elasticity:

E = 3(1 − 2ν)K ′ + Eh0S
mec
h = 3(1 − 2ν)(1 + e)p′

κ
+ Eh0S

mec
h (4.8)

3. Plastic strains. Associated flow rule is adopted and plastic potential g is the

same as yield function f . The magnitude of plastic strain is determined by the plastic

multiplier Λ:

dϵp = Λ ∂g

∂σ
= Λ ∂f

∂σ
(4.9)
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4. Loading conditions. If f < 0, the stress state is elastic, while if f = 0, the stress

state is plastic. The loading conditions can be written as:

f = 0, df = 0 (4.10)

5. Hardening laws. Same as other critical state based models, the development of

volumetric yielding stress p′
cs is modeled with the development of plastic volumetric

strain:

dp′
cs = νp′

cs

λ − κ
dϵp

v (4.11)

where λ is the slope of normal compression line in critical state models.

4.2 Calibration of the modified MHCS model

4.2.1 Calibration against global database

Compared with the conventional critical state model (Roscoe, 1968; Roscoe et al., 1958),

this MHCS model has five additional parameters, α, β, Eh0, m and u. The first four

parameters are hydrate-dependent while u controls the yield surface of hosting sand and

is therefore hydrate-independent. α and β define the enlargement of yield surface. The

parameter Eh0 provides the stiffness enhancement as defined in Eq. (4.8). The parameter

m incorporates degradation of interparticle structures of hydrate caused by shearing

and converts the actual hydrate saturation into the mechanical contribution of hydrate

saturation.
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In order to examine the generality of the modified model, experimental results over

MH-bearing North Sea sand presented in Chapter 3 and triaxial data reported by various

institutions in the world (c.f. Table 2.1) are calibrated. Considering the large quantity

of available data, it is crucial to utilize an efficient calibration approach. Therefore, in

this chapter, acquiring a parameter set which fits the experimental data is interpreted

as an optimization problem: to obtain the set of MHCS parameters that minimizes

the ‘difference’ between experimental data and model simulation. An optimization

algorithm known as ‘differential evolution’ (Storn and Price, 1997) is adopted and the

implementation procedures are explained as follows.

Cost function

The above-mentioned ‘difference’ between experimental data and simulation is termed

as the ‘cost’ and is a function of parameters. Therefore the calibration practice can

now be mathematically understood as: the optimization process aims to find the set of

parameters (θ∗) that minimizes the value of the cost C:

θ∗ = arg min
θ

C(θ) (4.12)

where the cost function is defined based on four curves: (1) q − ϵa; (2) ϵv − ϵa; (3) q̇ − ϵa;

and (4) ϵ̇v − ϵa. The latter two are slopes of q (or ϵv) and these conditions are included to

match the shapes of the curves. For each possible solution (i.e., calibrated parameters),

the value of its cost is the average of normalized differences between the four experimental
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and simulation curves, considering all cases of various test conditions. That is:

C(θ) = 1
4c

∑
c

∫ |q − q̂|dϵa∫
|q|dϵa

+
∫

|ϵv − ϵ̂v|dϵa∫
|ϵv|dϵa

+
∫

|q̇ − ˆ̇q|dϵa∫
|q̇|dϵa

+
∫

|ϵ̇v − ˆ̇ϵv|dϵa∫
|ϵ̇v|dϵa

 (4.13)

where c is the number of cases considered (e.g. with different confining stresses or hydrate

saturations), and X̂ represents the simulation value. The four terms in Eq. (4.13) are later

referred to as C1(θ), C2(θ), C3(θ) and C4(θ), respectively. If the volumetric behavior is

not reported, C2(θ) and C4(θ) will not be available and 4c in the denominator is replaced

by 2c.

Implementation steps

The Differential Evolution (Storn and Price, 1997) (DE) is employed to find the solution

θ∗ in Eq. (4.12). As a heuristic optimization method, DE makes no assumptions about

the problem and can explore large spaces of possible solutions. It does not need the

problem to be differentiable, contrary to classical optimization algorithms such as gradient

or Newton method. The steps of implementation are briefly introduced herein.

1. Initialization. The algorithm starts with the random generation of a population

of NP set of candidate parameters known as trial vectors, θj (where j is from 1 to

NP ), each with the number of elements equal to the number of parameters. Since a key

objective of the calibration is to investigate the significance of individual parameters

in capturing the influence of hydrate particles on the behavior of soil skeleton. The
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calibration is performed in two stages. Firstly, the hydrate-free experiments are used to

calibrate the hydrate-free parameters (M, λ, κ, ν, p′
cs, u) with various confining stresses,

which then serve as (fixed) input in the second stage, which is to calibrate hydrate-

dependent parameters (α, β, Eh0, m) with various degrees of hydrate saturation. The

population size in differential evolution (NP ) is set to be 10 times of the number of

parameters (i.e., 60 for hydrate-free samples and 100 for hydrate-bearing samples) as

recommended by Storn and Price (1997). During random generation of trial vectors, the

ranges of individual parameters in θ need to be wide enough to ensure the optimization

procedure reaches the global optimum. Table 4.2 shows the range adopted for each

parameter in this study, which is deemed to cover the realistic and probable variations of

MHCS parameters.

2. Mutation. The algorithm then explores the search space by vector difference of

the various candidate solutions. At each iteration (or ‘generation G’), ‘mutant vectors’

(vj) are formed by linear interpolation or extrapolation of three trial vectors (θr1 , θr2

and θr3) randomly selected from the population in the previous generation, with an

amplification factor F :

vj,G+1 = θr1,G + F (θr2,G − θr3,G) (4.14)

3. Crossover. A new generation (generation G + 1) of trial vectors (θj,G+1) is then

formed by the ‘crossover’ process, whereby the components of mutant vectors are mixed
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with those of the trial vectors in the previous generation:

θj,G+1 = {θ1j,G+1, θ2j,G+1, . . . , θkj,G+1}

θij,G+1 =
vij,G+1 if randb(i) ≤ CR or i = rnbr(j)

θij,G if randb(i) > CR and i ̸= rnbr(j)
, i = 1, 2, ..., k (4.15)

where θij,G+1 is the ith component of the new trial vector θj,G+1, CR is a crossover

constant chosen by the user and randb(i) are random numbers to be compared with CR

to decide values of θij,G+1. CR is randomly chosen from 0 to 1 in this study. Another

random index, rnbr(j), which is a random integer between 1 to k, is introduced to ensure

θj,G+1 has at least one component of vj,G+1.

4. Selection. Fitness of θj,G (parent, in generation G) and θj,G+1 (child, in generation

G+1) are evaluated and compared through the cost function defined in Eq. (4.13), which

determines the survivability of the particular solution. That is, the fitter solution stays

in the population, while the weaker one will be discarded:

θj,G+1 = arg min
θj,G,θj,G+1

C(θj) (4.16)

The comparisons are performed for each parent-child pair (j from 1 to NP ) within the

generation.

5. Convergence. The process represented by Eqs. (4.14)-(4.16) is then repeated

(G = G + 1), until all solutions converge (i.e., all θj become the same in the generation),

which is the optimum solution.
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Table 4.2 Range of parameter adopted for optimization process

Type Parameter Minimum Maximum

Hydrate-free

M 1.0 1.7
λ 0.1 0.4
κ 0.001 0.3
ν 0.1 0.4

p′
cs [MPa] 3 20

u 1.0 10

Hydrate-dependent

α [MPa] 1 200
β 0.1 5.0

Eh0 [GPa] 0.01 10
m 1 50

In theory, the same set of critical state parameters should be obtained for a given

host soil. However, subtle differences in measurement methods or sample preparation can

lead to variations in the best-fit parameters. For example, the volumetric strains during

triaxial tests may be measured in different manners by various researchers. Hyodo et al.

(2013b) measured the water expelled from, or entering into, the sample during drained

shearing to calculate the volumetric strain. Masui et al. (2005, 2007) presented data

of volumetric strains, but details of their measurement method were not described. In

contrast, Miyazaki et al. (2011) reported axial and lateral strains based on strain gauge

measurements, and their data is used to approximate the volumetric strains (axial strain

plus twice lateral strain) in the current study. Sample preparation procedures also affect

the preconsolidation stress. Masui et al. (2005) prepared MH-bearing soil specimens

after the predetermined effective confining stress was applied to the host soil, whereas

Hyodo et al. (2013b) consolidated the MH-bearing soil samples after forming hydrates

in pores. These differences may lead to different values of calibrated p′
cs. Moreover,
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experiments conducted over MHBS suggest that the compression behavior is dependent

on the effective confining stress and time (Kajiyama et al., 2019). Therefore, in the

current study, one set of MHCS parameters is calibrated for each experimental study

(i.e., one set of parameters for Masui et al. (2005) and another for Miyazaki et al. (2011))

and the calibrated p′
cs is assumed to vary with confining stresses. Meanwhile, the critical

state friction angle of a soil is considered to be more robust and less prone to differences

in testing conditions. For this reason, M is set to be 1.28 for Toyoura sand and 1.20 for

Ottawa sand based on tests reported by Tatsuoka (1987) and Bolton (1986), respectively.

In cases where previous data on critical state friction angle is not available, M is included

in θ in the calibration process.

4.2.2 Calibration results

Figs. 4.5 to 4.18 show the comparisons between the experimental data and model

simulations using the calibrated, best-fit MHCS parameters for the triaxial tests on:

Toyoura sand by Miyazaki et al. (2011) (Figs. 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8); Toyoura sand by

Hyodo et al. (2013b) (Figs. 4.9 and 4.10); No 7 and 8 Silica sand by Miyazaki et al.

(2011) (Figs. 4.11 and 4.12); Ottawa sand by Winters et al. (2007) (Fig. 4.13 ); Ottawa

sand by Ghiassian and Grozic (2013) (Fig. 4.14); natural core samples at the Mallik site

by Winters et al. (2002) (Fig. 4.15); natural pressured core samples recovered at the

Nankai site by Yoneda et al. (2015) (Fig. 4.16), and North Sea sand from this study

(Figs. 4.17 and 4.18). In the legend, the first number represents the effective confining

stress and the percentage in parentheses denotes the degree of hydrate saturation. The
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Fig. 4.5 Triaxial tests on Toyoura sand by Miyazaki et al. (2011) (σ′
c = 0.5 MPa)

volumetric strain is shown for drained tests while excess pore pressure ∆Pw is presented

for undrained tests.

Despite the simplicity of the model, favorable comparisons were achieved in general,

capturing both the trends and magnitudes of the q −ϵa and ϵv −ϵa (or ∆Pw −ϵa) response

both with and without hydrates. The fact that the model not only reproduces the stiffness

increase due to presence of hydrates, but also encapsulates dilatancy and post-peak

strain-softening behavior corroborates the capability of the critical state framework in

modeling geomechanical response of MH-bearing sediments.
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Fig. 4.6 Triaxial tests on Toyoura sand by Miyazaki et al. (2011) (σ′
c = 1 MPa)
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Fig. 4.7 Triaxial tests on Toyoura sand by Miyazaki et al. (2011) (σ′
c = 2 MPa)
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Fig. 4.8 Triaxial tests on Toyoura sand by Miyazaki et al. (2011) (σ′
c = 3 MPa)
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Fig. 4.9 Triaxial tests on Toyoura sand by Hyodo et al. (2013b) (σ′
c = 3 MPa)
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Fig. 4.10 Triaxial tests on Toyoura sand by Hyodo et al. (2013b) (σ′
c = 5 MPa)
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Fig. 4.11 Triaxial tests on No 7 silica sand by Miyazaki et al. (2011) (σ′
c = 1 MPa)
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Fig. 4.12 Triaxial tests on No 8 silica sand by Miyazaki et al. (2011) (σ′
c = 1 MPa)
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Fig. 4.13 Triaxial tests on Ottawa sand by Winters et al. (2007) (σ′
c = 0.25 MPa)
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Fig. 4.14 Triaxial tests on Ottawa sand by Ghiassian and Grozic (2013) (σ′
c = 0.25, 1

MPa)
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Fig. 4.15 Triaxial tests on Mallik soil by Winters et al. (2002) (σ′
c = 0.25 MPa)
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Fig. 4.16 Triaxial tests on Nankai soil by Yoneda et al. (2015) (σ′
c = 1.5, 1.6 MPa)
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Fig. 4.17 Triaxial tests on North Sea soil by this study (WS samples, σ′
c = 1 MPa)
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Fig. 4.18 Triaxial tests on North Sea soil by this study (GS samples, σ′
c = 1 MPa)
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Table 4.3 summarizes the minimum costs in the calibrations of all experiments in the

database. This presented cost, as defined in Eq. (5.8), may be interpreted as the mean

percentage deviation between experimental and simulation curves, considering multiple

experiments with different confining stresses and degrees of hydrate saturation. The

low costs (deviations) achieved in most cases demonstrate the generality of the MHCS

model and the high applicability to various host sediments, tested under a wide range of

conditions by different researchers around the world.

In some cases, the discrepancies in volumetric strains are more evident, especially

under high axial strains (e.g., Figs. 4.5- 4.8). This may be attributed to the fact that

ϵv of some experimental curves are only estimated based on measurements of axial and

lateral strains. As the lateral strains are usually non-uniform across the specimen, such

approximations may lead to larger discrepancies with the simulation results. It is also

worth noting that even for Toyoura sand under the same formation procedure, confining

stress and nearly the same hydrate saturation, various researchers obtained different

experimental results (e.g., Figs. 4.8 & 4.9). This again explains the necessity to allow

different MHCS parameters in the calibration process.

In the case of North Sea sand (Figs. 4.17 and 4.18), the volumetric strains are not

well matched. This is because of the unique secondary hardening observed during the

experiment (see experimental results in Section 3.4.2 and discussion in Section 3.5.4).

This is a limitation of the current model and further development is needed to model

this behavior.
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Table 4.3 Percentage deviation (cost) between experimental data and simulation results
using optimized parameters

Host soil Reference Hydrate-free specimens Hydrate-bearing specimens
C1 C2 C1 C2

Toyoura

Masui et al. (2005) 23 % 6 % 7 % 35 %
Klar et al. (2010) 9 % 13 % 4 % 21 %

Miyazaki et al. (2011) 9 % 73 % 11 % 48 %
Hyodo et al. (2013b)

7 % 7 %
16 % 47 %

Hyodo et al. (2013a) 17 % 83 %
Hyodo et al. (2014a) 17 % 13 %

Ottawa
Winters et al. (2007) 7 % 51 % 7 % N.A.

Ghiassian and Grozic (2013) 9 % 19 % 13 % 20 %
Ordonez and Grozic (2011) 3 % N.A. 8 % N.A.

Silica #7 Miyazaki et al. (2011) 4 % 31 % 2 % 31 %
#8 5 % 22 % 5 % 18 %

Nankai

Masui et al. (2007) 6 % 26 % 11 % 35 %
Suzuki et al. (2008) 5 % 9 % 16 % 43 %

Yoneda et al. (2015) 2 % 4 % 5 % 28 %
1 % 3 % 8 % 20 %

Mallik Winters et al. (2002) 29 % 12 % 13 % 5 %
North Sea Chapter 3 2 % 8 % 15 % 141 %

‘Sand’
Sun et al. (2013) 5 % N.A. 13 % N.A.
Wei et al. (2011) 2 % N.A. 9 % N.A.
Yan et al. (2012) 3 % N.A. 9 % N.A.
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4.3 Determination of MHCS parameters

In this section, we discuss the methods of acquiring MHCS parameters. If triaxial tests

have been conducted over reconstituted or in situ samples, optimization can be conducted

as described in Section 4.2.1. Alternatively, the calibrated values derived from previous

section, experiments or design charts may be used, which will be discussed below.

4.3.1 Calibrated parameters

Table 4.4 presents the calibrated parameters of the MHCS model that result in the best

matching with experimental data. It should be noted that p′
cd is presented instead of

α and β when only one degree of hydrate saturation was tested in the corresponding

reference. Despite the aforementioned differences in preparation procedures by various

researchers, the obtained parameters fall within a relatively narrow range for each host

soil. The variation of hydrate-free parameters is less than that of hydrate-dependent

parameters, implying that structure of hydrate-soil matrix (thus mechanical properties)

can vary considerably over the experimental procedures. Therefore, when using the

parameters presented directly, the type of host sand, effective confining pressure and

experiment procedures should be cross-checked.
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4.3.2 Experimental determination

Conventional critical state parameters

The advantage of MHCS model lies on the fact that the hydrate-free parameters can

be determined through conventional geotechnical laboratory tests. The parameter M

corresponds to the critical state friction angle and can be obtained from the q − p′ plot

after the soil reaches the critical state in the triaxial test. The Poisson’s ratio, ν, is

determined from the initial slope of ϵv − ϵa (or ∆Pw − ϵa) plot in the triaxial test. The

parameters λ and κ correspond to the slopes of the v − ln p′ relationship in the ‘normal

compression’ and ‘recompression’ parts under isotropic compression tests, and p′
cs is

determined by the transition point of the two slopes.

Subloading ratio parameter u

The MHCS model introduces subloading surface to achieve a smooth transition from

elastic to plastic state, which has not been introduced into conventional critical state

models. The parameter u controls the nonlinear response prior to yielding, and is

calibrated through trial-and-error and can be approximated through examining the

experimental q − ϵa response in the triaxial compression test. Fig. 4.19 presents the G/G0

relationships obtained by simulating undrained triaxial compression tests with different

values of u, where G is the secant shear modulus. The initial value G0 can be determined

from the initial slope of the q − ϵa plot, or derived directly from κ and ν. The x-axis of
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Fig. 4.19 is normalized by a reference strain ϵ100, which is defined herein by:

ϵ100 =
M
√

p′
0(p′

cs − p′
0)

3G0
(4.17)

In other words, ϵ100 is the axial strain at which the theoretical yield strength (based on

critical state framework) would be reached for a dilatant, linear-elastic soil (u = ∞) under

undrained triaxial test. A higher value of u corresponds to less pronounced pre-yield

plasticity, and Fig. 4.19 shows that when u > 7, the response is close to linear-elastic

with G/G0 approaching unity when ϵa < ϵ100 (i.e., pre-yield). The figure was developed

by performing, for each value of u, 1,000 analysis with different combinations of critical

state parameters, and the associated variations in the G/G0 curve is less than 10%. In

order to determine u for the host soil, G at various strain levels (pre-yield) of the test

can be extracted and compared with the G/G0 curves in Fig. 4.19.

For drained triaxial compression, G/G0 varies more substantially with different

combinations of p′
cs and p′

0, because of the change in mean effective stress during the

pre-yield regime. Nonetheless, Fig. 4.19 may be used as an approximation to determine

u, making use of G obtained at axial strains beyond ϵ100.

Strength enhancement from dilation effect p′
cd

The parameter p′
cd plays a key role in describing the influence of hydrates on the

geomechanical behavior (Fig. 4.24 and 4.25). Ideally, p′
cd should be determined as the

transition point of v − ln p′ plot when hydrates are present but it is still a major challenge
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Fig. 4.19 Modulus degradation for different u under undrained triaxial compression

to conduct isotropic compression tests for MH-bearing soils. For simplicity, this study

suggests conducting triaxial compression tests and construct a normalized relationship

between the maximum strength of MH-bearing soils and the maximum strength of

hydrate-free soils, qmax/qmax,hf , herein referred to as strength increase.

For drained triaxial compression, the critical state framework shows that the mag-

nitude of strength increase depends on M and the ratio of p′
cs to p′

0. Making use

of the drained triaxial compression tests listed in Table 2.1, experimental values of

(qmax/qmax,hf ) − 1 can be determined and compared with predictions of the theoretical

framework with u = ∞. Fig. 4.20 shows this comparison and the best-fit trend line has

a slope of 0.6. The effects of u on predictions on strength increase can be quantified by

this empirically determined ratio.

Incorporating this ratio, Fig. 4.21 presents the empirically adjusted values of qmax/qmax,hf

with varying p′
cs/p′

0 in y-axis, p′
cd/(p′

cs − p′
0) in x-axis, for different values of M . From
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Fig. 4.20 Comparison between experimental strength increase due to hydrates and
theoretical predictions with u = ∞, under drained triaxial compression

this figure, with M and p′
cs determined through earlier described procedures, the value

of qmax/qmax,hf can be used to deduce p′
cd.

For undrained triaxial compression, due to the limited number of experimental data, a

series of numerical analysis (more than 100,000 cases) have been conducted with different

sets of MHCS parameters to establish a general relationship between qmax/qmax,hf and p′
cd.

Fig. 4.22 presents the value of qmax/qmax,hf with varying p′
cs/p′

0 in y-axis and p′
cd/(p′

cs −p′
0)

in x-axis for different values of u. Variations in other parameters cause on average less

than 1 % of deviation from the presented lines. This chart may be used to deduce p′
cd

under the corresponding p′
0, with p′

cs and u determined through procedures described

earlier. Changes in p′
cd with different Sh can be deduced with multiple tests, through

which α and β can be determined using Eq. (4.3).
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Fig. 4.21 Strength increase due to hydrates, qmax/qmax,hf , under drained triaxial com-
pression

Fig. 4.22 Strength increase due to hydrates, qmax/qmax,hf , under undrained triaxial
compression
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Application example

The application of above-mentioned design charts (Figs. 4.19 to 4.22) and table (Table 4.4)

will be illustrated with an example where the triaxial tests over gas-saturated samples

(Fig. 3.7, 4.18) in Chapter 3 are calibrated.

The values of hydrate-free parameters M, λ, κ, p′
cs are taken from Table 4.4 for North

Sea sand. The initial Young’s modulus E0 is determined to be 110 MPa based on

the q − ϵa curve of hydrate-free sand in Fig. 3.7a, while the Poisson’s ratio ν is 0.39

based on the ϵv − ϵa curve of hydrate-free sand shown in Fig. 3.7b. With E0 and ν

known, shear modulus G0 is calculated to be 39 MPa. On the other hand, based on the

value of K0 = vp′/κ and ν, G0 is calculated to be 4 MPa. The difference between the

values calculated by two ways possibly arises from the uncertainty of κ, and the data

fluctuation in the beginning of data collection. Therefore, in this example, the value of G0

is determined by taking the average of the two as 22 MPa. According to Eq. (4.17), the

reference strain ϵ100 is 4.4%. At the axial strain level of 2%, the tangential slope of q − ϵa

curve, E ′, is 60 MPa and shear modulus G′ is 21.45 MPa. With these values, the value

of u could be approximated to be 2.8 according to Fig. 4.19, as ϵa/ϵ100 = 2/4.4 = 0.45

and G′/G0 = 21.45/22 = 0.97.

To determine the strength enhancement due to dilation, p′
cd, the strength ratio

qmax/qmax,hf is found to be 2.2 and 2.6 for the hydrate saturation level of 26% and 32%.

Given that M = 1.11, the ratio p′
cd/(p′

cs − p′
0) for the two experiments is 2.7 and 3

according to Fig. 4.21. Therefore, p′
cd of the two experiments is 19 MPa and 21 MPa
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as p′
cs and p′

0 are known to be 7.9 and 1 MPa. For parameter Eh0 and m, the values

reported in Table 4.4 are adopted.

With these parameters, the deviator stress and volumetric strain response can be

calculated. The calibration results using the design charts and table are plotted in

Fig. 4.23, where the calibration results using DE are also presented for comparison

purposes. It can be seen that although calibrating using design charts and table is

not as accurate as adopting optimization algorithm, the calibrated results capture the

essential features of the experiments. The peak strength approximated by design charts

deviates from the experimental results by 12%-20%, while the volumetric strain prediction

shows greater deviation. The volumetric response prediction could be further improved

by acquiring λ and κ through isotropic consolidation tests instead of using the value

from the design table. Even so, the example demonstrates that the design charts and

table provided in this section can be used as an alternative for preliminary analysis of

experimental results.

4.4 Sensitivity analysis of MHCS parameters

4.4.1 Procedures

Considering the variations in hydrate-dependent parameters shown in Table 4.4, it is

important to understand how each affects the overall behavior of MH-bearing sediments,

both qualitatively and quantitatively, so to clarify further research priorities. Before

going into specific methods, the general steps of this analysis are summarized herein:
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Fig. 4.23 Comparison of calibration results by Differential Evolution (DE) with using
design charts and table (DCT)
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1. Identify the parameters to be investigated. Two questions to be answered are (1)

what the parameters to be investigated are; and (2) what their respective ranges are. The

range for each parameter has to be carefully defined in order to reflect the uncertainty

associated with the physical property, as the results of sensitivity analysis may be skewed

by unreasonable values of parameters, and are only meaningful around the true values

of material parameters (Hamby, 1994; Hoffmann and Miller, 1983). For example, the

strength of MHBS synthesized with certain type of sand, should not be sensitive to the

critical friction angle M and should be sensitive to the hydrate saturation degrees and

hydrate structures. Therefore, in the analysis, the range for M should be rather narrow

(e.g. 20% around the nominal value of a certain type of sand), instead of using a wide

range (e.g. 0.9 - 1.7) for various types of sand.

A realistic range may be defined based on in situ measurements, local experience or

values reported in the literature. For the current case, all parameters in the modified

MHCS model will be investigated and they are assumed to be statistically independent

during the sample generation stage. The ranges of parameters are calculated as follows.

The ‘true’ values of material parameters are idealized by the optimum point in this study

as presented in Table 4.4. The range is bounded by ± 20 % of such ‘true’ values. The

ranges of all parameters form a multi-dimensional parameter space, and the sampling

points are randomly generated within the parameter space uniformly.

2. Calculate model responses of these points. As stated in Eq. (5.8), C1(θ) and

C2(θ) represent the differences between experimental results and MHCS simulations.

Therefore, the sensitivity analysis assess the individual influence of MHCS parameters
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on reproducing the actual behavior of MH-bearing sediments, in terms of both q − ϵa

and ϵv − ϵa (or ∆Pw − ϵa) response.

3. Evaluate the importance of parameters according to the method selected, which is

extended Fourier amplitude sensitivity test in this chapter.

4.4.2 Extended Fourier amplitude sensitivity test (EFAST)

In the review of sensitivity analysis methods (c.f. Section 2.6), it is noted that variance-

based method is appropriate for models with moderate number of parameters and each

evaluation does not take long time. Since there are 11 parameters in MHCS and each

model evaluation takes 2-3 seconds, variance-based method EFAST (Saltelli et al., 1999)

is selected. Under the framework of variance-based sensitivity analysis, the overall

influence of a parameter on the model output could be expressed as the sum of first order

sensitivity and higher order sensitivity indices:

ST 1 = S1 + S12 + S13 + S123 (2.38)

while the first or higher order sensitivity indices are defined as the ratio of conditional

variance to the unconditional variance:

Si = V (E[C|θi])
V (C) (2.37)

Sij = Vij

V (C) = V (E[C|θi, θj]) − V (E[C|θi]) − V (E[C|θj])
V (C) (2.40)
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where the model response C is the cost function (Eq. (4.12)) in optimization process.

In order to evaluate Sij, conditional variance of the function (Vij) is required. Con-

sidering the joint probability density function p(θ) for the parameters θ, the expected

value of the system performance can be represented by:

E(C) =
∫

C(θ)p(θ)dθ =
∫

C(θ)dθ (4.18)

for a uniform probability distribution. Evaluation of this multi-dimensional integral is

difficult, and hence the EFAST method is adopted in the current study to expand C(θ) in

the one-dimensional space with Fourier series (Saltelli et al., 1999). The method assumes

that θ can be transformed into parametric expressions of θi (i = 1, 2, ..., k, where k is the

number of parameters), and, instead of evaluating Vij , the EFAST method calculates the

complementary variance of i (V̂−i), through the spectrums of Fourier series expansions of

the parametric equations:

ST i = V̂ − V̂−i

V̂
=
∑N

j=1 Λj −∑Mω
p=1 Λpω2

−i∑N
j=1 Λj

Λj = A2
j + B2

j

Aj =
 0 if j odd

1
N

(
yN0 +∑Nn

n=1 y cos(πnj
N

)
)

if j even

Bj =


1
N

(∑Nn
n=1 y sin(πnj

N
)
)

if j odd

0 if j even

y = yN0+n + yN0−n (4.19)
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where N is the number of sampling points for each parameter, ω is the frequency of the

transformed parametric expressions, Mω is the maximum number of Fourier coefficients

that may be retained without interference among ω, yn is the output value C when

sampling point is at n, N0 = (N + 1)/2 and Nn = (N − 1)/2.

In order to solve Eq. (4.19), a large number (N) of sampling points need to be

generated for each parameter (θi) based on its parametric expression. For this purpose,

this study employs the software SimLab 2.2. (SimLab, 2008), which is developed for

Monte Carlo-based uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. For each sensitivity analysis, the

parameter space contains a total number of more than 9900 sampling points (θ). For

each sampling point, either C1(θ) or C2(θ) is calculated. In other words, more than 9900

values of yn are evaluated in the calculation of ST i (i = 1, 2, ..., k) in Eq. (4.19).

4.4.3 Results of sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity analysis are conducted for the experiments calibrated in the previous

section and a common trend has been observed.

As examples, Fig. 4.24 and 4.25 present the evaluated sensitivity indices for the

experiments by Hyodo et al. (2013b) and Miyazaki et al. (2011). Apart from the hydrate-

dependent parameters (α, β, m, Eh0), another difference between the MHCS model

and the critical state model by Roscoe (1968) is the introduction of the parameter u,

which is associated with pre-yield plasticity. In order to understand the influence of

this phenomenon, The left side of Fig. 4.24 and 4.25 show the sensitivity indices for

q − ϵa and ϵv − ϵa response with the parameter u, and figures on the right side show the
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Fig. 4.24 Sensitivity indices of experiment by Hyodo et al. (2013b)

sensitivity indices without the parameter u. In other words, figures on the right side may

be interpreted as a quantitative review on the ‘conventional’ critical state model through

the sensitivity analysis framework.

The trends shown in Figs. 4.24 and 4.25 are broadly similar in various aspects. For

example, the influence of M is mainly manifested in the later stages of the q − ϵa response

as it determines the critical state strength of the soil, and it also affects volumetric

response since ϵv in the plastic stage is controlled by the difference between M and the

stress ratio q/p′ according to the critical state framework. These are reflected by the
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Fig. 4.25 Sensitivity indices of experiment by Miyazaki et al. (2011)
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high values of ST (M). The parameters p′
cs and p′

cd (i.e., α and β) are not influential

during the pre-yield stage, but their corresponding ST values increase with ϵa since they

determine onset of yielding and the plastic flow direction thereafter, as a result of the

associated flow rule.

The initial shear modulus is defined by κ, ν and Eh0, while the initial slope of

the ϵv − ϵa response is determined by ν in the elastic regime. Their influence is more

pronounced during the early stages shown when u is not included. However, experimental

results by various researchers show that the pre-yield behavior is not linear-elastic in many

cases. Therefore, the parameter u, which introduces pre-yield plasticity, is dominant

in the early stages of the tests. Correspondingly, the influence of elastic parameters is

subdued when the parameter u is incorporated in the analysis. From the microscopic

perspective, pre-yield plasticity is associated with the relative sliding between individual

particles. This is the reason why M , in addition to u, is also influential in early stages

shown in the left side of Fig 4.24 and 4.25. The influence of u diminishes after the onset

of yielding, after which the ST values are very similar in both Figs. 4.24 and 4.25.

4.5 Summary

This chapter first makes modifications over the orignal MHCS model regarding the

yield function and elastic properties based on recent experimental observations. Then

the generality and applicability of the model are verified against experimental data in

Chapter 3 and from literatures. Subsequently, methods of determining model parameters
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are provided to facilitate the usage of the model. At the end of the chapter, quantitative

investigation of relative significance of model parameters is conducted to understand the

role of individual parameter. The following conclusions are drawn from this chapter:

1. The generality and applicability of MHCS model after modifications have been

demonstrated to be valid over a wide range of MH-bearing sediments, retrieved and

tested by various state-of-the-art institutes in different parts of the world.

2. Critical state parameters for the corresponding host sediments have been obtained

through an optimization-based calibration process. It has been shown that four additional

hydrate-dependent parameters are sufficient to reasonably capture both the shearing and

volumetric response of MH-bearing soils under a variety of test conditions.

3. Variance-based sensitivity analysis indicates that parameter u predominantly

affects pre-yield behavior at the earlier stages, while p′
cs and M control the yield strength

and critical state, respectively, and hence become more crucial at higher stress levels.

4. It has been shown that p′
cd is the most important parameter in describing the

enhanced strength and stiffness due to presence of hydrates in the sediments.

5. Guidelines on experimental determination of MHCS parameters are presented,

which can be achieved using typical geotechnical tests with newly-developed charts includ-

ing Figs. 4.19, 4.21 and 4.22. These can be useful tools for practitioners and researchers

to estimate the key parameters and simulate behavior of MH-bearing sediments, without

resorting to sophisticated numerical analysis for calibration at a particular site.

It should be noted that the current model cannot capture the secondary hardening

observed in Chapter 3. This may be tackled by introducing an additional hardening
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law which states that residual strength comes from both dilation and plastic strain so

that the residual strength actually increases as plastic strain accumulates. More work is

needed to further develop the model to explain this phenomenon.

The test data and calibration studies presented in the current work involves mainly

MH-bearing sands. This is due to limited experimental data available for MH-bearing

clays, but does not imply inapplicability of the framework to clays. In fact, since the

conventional critical state framework was developed, it has been validated through

extensive laboratory testing of clay soils. Therefore, it is likely that the presented MHCS

model would be applicable to clayey MHBS, although this needs to be confirmed when

such test data becomes available.

The sensitivity analysis has elucidated the role of various model parameters and

quantified their significance at different stress levels. Such understanding helps to avoid

overfitting with redundant parameters that sacrifice generality of the constitutive model.

In addition, improved understanding on sensitivity of parameters allows practitioners to

focus on the most relevant parameters pertaining to their specific engineering applications.

For example, Fig. 4.24 and 4.25 show that u is the dominant parameter for small-strain

behavior, and needs to be determined very carefully if limiting displacement is crucial. In

drilling boreholes, if there is no casing around the wall, excessive horizontal displacement

may lead to wellbore collapse. On the other hand, among the hydrate-dependent

parameters, α and β contribute most to the overall sensitivity for both shearing and

volumetric response. In other words, p′
cd is the most dominant parameter that describes

the effects of hydrates. Even though, over the field scale, whether and how these
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mechanical parameters affect the flow characteristics and the wellbore displacement

during the coupled production process are still unknown. Therefore, the effects of MHCS

model parameters over the gas productivity and stability of wellbore will be investigated

in the next chapter.



Chapter 5

Adaptive sensitivity-driven

prediction approach for gas

production over field scale

Chapter 4 refines the original MHCS model and illustrates its effectiveness in captur-

ing laboratory-scale behavior of various hydrate bearing sediments around the world.

Compared with conventional critical state model, the modified model requires only four

additional hydrate-dependent parameters to encapsulate the essence of geomechanical

behavior of methane hydrate bearing sediments.

In this chapter, the modified constitutive model is embedded into the mechanical-

hydro-thermo coupled formulations to simulate the gas production and study the geome-

chanical behavior of wellbore over the field scale.
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Although the strength, compressibility, and permeability of recovered MHBS cores

have been discovered to vary considerably (Liu et al., 2012; Yoneda et al., 2017), the

conventional deterministic modeling approaches have not considered such variability.

Probabilistic approaches such as Monte Carlo are neither feasible, as they are computa-

tional demanding for the complexity of the coupled process. To tackle these problems,

an efficient integrated approach is proposed which enables better understanding of the

roles of model parameters in coupled formulations and probabilistic modeling of gas

production and wellbore behavior which accounts for the variability of model parameters.

There are two objectives for the approach. ‘Adaptive’ states that the predictions are

progressively refined while gas production continues, compared with the ‘deterministic’

prediction which remains unchanged in deterministic modeling approaches. Since data

(e.g. gas production rate, water volume, ground displacement) is continuously produced

and collected during production, efficiency of the approach becomes pivotal otherwise

‘adaptive’ cannot be achieved. To make the approach efficient, the proposed approach

approximates wellbore behavior variance by the output from sensitivity analysis. In other

words, the update of prediction is ‘driven’ by sensitivity.

The components, implementation procedures and validation of the proposed approach

are discussed in the following sections.
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5.1 Sensitivity-driven prediction approach

Figure 5.1 outlines the structure of the sensitivity-driven prediction approach for gas

production over the field scale, which consists of three key components:

1. Sensitivity analysis. The approach starts with a quantitative sensitivity analysis,

prior to the gas production operation, to determine the most important parameters that

dominate the physical process.

2. Calibration through optimization. During operation, the influential parameters

identified in the sensitivity analysis will be calibrated against field measurements, and

the calibration is treated mathematically as an optimization problem.

3. Prediction. Based on the calibrated parameters, numerical simulations will provide

the best estimates and probable ranges of the wellbore responses based on the results

from previous two steps.

The calibration and prediction are performed in a stepwise-adaptive manner, with

the parameters being continuously refined as the operation progresses and additional

field measurements become available.

5.2 Coupled THM simulator

The coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical (THM) simulator y(·) in Fig. 5.1 uses site condi-

tions (e.g. site geometry, hydrate saturation, pore pressure, temperature) and material

properties (e.g. permeability, stiffness, thermal conductivity) to predict the thermal,

hydro and mechanical behaviors of wellbore such as rate of hydrate dissociation, quantity
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of gas produced, volume of water expelled and the displacement. As have been reviewed

in Section 2.5, a number of THM formulations are available while the formulations

developed by Klar et al. (2013) are adopted in this study with the components of their

formulations reviewed in Section 2.5.1. Though, two modifications are made to the

original formulations.

The first modification involves replacing the Mohr-Couloumb based constitutive

model by the modified MHCS model presented in Chapter 4 to derive the stress-strain

relationships.

The second modification is related to the definition of effective saturation. In Klar

et al. (2013), effective water saturation is simply defined as:

Se = Sw

Sw + Sg

(2.23)

where the residual water or gas trapped in pore spaces (cf. Section 2.3.3) have not

been appropriately considered. Following the approach of van Genuchten (1980) (i.e.

Eq. (2.8)), the effective water saturation considering residual fluids and hydrate is defined

here as:

Se = Sw − Srw(Sw + Sg)
(1 − Srw − Srg)(Sw + Sg) (5.1)

Since the residual gas saturation should increase as gas saturation increases without

exceeding current maximum gas saturation, the development of residual gas saturation
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Srg in Eq. 5.1 could be defined as:

Srg = Srg0(1 − exp(−Sg,max

Srg0
)) (5.2)

where Srg0 is the maximum residual gas saturation for a certain type of sand. The

residual gas saturation is initially zero under hydrate stability pressure-temperature

condition, and increases during operation to the value of Srg0, according to the maximum

gas saturation throughout the operation, Sg,max.

Eq. (5.1) leads to components in Eq. 2.31f be rewritten as:

D = Sw

Kw

+ Sg

Kg

− SwSgP ′
c

KwKg(Sw + Sg)(1 − Srw − Srg) (5.3)

Γ = 1 − SgP ′
c

Kg(Sw + Sg)(1 − Srw − Srg) (5.4)

Γ = 1 − SwP ′
c

Kw(Sw + Sg)(1 − Srw − Srg) (5.5)

Compared with Eq. 2.31f, Eq. (5.3) considers the residual water and gas saturation.

The formulations are implemented into a commercial finite-difference program, FLAC

(Itasca Consulting Group, 2013), to form the THM simulator. The incorporation of the

formulations into the proposed approach will be detailed in Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5

respectively.
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Fig. 5.1 Flow chart for the sensitivity-driven prediction
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5.3 Part I: Sensitivity analysis by elementary effect

method

5.3.1 Identification of parameters to be investigated

The coupled simulator involves a large number of thermo-hydro-mechanical parameters

(thermo: c(T )
s , c(T )

g , c(T )
w , K(T )

s , K(T )
g , K(T )

w , βs, βw, βg; hydro: K, P0, a, b, c, Sr,w, Sr,g0; me-

chanical: M, λ, κ, ν, p′
cs, u), and also parameters describing the contribution of hydrate

(thermo: c
(T )
h , K(T )

h , βh; hydro: N ; mechanical: α, β, Eh0, m). From a practical standpoint,

it would be valuable to identify the influential parameters among all these properties, so

that efforts can be focused on their calibration or experimental determination. Though

the thermo parameters may vary for different sediments, this study focuses on the effect of

18 hydro-mechanical parameters (M, λ, κ, p′
cs, u, ν, α, β, Eh0, m, P0, a, b, c, K, N, Srw, Srg0),

grouped in a vector Θ, on the gas/water production and wellbore deformation while

thermo parameters are taken as constants.

5.3.2 Choice of sensitivity analysis method

A simple and effective way of identifying the influential parameters in a complex model

(Saltelli et al., 2007), Elementary Effect method (Morris, 1991), is adopted in this chapter

instead of variance-based methods used in Chapter 4. There are several considerations

for this adoption.
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1. There are more parameters to be investigated in this chapter, which increases

the number of required sampling sets to be tested in sensitivity analysis. As has been

reviewed in Section 2.6, the minimum number of model evaluations required has linear

or quadratic relationship with the number of model parameters. Even though only

mechanical and hydro parameters are considered in the coupled simulations, there are

still in total 18 parameters to be studied whilst only 9 parameters in the MHCS model

have to be investigated.

2. For each parameter set in the sensitivity analysis, the time needed for evaluation in

this chapter takes significantly longer time than the element test in the previous chapter

because of two reasons. (1) The first reason is the model complexity has increased, as

the numerical model for the wellbore simulation involves more elements while in the

previous chapter only single element is loaded. (2) The second reason is that since an

explicit time-marching algorithm is adopted for the coupled simulator, the time step for

loading decreases gradually as production continues (Klar et al., 2013). Since the time

step is small (0.04-0.1 seconds per step), the total number of total calculation steps for a

4-day simulation is larger than that in the previous chapter.

3. As will be shown later, the mathematical form of the sensitivity index in EE

method provides a basis for its incorporation into the first-order second-moment technique

for determining the variance of output.
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5.3.3 Implementation

Recall from Section 2.6.2 that in elementary effect method, the k parameters in a model

are normalized and mapped to a k-dimensional unit cube (Fig. 2.21) which is then

discretized into p ‘levels’ (see Fig. 2.21). w sampling points are selected from the nodes

of discretized cubes to form a trajectory. Since the data obtained during gas production

is time-dependent, the importance of parameters may change over time. Therefore, the

elementary effect EEr
i,t for parameter Θi on trajectory r at time t is obtained through

calculating the partial difference from two consecutive points on the trajectory:

EEr
i,t = y(Θ1, Θ2, ..., Θi + ∆, ..., Θk, t) − y(Θ1, Θ2, ..., Θi, ..., Θk, t)

∆ (5.6)

where ∆ denotes the step length between the two points. A large value of EEr
i,t means

that Θi is important on the trajectory. By taking average of EEr
i,t on several trajectories,

the sensitivity of parameters can be measured. Therefore, the overall importance of Θi

to the output at time t is denoted by the absolute value of the average of EEΘi
on a

total of Υ trajectories:

µi,t = 1
Υ

Υ∑
j=1

|EEj
θi,t

| (5.7)

The absolute value is used to avoid the canceling of positive and negative values. Eq. (2.36)

implies that each parameter is evaluated for Υ times and the sensitivity measure µi,t is

the mean slope of model response with respect to the parameter θi. A large value of µi,t

shows that Θi is important for the specific time period t. It can be used to determine

the order to influential parameters.
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Eq. (5.6) and (5.7) are essentially the same as Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36), though the

former two equations explicitly state that the function is time-dependent by acknowledging

t as a variable. In this study, the number of investigated parameters is k = 18, and,

based on the recommendation by (Morris, 1991), each parameter is evaluated once on

one trajectory and 50 trajectories are formed (i.e., w = 19, Υ = 50). The length of each

increment between two sampling points is ∆ = 0.5p/(p − 1).

5.4 Part II: Parameter calibration by optimization

Inverse analysis can be conducted to calibrate model parameters and to obtain the best

estimates of parameters that match with the previously measured response. This can

be performed at any stage of the operation, and the calibrated parameters can then

enhance the accuracy of forward predictions for subsequent stages of the operation.

However, the calibration is not easily achievable for the complex coupled THM processes

with interactions between various parameters. It can also become too time-consuming

and impractical when a large number of parameters are involved, and/or if progressive

refinement of parameters is needed.

Same as the previous chapter, this chapter treats the calibration as an optimization

problem, which involves obtaining the set of parameters that lead to the smallest

discrepancies compared to the measured wellbore responses. Mathematically, this process
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is achieved by:

Θ∗ = arg min
Θ

C(Θ)

where C(Θ) =
∑ ∫ t0

0 |y(Θ, t) − h(t)|dt∫ t0
0 h(t)dt

(5.8)

where Θ∗ is the vector of parameters resulting in the minimum value of the cost C(Θ).

The cost in this chapter is considered as an integrated discrepancy between the computed

wellbore responses by the THM simulator y(Θ, t) and the in situ measurements h(t)

from t = 0 to t = t0. This study considers 6 aspects of the wellbore responses, which

are the cumulative values and rates of gas production, water production, and borehole

displacement. The cost is therefore the summation of six integrated discrepancies.

Consistent with the previous chapter, Differential Evolution (Storn and Price, 1997) is

adopted for this optimization process. The steps of implementation have been introduced

in Section 4.2.1 and are not repeated here.

It is important to state that the proposed approach only calibrates the influential

parameters identified by the sensitivity analyses. The non-influential parameters may

be set at the mean values of their parameter ranges. In other words, Θ∗ consists of

the calibrated influential parameters, and the adopted best-estimates of non-influential

parameters. The calibration can be performed (refined) at any stage during the operation,

and the corresponding set of representative values at t0 is herein referred to as Θ∗
t0 .
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5.5 Part III: Forward prediction

With the calibrated parameters derived from Eq. (5.8), the THM simulator is able to

predict the wellbore responses and this calibration-prediction process can be progressively

conducted. However, uncertainties and variabilities in the in situ properties may lead

to the calibrated values being different at various stages. In order to account for such

variability, this chapter proposes a probabilistic approach to produce a range of predicted

responses through the upper and lower bound estimates.

5.5.1 Estimation of variation

Following the first-order second-moment method (Baecher and Christian, 2003; Duncan,

2000; Graettinger and Dowding, 1999), the variance of the overall response can be

approximated from the individual variance of each parameter and their covariance. In

geotechnical applications, it is common to neglect the covariance effects. Therefore, the

standard deviation of wellbore response can be evaluated by:

σy,t =

√√√√√∑
i∈X

(∂y(Θ, t)
∂Θi

)2

σΘi
2

 ≈
√∑

i∈X

[µi,tσ(Bc
i)]2 (5.9)

where X is the set of indices of influential parameters, σΘi
is the standard deviation of

the parameter Θi, Bc is a mr × k matrix formed by vertically concatenating all Br used

in the sensitivity analysis and σ(Bc
i) is the standard deviation of all elements in the ith

column of Bc.

There are two important aspects in Eq. (5.9):
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1. The results from sensitivity analyses can be utilized in defining the range of

predicted responses. (1) The magnitude of ∂y(Θ, t)/∂Θi is conceptually similar to µi,t

obtained from Eqs. (2.35) & (2.36). (2) The standard deviation of θi, which is σΘi
, can

be approximated by σ(Bc
i). This is because Bc

i contains m × r samples of θi and σΘi
can

be approximated if sufficient samples are drawn. Therefore, this approach utilizes the

results from sensitivity analysis, avoiding additional model evaluations.

2. The overall variance can be approximated by considering only the influential

parameters rather than all the parameters. This is because the contribution of non-

influential parameters to the wellbore response, as represented by the associated µi,tσ(Bc
i)

values, is negligibly small. In this chapter, the number of influential parameters is defined

as the number of parameters (from most to least influential sorted by the sensitivity

index) contributing to approximately 95% of the total variance. The standard deviation

of wellbore response σy,t evolves with time but its value can be determined through the

sensitivity analysis, before the operation begins.

5.5.2 Prediction as production evolves

With Θ∗
t0 calibrated through measurements at time t0, forward predictions can be made

for subsequent response at t > t0. Since the mean of the probabilistic estimates (i.e.,

best-estimate of response) depends on progressively refined parameters, the predictions

can be refined as the operation progresses. For this purpose, this study utilizes the

standard deviation of rate of wellbore responses, denoted as σẏ,t, which is obtained by
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Fig. 5.2 Schematic diagram for Eq. (5.10)

considering only the rate of wellbore responses in Eq. (5.9). Therefore, the upper and

lower bounds of the response may be estimated by:

y(Θ∗
t0 , t) − U

∫ t

t0
σẏ,tdt ≤ Y (t) ≤ y(Θ∗

t0 , t) + U
∫ t

t0
σẏ,tdt (5.10)

where U is a multiplier and Y (t) defines the range of potential wellbore response. Fig. 5.2

shows a schematic diagram for Eq. (5.10). The expected value of wellbore response in

the future, y(Θ∗
t0 , t), is calculated using the calibrated parameter Θ∗

t0 during the inverse

analysis. The deviation is approximated by the integration of response rate σẏ,t over

time, and is regulated by U , depending on the required level of confidence for the project.

The value of U is taken as 0.675 in this study, and so Y (t) covers approximately 50% of

the possible response (assuming y to be normally distributed).

5.6 Validation of the proposed approach

A simple hypothetical case is presented to illustrate the implementation of the approach

and validate its capabilities. As shown earlier in Fig. 5.1, the proposed sensitivity-
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driven prediction of wellbore responses requires well-defined parameter range and field

measurements. Since there is no actual field measurement in the hypothetical case, a

set of pseudo ‘field measurements’ are generated by the THM simulator, adopting the

pre-assigned parameters shown in Table 5.1. The three components of the approach are

illustrated by comparing the corresponding predictions with the pseudo measurements.

5.6.1 Problem description

Figure 5.3 shows a hypothetical wellbore considered in this section. A production zone

with a unit thickness is simulated at the depth of 1300 m from the sea level and 300 m

from the seabed. The initial pore pressure is 13 MPa, with the initial vertical total stress

being 16 MPa and the horizontal total stress being 14.5 MPa, which correspond to an

at-rest earth pressure coefficient K0 = 0.5. The porosity is 0.35, the initial temperature is

285 K and the initial hydrate saturation is 50%, which is uniform in the entire layer. The

radius of the well is 0.15 m. The borehole can deform freely in the radial direction (i.e.,

openhole) but the layer is fixed in the vertical direction (i.e., roller boundaries). The well

pressure decreases linearly from 14.5 to 5 MPa at the rate of 4 MPa/day to simulate a

wellboring process. The pore fluid starts to flow into the well only after the well pressure

becomes lower than the initial pore pressure (at 0.375 Day). In the numerical model,

the outer boundary is set at 50 m, where the pore pressure and temperature remain

unchanged. The layer is radially discretized into 20 elements with the size of 0.15 m

adjacent to the well, and increasing at a ratio of approximately 1.24. The simulation is

performed up to 6 days to generate the pseudo measurement data.
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Fig. 5.3 (a) Schematic diagram and (b) numerical model of hypothetical wellbore

5.6.2 Sensitivity analysis

Table 5.1 shows the pre-assigned values of mechanical and hydrological parameters and

their ranges adopted in this hypothetical case study. The assigned values are based on

those typically found in the literature (Jang and Santamarina, 2014; Kurihara et al., 2012;

Uchida et al., 2016c). For the purpose of sensitivity analysis, the corresponding range

is assigned with the maximum and minimum values being ± 2 times of the standard

deviation, with the coefficient of variation (CV) assumed to be 10%. The same values of

the coefficient of variation are adopted for all the parameters to achieve a fair comparison

of their influences. It should be noted that, for a particular site, the coefficient of variation

may differ for various parameters. The parameter range is not twice standard deviation

around average value, either. A case study, which adopts in situ measurements, are

discussed in Chapter 6.

Based on the assigned parameter ranges, the sensitivity index of each parameter for

the three aspects of wellbore responses (gas production, water production and borehole

displacement) has been evaluated. Figure 5.4 shows the normalized sensitivity index,

µi,t/µmax,t, of each parameter for (a) gas production, (b) water production and (c)
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Table 5.1 Pre-assigned values in generation of pseudo measurements and ranges of
parameters for sensitivity analysis of the hypothetical wellbore

Mechanical Pre-assigned Min Max Hydro Pre-assigned Min Max

M 1.3 1.04 1.56 P0 (kPa) 10 8 12
λ 0.15 0.12 0.18 a 0.7 0.56 0.84
κ 0.01 0.008 0.012 b 0.5 0.4 0.6

p′
cs (MPa) 6 4.8 7.2 c 0.5 0.4 0.6

u 4 3.2 4.8 − log ||K|| (m2) 13 10.4 15.6
ν 0.3 0.24 0.36 N 6 4.8 7.2

α (MPa) 20 16 24 Srw 0.3 0.24 0.36
β 1 0.8 1.2 Srg0 0.25 0.2 0.3

Eh0 (GPa) 10 8 12
m 10 8 12

borehole displacement over a period of 6 days. The denominator for the normalization,

µmax,t, is the maximum value of sensitivity among all parameters at a corresponding

evaluation time t. For clarity, the values of µi,t/µmax,t of mechanical parameters and

those of hydrological parameters are separately shown on the left and right, respectively,

although they are evaluated simultaneously in the sensitivity analyses. The sensitivity of

gas production is evaluated only after gas is produced.

It is clear from the right-hand side of Figs. 5.4a & b that gas and water productions

are dominated by the hydrological parameters throughout the operation, especially the

intrinsic permeability K of the sediments and the hydrate-dependent reduction defined

by the power term N . The productions are governed by the Darcy’s law, Eq. (2.21),

and thus the permeability controls the responses. However, it appears that the influence

of relative permeability factors (a, b and c) is rather negligible within these parameter

ranges. For gas production, the permeability dominates the response in two ways. Firstly,

the rate of gas pressure reduction is influenced by the permeability (via depressurization)

and lower gas pressure contributes to hydrate dissociation as shown in Eq. (2.29). In
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production and (c) borehole displacement in the hypothetical case
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addition, since hydrate dissociation is endothermic, heat supply is required to sustain

hydrate dissociation. In this hypothetical case, the heat supply is only from far-field and

the convection term (i.e., heat brought in by fluid flow) plays a vital role. More heat can

be transferred to sustain hydrate dissociation in a more permeable layer. In this case, the

mechanical properties do not have significant influence on the gas and water productions.

The borehole displacement, on the other hand, is affected by both the mechanical

and hydrological parameters. At the beginning of the operation, elastic parameters

Eh0, ν and strength/yielding parameters u, M are dominant, indicating that the wellbore

deformation is mostly elastic but gradually approaches yielding. The effects of Eh0 and ν

are more important in the beginning, as hydrate contributes significantly to the stiffness

but such effect diminishes as hydrate begins to dissociate. As operation continues,

the influence of parameters M and p′
cs increases as the sediments approach yielding.

Meanwhile, the permeability K rises to become the most influential parameter governing

displacement from Day 2 to Day 4, when gas starts to produce. With gas production,

the importance of hydrate-dependent strength parameter α increases. This interactive

hydro-mechanical feature involves several phenomena: (1) while borehole displacement is

fundamentally controlled by geomechanics principles with parameters such as M , u and

ν, hydrate dissociation further increases the displacements as the stiffness and strength

decrease with Sh, according to Eqs. (4.2) - (4.8); (2) Meanwhile, hydrate dissociation is

largely dominated by K, therefore leading to its strong influence to the displacements.
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5.6.3 Parameter calibration

As an example, this study refines the parameters at t0 = 2 and 4 days. Based on

the averaged values of µi,t/µmax,t for the three wellbore responses presented in Fig. 5.4

at corresponding t0 days, the order of influential parameters is found. The number

of calibrated parameters are determined to be six as they contribute to over 95% of

σy,t0 . The identified influential parameters are K, N, M, u, pcs, a at t0 = 2 days and

K, N, M, u, p′
cs, α at t0 = 4 days.

At each measurement time, the influential parameters are calibrated against pseudo

measurements through the differential evolution algorithm in Eqs. (5.8) - (4.16). For

other parameters, it is recommended that the mean value to be adopted. In such cases,

the calibrated influential parameters are indeed identical to the pre-assigned values. For

the purpose of demonstrating the robustness of the sensitivity approach (i.e., justifying

exclusion of non-influential parameters), and to explore the limits of the predictive

capabilities, this section sets these non-influential parameters to be the minimum values

of the ranges presented in Table 5.1. In fact, similar results have been obtained using

the maximum values of the ranges.

Table 5.2 reports the calibrated values at t0 = 2 and 4 days (i.e., Θ∗
2 and Θ∗

4),

comparing with the pre-assigned values (in brackets, as shown in Table 5.1) used to

produce the pseudo measurements. Even with the other non-influential parameters set

to the minimum values of the ranges, the calibrated values for influential parameters

are close to the pre-assigned values. This justifies the exclusion of the non-influential

parameters in the calibration process. Meanwhile, Figure 5.5 presents the results of THM
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Table 5.2 Comparison of calibrated values against pre-assigned value of the influential
parameters

Day 2 Calibrated value Day 4 Calibrated value
(pre-assigned value) (pre-assigned value)

− log ||K|| (m2) 12.8 (13) − log ||K|| (m2) 13.2 (13)
N 6.1 (6) N 4.9 (6)
M 1.56 (1.3) M 1.51 (1.3)
u 3.17 (4) u 3.21 (4)

p′
cs (MPa) 5.7 (6) p′

cs (MPa) 7.2 (6)
a 0.56 (0.7) α 16 (20)

Other parameters Set to minimum value shown in Table 5.1

simulator for (a) gas production, (b) water production and (c) borehole displacement

using the calibrated values at t0 = 2 and 4 days, y(Θ∗
2, t) and y(Θ∗

4, t), respectively.

These two lines represent the best estimates of the predicted response for t > t0, and

good agreements with the pseudo measurements are achieved. In general, progressive

refinement of the parameters improves the matching to the pseudo measurements.

5.6.4 Forward prediction

Figure 5.5 also presents the predicted responses with upper and lower bounds defined

by Eq. (5.10). As mentioned earlier, the bounds can be obtained by post-processing of

the sensitivity indices and the process does not involve any additional THM simulations

otherwise required in a Monte Carlo fashion. This allows the prediction range to be

progressively refined in an efficient manner. For example, the bounds are updated in

Figure 5.5 at t0 = 2 and 4 days, and the pseudo measurement lies in the predicted

ranges for both cases. It should be noted that the prediction ranges for gas and water

productions are wide in this case, mainly because of the large variance associated with the
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Fig. 5.5 Best estimates and predictions of (a) gas production, (b) water production and
(c) displacement profiles of the hypothetical wellbore (6 parameters optimized)

permeability, with the adopted maximum and minimum values spanning over five orders

of magnitude. This wide parameter range may be interpreted as substantial uncertainties

associated with the in situ permeabilities.

5.7 Summary

Extraction of methane gas from gas hydrate bearing sediments is a thermo-hydro-

mechanical coupled process which involves complicated mechanisms. To consider the
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change of wellbore behavior as gas production progresses, this chapter presents an efficient

sensitivity-driven approach to identify key material properties at various stages during

the process, calibrate the associated parameters and predict future wellbore response

including gas and water productions and the borehole displacements. The following

conclusions and summaries may be drawn from this chapter:

1. The approach incorporates the Elementary Effect method for sensitivity analysis

and Differential Evolution for parameter calibration, while the sensitivity indices can

also be utilized for probabilistic predictions of wellbore response.

2. A novel method that uses sensitivity analysis results to approximate the variation of

model prediction is put forward (i.e. Eq. (5.9)). This is more efficient compared to other

probabilistic approaches, as the response prediction range is determined by post-processing

of sensitivity indices prior to the operation, without additional model evaluations at

subsequent stages. This is important when each simulation takes significant amount

of time. Furthermore, since the calibration is implemented through an optimization

algorithm, its efficiency will depend on the parameters to be optimized, and the uncertainty

associated with (i.e., the range assigned to) each individual parameter. By screening

the influential parameters in the first step, the number of parameters to be calibrated is

reduced, making the process more efficient.

3. Application of the approach to a hypothetical case illustrates the effectiveness

of the proposed approach. The hypothetical case shows that K, N, α dominate and

relative permeability relations (a, b, c) affect the gas and water production. The borehole

displacement is heavily influenced by K due to the interacting nature of the mechanical-
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hydro processes, while hydro parameters (N) and mechanical parameters (M, u, p′
cs, α)

have been shown to exert significant influences.

The proposed approach allows researchers to focus on the experimental determina-

tion or numerical calibration of the most dominant parameters, which may be refined

through stepwise inverse analyses, and then adopted for forward predictions either in a

deterministic or probabilistic manner.



Chapter 6

Nankai 2013 trial production case

study

The previous chapters introduced the elements for studying the geomechanical behavior

of methane hydrate bearing from laboratory to field scale. The whole workflow for

understanding the behavior of MHBS starts from laboratory to field. In the laboratory,

once pressure cores or reconstituted samples are available, drained/undrained shear tests,

isotropic consolidation tests can be conducted to acquire deviator stress and volumetric

strain/excess pore pressure behavior. Together with Eq. (4.17) and Figs. 4.19, 4.20, 4.21,

4.22, the mechanical parameters required by modified MHCS model can be specified.

If experimental results of several cores are available, assisted with Table 4.4, ranges of

these mechanical parameters can be specified. Together with the ranges of hydro/thermo

parameters which may be defined following Section 5.6.2, the workflow can now proceed

according to Fig. 5.1.
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To illustrate the applicability of the proposed approach to gas operation, this chapter

studies the offshore gas production operation conducted at the Eastern Nankai Trough

hydrate site, Japan, in 2013. The proposed modified methane hydrate critical state model

and the sensitivity-driven approach for adaptive prediction of wellbore responses are

applied to study the case. Uncertainties of parameters are characterized and the effects

of their uncertainties over gas production, water production and borehole displacement

are studied.

6.1 Operation overview

The hydrate deposit concerned is located in the Daini Atsumi Knoll area of Eastern

Nankai Trough at the Pacific coast of Japan, shown in Fig. 6.1 (Yamamoto et al., 2014)

and a total of 1012 m3 methane gas is estimated to exist in the region (Fujii et al., 2015).

Figure 6.2 shows the schematic diagram of the production well. The hydrate-bearing

layers were found approximately from 255 to 335 meters below sea floor (mbsf) with

highly interbedded alternating sand and silt layers (Fujii et al., 2015; Konno et al.,

2017). The top and bottom boundaries of the production zone were at 278 and 316 mbsf,

respectively. Figure 6.3 shows the histories of depressurization, gas and water production

at Nankai production site (Yamamoto et al., 2014). The flow rates were measured by

sensors at the surface of wellbore. The pressure was measured in an electoral submersible

pump which was installed in the borehole to achieve depressurization.
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Fig. 6.1 Test location of offshore production of methane hydrate in eastern Nankai Trough
in 2013 (Yamamoto et al., 2014)

At the beginning of the test, water in the well was pumped out to reduce the pore

pressure in the pores. As can be seen from Fig. 6.3, gas began to flow out after a few

hours. The well pressure was decreased by approximately 8 MPa over 1 day and kept

constant for a period of six days. During this time, the gas and water flow rate remain

at around 20,000 m3 per day for gas and 200 m3 per day for water. Before the test was

terminated due to excessive sand production, approximately 119,500 m3 of methane gas

was produced (Yamamoto, 2015; Yamamoto et al., 2014).
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Sea surface

Seabed

1000 m

Hydrate-bearing layer

Production zone (38 m)

278 m

Fig. 6.2 Schematic diagram of Nankai exploration site (Uchida et al., 2016b; Yamamoto
et al., 2014)

Fig. 6.3 Histories of depressurization, gas and water production at Nankai production
site (Yamamoto et al., 2014)
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6.2 Nankai production modelling

6.2.1 Numerical model

The coupled THM simulator presented in Chapter 5 is adopted for calculating the wellbore

response during production. In order to improve the efficiency of THM simulations,

and considering the nature of alternating sand and silt layers (the latter of which is

approximately 8 m in total thickness), the production zone is represented by a 30-m

homogenized layer. The initial pore pressure Pw0 is assumed to be 12.93 MPa, representing

the condition in the middle of the production zone. The initial temperature is 285 K,

which is the measured value at the middle of the production zone (Uchida et al., 2016b).

The initial total vertical stress is 15.7 MPa, estimated with the saturated unit weight

of 19.3 kN/m3 for the sediment. The initial total horizontal stress is evaluated to be

14.3 MPa assuming K0 = 0.5. The same model boundary conditions are adopted as

the hypothetical case in Chapter 5 (Fig. 5.3). This simulation considers a well boring

process prior to t = 0, during which the well pressure decreases from 14.3 to 12.93 MPa.

Subsequent figures only show the wellbore responses from t = 0 in order to compare with

the recorded gas and water production histories.

6.2.2 Permeability and saturation

Within the production zone, both the intrinsic and hydrate-dependent permeabilties

exhibited significant variations as shown in Fig. 6.4a (Uchida et al., 2016b). Fig. 6.4b

shows the hydrate saturation profiles and the average value assigned to the model within
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Fig. 6.4 Sediment (a)permeability and (b) saturation profiles at Nankai exploration site
(Uchida et al., 2016b)

Table 6.1 In situ ranges of permeability for sensitivity analysis (Uchida et al., 2016b)

Parameter Min Max
− log(||K||) (m2) 11.9 13.9

N 2 10

the production zone, which is determined to be 40%. The range of N is determined

based on the range of K and Kh adopted for the numerical analysis. The ranges of K

and N are shown in Table 6.1.

6.2.3 Mechanical parameters

Yoneda et al. (2015) conducted triaxial tests using pressurized cores from the first

production test site of the Eastern Nankai Trough. The cores were acquired from 260

mbsf at one site and were cut under high pressure and preserved in a storage chamber.

Two methods were used to prepare the frozen core: (1) The first method is to cool the

chamber to -2 oC with ice bath. The fluid pressure was reduced to atmospheric pressure
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in around 30 to 120 minitues, after the temperature of core stabilizes. The core was

then submerged with liquid nitrogen to freeze. (2) In the second method, the pressure

chamber was firstly purged with gas methane at 8 MPa under the temperature of 4.2

oC. After the core had frozen, the fluid pressure was released and the core was transfered

to liquid nitrogen in 2 minutes. Yoneda et al. (2015) concluded that the second method

was better than the first for mechanical testing since there were no cracks or fractures on

cores prepared using the second way. Therefore, this study calibrates the experimental

results of cores formed with the second method. The effective confining pressure of

the sample was 1.6 MPa and the hydrate saturation at test condition was 79%. The

shearing rate of the sample was 0.1%/min. Using the modified methane hydrate critical

state model in Chapter 4, the mechanical parameters of hydrate bearing soils at Nankai

production site are given in Table 6.2 while the calibration results are shown in Fig. 6.5.

As for the uncertainties of mechanical parameters, due to the lack of measurements

on geomechanical parameters at the site, these parameter ranges are assumed based on

previous laboratory tests on similar sediments (Uchida et al., 2016c), with considerations

on typical variations observed in sandy materials (Kulhawy and Mayne, 1990; Phoon

and Ching, 2014). The coefficient of variation (CV) of parameter M is assumed to be 8%

(Phoon and Ching, 2014). If 2 standard deviation is used in this study to cover 95% of

parameter uncertainties, the range of M can be therefore calculated as 1.46±2×1.46×8%

which gives 1.23 and 1.69, where 1.46 is the calibrated value shown in Table 6.2. For

parameters for which CV is not available, the ranges of Nankai soil in the MHCS database
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Fig. 6.5 Calibration results for pressurized cores from Nankai site

(Table 4.4) are adopted (Masui et al., 2007; Suzuki et al., 2008; Yoneda et al., 2015).

Therefore, The derived ranges of mechanical parameters are shown in Table 6.2.

6.2.4 Hydraulic parameters

In order to acquire ranges of three parameters a, b and c in Eq. (2.6), previous experimental

studies were calibrated which measured the relative permeability of two phase flow (Abaci

et al., 1992; Brooks and Corey, 1964). The ranges to be adopted should cover the measured

values in experiments. Fig. 6.6 and 6.7 show the calibration results and parameters.

The determination of ranges for gas entry pressure P0, residual saturation Srg0 and

Srw is based on adopted/measured values in several modeling and experimental studies

In the modeling studies by Hong et al. (2003); Konno et al. (2010); Moridis et al. (2011);
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Table 6.2 Values and ranges of mechanical parameters for sensitivity analysis of Nankai
exploration

Parameter Value Min Max Reference
M 1.46 1.23 1.69 2 times 8% CV (Phoon and Ching, 2014)
λ 0.1 0.06 0.14 2 times 20% CV (Phoon and Ching, 2014)
κ 0.014 0.01 0.02 1/3 - 1/5 of λ

p′
cs (MPa) 3.3 1.98 4.62 2 times 20% CV (Phoon and Ching, 2014)

ν 0.23 0.15 0.4 Typical range of sand (Kulhawy and Mayne, 1990)
u 4.1 2.7 4.6

α (MPa) 10 2.3 16
β 0.45 0.1 0.6 Nankai hydrate-bearing soil data

Eh0 (GPa) 0.01 0.01 10
m 11 1 21

Table 6.3 Ranges of hydro parameters for sensitivity analysis of Nankai exploration

Parameter Min Max
a 0.6 0.99
b -1 3
c -1 3

P0 (kPa) 1 10
Srg0 0.2 0.4
Srw 0.01 0.4

Moridis and Sloan (2007); Reagan et al. (2010); Rutqvist and Moridis (2007), P0 lies

within 1 to 10 kPa. According to the experiments measuring residual gas saturation of

several types of sand (Suzanne et al., 2003), the range of initial residual gas saturation

Srg0 in Eq. (5.2) is determined to be from 0.2 to 0.4 as shown in Fig. 6.8. Similarly,

the range of residual water saturation Srw in Eq. (5.1) is assumed to vary from 0.01 to

0.4 according to the experiments reported by Anderson et al. (2011); Timur (1968) and

Kurihara et al. (2012). Therefore, the ranges of hydro parameters specific for sensitivity

analysis over Nankai exploration is summarized in Table 6.3.
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(a) a = 1, b = −0.14, c = −0.43
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(b) a = 0.69, b = −0.44, c = 1.19
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(c) a = 0.66, b = −1.92, c = 2.43
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(d) a = 0.71, b = −1.43, c = 0.61
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(e) a = 0.66, b = −0.86, c = 1.44
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(f) a = 0.89, b = −0.31, c = −0.22

Fig. 6.6 Calibration of van Genuchten parameters for relative permeability of water(blue)
and gas (red): Solid lines are from Abaci et al. (1992) and dashed lines are calibration
results
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Fig. 6.7 Calibration of van Genuchten parameters for relative permeability of water(blue)
and gas (red): Solid lines are from Corey (1954) and dashed lines are calibration results
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Fig. 6.8 Residual gas saturation of sands (Suzanne et al., 2003)
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6.3 Sensitivity analysis

6.3.1 Procedures

Since the ranges for all parameters have been determined, the sampling points can

be generated and assessed according to the steps described in Section 5.3.3. A thing

worth noting is that the ranges in this chapter (Table 6.2 and 6.3) are much wider than

that in the previous hypothetical case (Table 5.1). s the sensitivity analysis involves a

thorough exploration of the entire parameter space, some combinations of parameters in

the sensitivity analysis for chis chapter (e.g., low values of p′
cs and α combined with large

values of λ, or combinations of low M, p′
cs, p′

cd) may lead to very large displacements or

even collapse of borehole in the early stages of simulation. Subsequently, the evaluated

responses could become unrealistic if the THM simulations continue. To avoid this, the

‘post-collapse’ period is approximated separately:

First, the period with the maximum acceleration prior to the wellbore collapse

(defined as the displacement equals to 0.15 m) is identified. Then, for displacements,

the corresponding rate of displacement prior to maximum acceleration is applied to the

remaining duration of the operation. For gas and water productions, the response rates

before maximum acceleration are also determined and applied to the rest of operation

time.

The sensitivity indices are then evaluated by considering both the THM simulation

results of non-collapsing cases and the above approximations for the collapse cases.
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6.3.2 Sensitivity analysis results

Strong coupling effects between hydro and geo-mechanical responses are observed in this

case, as reflected by the sensitivity indices shown in Figure 6.10. As the well may collapse

before hydrate dissociation, this could lead to lower gas and water productions due to

the low value of Kh, which only starts to increase with hydrate dissociation. In other

words, the gas and water productions are significantly affected by mechanical parameters

as presented in Fig. 6.10a & b.

In particular, substantial uncertainty is associated with α, which determines the

enlargement of yield surface because of hydrate (i.e., Eq. (4.3)). A low value of α

corresponds to a small initial yield surface, subsequently resulting in widespread yielding

of hydrate-bearing sediments and large borehole displacement (or even collapse) as shown

in Fig. 6.10c. This large deformation could decrease the permeability of the MHBS

layer, and thus inhibits the fluid flow. As shown in 6.9, in some cases tested during

the sensitivity analysis, the wellbore ‘collapses’ even before the dissociation takes place,

which leads to no methane produced at all till the end of Day 6, as a result of low value

of α. Therefore, the significance of α could be viewed as one of the determinants of

whether there will be gas produced at all, instead of how much gas is produced.

The large magnitude of sensitivity index for α also reflects the amount of uncertainty

of α at site. This is because there is no site-specific tests for α and the range chosen is

based on the study by Uchida et al. (2016c) which is for MHBS globally. Therefore the

adopted range overestimates the uncertainty of α for the specific site at Nankai Trough.
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Fig. 6.9 3D contour of the gas production regarding K and α
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Similar to the hypothetical case, gas and water productions are also heavily influenced

by both K and N as shown in Fig. 6.10a & b. However, greater influences of a and c

among hydro parameters are evident here. As mentioned earlier, the sensitivity analyses

are influenced by the amount of uncertainty associated with the parameters, which is

reflected by the range adopted. Since measurements of K and N are available at the

Nankai site, a high confidence level is associated, compared to other hydro parameters

such as a and c that are based on the literature. This leads to the use of relatively wide

ranges for a and c, and greater importance of the relative permeability relations in the

current case. Meanwhile, the yield and strength parameters u, α, β and M are important

for development of borehole displacement as they control the yield criteria.

6.4 Parameter calibration and forward prediction

6.4.1 Prediction results

The calibration of influential parameters and the subsequent prediction of wellbore

response are performed in a progressive manner similar to Sections 5.6.3 and 5.6.4. Since

measurements for borehole displacements during the Nankai production test are not

available, the calibration is conducted with only water and gas production data. However,

the estimated displacement is presented for reference and comparison. Following the

results shown in Figure 6.10 and contribution to the overall variance, the six influential

parameters are α, K, N, u, c, M for t0 = 2 and α, K, c, N, a, M for t0 = 4 days. The
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displacement of Nankai production test
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non-influential parameters are set to their best-estimate values (mean of maximum and

minimum values in the range) in the calibration process.

Table 6.4 presents the calibrated parameters at t0 = 2 and 4 days, Θ∗
2 and Θ∗

4,

respectively. Adopting these values, the best-estimate responses and prediction ranges

are plotted in Figure 6.11 alongside the field measurements. In general, the best-estimate

responses are close to the measured values, which means the response can be reasonably

captured by the influential parameters and justifies the exclusion of non-influential

parameters. The prediction ranges for gas and water productions are also narrower than

the previous hypothetical case, mainly because of the higher confidence level on K and N

based on the actual measurements at the site. On the other hand, the large displacement

range reflects the significant uncertainty on geomechanical parameters, which potentially

leads to substantial borehole displacements and even possible well collapse. As the

prediction ranges are evaluated from the sensitivity indices, they are manifestations of the

better confidence associated with the hydro properties for the hydrate-bearing sediments

at the Nankai site. This highlights the importance of reliable field measurements of K

and Kh, while additional experimental investigations on the influential parameters, such

as a, c, α, u and M will further enhance the reliability of the predictions.

6.4.2 Geomechanical implications

Although the 2013 Nankai production test was terminated after 6 days, it is possible to

illustrate the capabilities of the proposed approach in a realistic production scenario, by

continuing the simulations for 30 days. Figure 6.12 shows the 30-day best estimates for
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Table 6.4 Calibrated values of the influential parameters in Nankai production test

Day 2 Calibrated value Day 4 Calibrated value
α 16 α 16

− log ||K|| (m2) 12.3 − log ||K|| (m2) 12.2
N 9.2 c -1
u 4.6 N 10
c -0.43 a 0.96

M 1.25 M 1.25
Other parameters Mean values of the ranges in Table 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3

Fig. 6.11 Best estimates and predictions of (a) gas production, (b) water production and
(c) displacement profiles of Nankai production test (6 parameters optimized)
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the Nankai production test with calibrated value shown in Table 6.4. Without accurate

measurements for some of the parameters, the ‘estimate at Day 0’ is made by adopting

the mean value of all parameters in Table 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. The field measurements are

shown in the same figure for reference.

It can be seen that the initial estimate at Day 0 is far from the field measurements.

This may represent typical scenarios where site information is limited and significant

uncertainties are involved in the various modeling parameters. Once measurement data

becomes available for parameter calibration, the subsequent estimates immediately draw

closer to the measurements, and the accuracy is progressively improved as more data

become available with the operation. The final volume of produced gas is predicted to

be around 360,000 m3.

The projected displacement of borehole may reach 30 mm after 30 days. Without any

displacement measurements, it is difficult to comment on the accuracy of this prediction.

The assessment does highlight the importance of necessary precautions to avoid potential

wellbore collapse, if the hosting sand is weak (low M, p′
cs), or the hydrate structure is

not strong (low α and high β).

6.5 Summary

The applicability of the modified constitutive model and sensitivity-driven framework has

been verified with a real case. In the Nankai case, except for hydro parameters, mechanical

parameters α, M, u have shown significant influence over gas and water production. The
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hydro parameters K and N also influence the borehole displacement to a great extent.

The difference between the sensitivity analysis result in this chapter and the previous

hypothetical case indicates that the sensitivity of the wellbore response depends on site-

specific variability of these parameters. In general, it is preferable to adopt a range based

on in situ measurements of the properties. When these are unavailable, the parameter

range is assumed based on typical values reported in the literature. Consequently, the

parameter ranges adopted for the Nankai case study are substantially different from

those of the hypothetical scenario where the same coefficient of variation is applied to all

parameters. This suggests that while further experimental studies on these influential

parameters will be beneficial to future gas production operations, field measurements

on these in situ parameters will also lead to more indicative prediction range for the

potential wellbore response.

Admittedly, the results of this case study could be further improved by incorporating

heterogeneous profiles of hydrate saturation and permeability in the numerical model, but

this will affect the efficiency of the approach in two ways. Firstly, each THM simulation

will take longer with a more complex numerical model. In addition, heterogeneous

sediment profiles will potentially involve a larger number of parameters to be calibrated,

since different values of K and N would be associated with different depths. The

trade-off between computational cost and prediction accuracy involves decisions to be

made regarding the numerical model. For example, if the key parameters, such as

permeability and its spatial variations, are well defined through field measurements, the

corresponding ranges in calibration and prediction can be substantially reduced, allowing
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a more complex numerical model to be adopted. On the other hand, if the parameters

are poorly characterized, a relatively wide parameter range will be required to cater for

the low confidence level, and it becomes impractical to utilize a sophisticated model

under this approach.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and recommendations

for future research

7.1 Conclusions

Aiming to understand the geomechanical behavior of MHBS and its influence over gas

production, this thesis is composed of two parts. The first part tries to understand

the laboratory-scale tests, conducted by the author and collected from literatures. The

second part proposes a framework that links the laboratory-scale tests to field-scale

productions.

This thesis conducts high-pressure triaxial compression experiments over MHBS

synthesized with North Sea sand. The hydrate bearing sediment is tested under water-

and gas-saturated conditions, complementing the global MHBS triaxial experiment

database. It has been found that the strength and stiffness of GS are larger than WS
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at similar hydrate saturation levels. GS shows larger dilation than WS before strain

softening, and this trend is reversed afterwards. The experiments are simulated later in

the thesis.

This thesis also develops a new integrated framework (‘the framework’) consisting

of a modified constitutive model and probabilistic approach for simulating the geome-

chanical behavior of methane hydrate bearing sediments from laboratory to field scale,

incorporating sensitivity analysis to estimate the roles of parameters and lead to better

understanding of deformation mechanisms behind observations. The following presents

major findings of the proposed framework.

On the laboratory scale, the framework modifies the methane hydrate critical state

model to simulate the deviator stress and volumetric deformation of triaxial experiments

reported by various institutions from the world. The modified model involves considera-

tions of the components of strength enhancement from hydrate, which are simplified to

include contributions from dilation only, and the modeling of elastic properties, which

are now determined by elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio to reflect recent wave velocity

measurements on hydrate bearing sediments. Parameters of the modified model, both

hydrate-free and hydrate-dependent, are optimized using Differential Evolution algorithm,

to minimize the discrepancies between simulation curves and experimental curves. The

approach offers a comprehensive dataset for different kinds of hosting sand (such as

Toyoura sand and Ottawa sand), procedures of conventional geotechnical tests such as

isotropic consolidation and drained/undrained tests and design charts to determine the
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model parameters. The chart allows researchers and engineers to estimate parameters

without resorting to complex numerical approaches.

Meanwhile, the roles of parameters in the modified model is investigated, where

a common trend has been observed across experiments. The subloading factor u has

been found to dominate small-strain behavior and should be examined closely if the

displacement is limited. The yield surface enlargement parameters, α and β, or essentially

p′
cd, influence the shear strength and volumetric response most. The common trend

enhances the understanding on the mechanism of model working at different loading

stages, which further elucidates the role of critical state framework in modeling the

geomechanical behavior of methane hydrate bearing sediments.

As demonstrated through the small deviation of calibration results from available

experiments, the MHCS model is found to be highly applicable to various host sediments,

tested under a wide range of conditions. In particular, the strain softening, bonding

degradation and dilation phenomenon which are commonly observed in hydrate bearing

sediments can be captured by the model. Sensitivity analysis of the model provides a

quantitative evaluation of parameter effects, which can supplement future research plan

development by focusing on the most relevant variant pertinent to specific purposes.

Over the field scale, the mechanical and hydraulic properties of MHBS have been

found to vary considerably, but the influence of such variations has been rarely considered

in previous modeling studies. One of the reasons that hinders conventional probabilistic

method (such as Monte Carlo) being adopted is that coupled analysis for MHBS takes

significant amount of time. In this regard, a pragmatic approach to characterize the
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mechanical behavior of MHBS and wellbore productivity due to uncertainties is derived

in this thesis, with model parameters derived by implementing Different Evolution

algorithm. Its application to calibrating and predicting produced gas/water volumes

and borehole displacement during the marine exploration test in Nankai Trough in 2013

is presented, while taking into account the inherent uncertainties of in situ properties.

These results can supplement the production in the field, revealing the probable range of

wellbore behavior so that precautionary measures can be taken well in advance. Instead of

encompassing variations in all the model parameters, the proposed approach considering

only important parameters is shown to give satisfactory prediction range through a

quantitative sensitivity investigation. The approach is applicable for coupled simulators

which usually have a large number of parameters, as the efficient Elementary Effect

method is embedded in the approach, enhancing flexibility of the proposed approach.

The proposed framework is valuable for future field methane hydrate explorations,

as it links the geotechnical properties acquired in laboratory with that collected in situ,

promotes rational assessment of wellbore performance and risks associated with the

uncertainties of model parameters.

7.2 Recommendations for future research

In terms of experiments, future work may concentrate on following aspects of hydrate

bearing sediment. Besides the work described in this study and Hyodo et al. (2013a),

the data on gas-saturated MHBS is still limited. Therefore, more experimental data is
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needed with different hosting sands, pore pressure, saturation degrees, and formation

methods. After this, the studies on partially water-saturated MHBS may be studied,

which is relevant to the scenario when dissociation begins and methane gas migrates.

Moreover, since previous studies focus on homogeneous MHBS, further work may focus

on the heterogeneous MHBS. One direction may be injection test which simulates the

formation of hydrate along the methane chimney during the gas migration. As shown

in Fig. 2.14, gas accumulates initially and breaks overlying sediment when pressure

exceeds gas invasion pressure. Since methane gas is strongly buoyant with density of

200-300 kg/m3 under 3-4 km of sea water, the gas moves upwards quickly and forms a

chimney, where the pathway of such migration is enhanced by joints and fractures in the

sediment system. Such chimney has been observed on the surface of recovered cores in

Mallik, Canada (Fig. 7.1) where tubes with diameter of several micrometers and length

of hundreds of micrometers indicate the possible pathway of gas migration for hydrate

formation. The geomechanical behavior of MHBS formed using this ‘chimney’ style

can be investigated and compared with homogeneous MHBS synthesized with partial

water saturation or ice-seeding methods commonly adopted for now, so that a deeper

understanding of hydrate-containing systems can be acquired and modeled.

A unique secondary hardening and dilatancy phenomenon is observed for most

triaxial experiments conducted in this study which may be attributed to the particle

rearrangement which leads to greater density and enhanced grain interlocking. From

modeling point of view, this may be simulated through introducing a plastic-strain

dependent residual friction angle. Advanced imaging systems such as electrical resistivity
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(a)
(b)

Fig. 7.1 (a) Gas hydrate with tubes as possible pathway of gas migration with zoom view
in (b) (Techmer et al., 2005)

tomography (ERT) or computed tomography (CT) should be incorporated into state-

of-the-art high pressure triaxial vessel to image the samples over the microscale. The

adoption of such imaging systems will allow better understanding of the time- and

strain-dependent changes of hydrate fabrics, shed light on discrete element modeling,

and facilitate higher resolution of 3D modeling of samples in triaxial test.

In terms of numerical modeling, the proposed framework for characterizing the

geomechanical behavior for MHBS from lab to field scale is still preliminary and in

infancy. Plans for future research work are summarized as follows.

In all above mentioned analysis, the numerical model is assumed to be axisymmetric

and homogeneous, which may not represent the real scenarios in the field, where the

geotechnical conditions and properties may exhibit tremendous variations. Therefore,
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future research may validate the applicability of the framework in a 3-D and heterogeneous

settings.

The analysis of the probabilistic approach focuses on the effect of mechanical and

hydro parameters on gas/water production and wellbore deformation. From a practical

standpoint, it would be valuable to examine the effects of all mechanical, hydro, thermal,

and chemical parameters. In the meanwhile, more systematic fundamental experiments

may be conducted to characterize the variation of these mechanical, hydro, thermal and

chemical parameters under the specific setting of hydrate bearing sediments.

The proposed approach can also be extended under Bayesian framework, where the

parameter uncertainties are continuously updated as production continues. Under the

current approach, the uncertainties of model parameters are assumed to remain constant

over the entire operation. This assumption could be improved by introducing a posterior

distribution of input parameters. For example, if the field response is represented by Z,

and Θ is the parameter set, y is the coupled simulator:

Z = y(Θ) (7.1)

When new field response is acquired as the production progresses, the posterior distribu-

tion Θ of may be evaluated with the prior distribution of model parameters hl(Θ) and

likelihood function of input parameter hl(Z|Θ) given observations of Y :

hl(Θ|Z) = Nbhl(Z|Θ)hl(Θ) (7.2)
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where Nb is a normalizing constant. Applying the Maximum-a-posteriori approach

(Ledesma et al., 1996), an objective function can be formed:

SB(Θ) = −2 ln hl(Θ|Z) (7.3)

= (Θ − µΘ)T COV −1
Θ (Θ − µΘ)

+ (µy(Θ) − Z)T COVy(Θ)−1(µy(Θ) − Z) + ln[det |COVy(Θ)|]

where µΘ and COVΘ are the mean and covariance of the prior distribution of Θ.

The mean and covariance of y, calculated by coupled simulators with different sets of

parameters, are denoted by µy(Θ) and COVy(Θ). Since the objective function SB(Θ)

can be minimized to acquire Θ and its posterior distribution, the variance of parameter

can therefore be updated, further refining the prediction results.

In summary, the current adaptive framework and future extensions allow continuous

calibration, and refinement of model parameters based on laboratory experiments and

observations in the field (e.g. gas production rate and soil displacements). They cater

for the inevitable discrepancies between laboratory- and field-scale response, leading to

quantified and reduced uncertainties or risks in future gas production operations.



Appendix A

FLAC code for automatically
determining mechanical parameters
from triaxial results

config ex 6 axi
call camshnew.fis
call table120.txt
call table122.txt
call table123.txt
call table124.txt
call table125.txt
call table126.txt
call table129.txt
set echo off
def paraini
int xzones yzones xgp ygp
parameters=4
stepno=2000
pop= parameters*10
nit=500
elastrain = 0.02
popnit=pop*nit
mcsF = 0.9
lamcsF = 0.26
kapcsF = 0.001
ucsF = 10.
poissF = 0.35
m3csF = 17000.
m4csF = 0.6
m1csmax = 10.
m1csmin = 1.
m1pres = 1.
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acsmax = 70000.
acsmin = 10000.
acspres = 1000.
bcsmax = 3.
bcsmin = 1.5
bcspres = 0.1
Ehcsmax = 15000000.
Ehcsmin = 8000000.
Ehcspres = 1.e5
cntpop=0
termlimit=0.001
minnit=0
cprpt=100
expgroup= 7
elasmultiplier = 5.
ftitle=’HydMiyazaki-’
fref=in(’Input the time now (mmddhhmm)’)
filenamep=ftitle+string(fref)
cprfreq=int(stepno/cprpt)
tritimes=0
cntit=0
cntloop=0
xzones=1
yzones=1
xgp = xzones+1 ;last x grid point
ygp = yzones+1 ;last y grid point
tabstep=0
end
paraini
grid xzones yzones
model m_camclay
def genrnd
float par parns opar npar partri
array par (pop,parameters)
array parns (pop) parns1 (pop) parns2 (pop)
array rvector (3)
array opar (parameters)
array npar (parameters)
array parold (pop,parameters)
array store_parnssd (nit)
array partri (parameters) ;trial vector
array cstsdtrac (nit)
array csfsum (expgroup) tqno(expgroup)
array tevno(expgroup) area1(expgroup) area2(expgroup)
array area3(expgroup) area4(expgroup)
array ultstrain(expgroup) canBP0(expgroup) canSx0(expgroup)
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array canSh(expgroup) canPoro(expgroup) cantemp(expgroup)
array aa_p (11)
array storePar (popnit,parameters) storeParNS (popnit)
sb=out(’Specify random number generation paras below’)
rnpa1=in(’Random parameter 1’)
rnpa2=in(’Random parameter 2’)
rnpa3=in(’Random parameter 3’)
command
set seed rnpa1 rnpa2 rnpa3
endcommand
loop j (1,pop)
par(j,1)=(m1csmax-m1csmin)*urand+m1csmin
par(j,2)=(Ehcsmax-Ehcsmin)*urand+Ehcsmin
par(j,3)=(acsmax-acsmin)*urand+acsmin
par(j,4)=(bcsmax-bcsmin)*urand+bcsmin
par(j,1)=int(par(j,1)/m1pres)*m1pres
par(j,2)=int(par(j,2)/ehcspres)*ehcspres
par(j,3)=int(par(j,3)/acspres)*acspres
par(j,4)=int(par(j,4)/bcspres)*bcspres
loop k (1,parameters)
parold(j,k)=0
endloop
endloop ;end loop j
canBP0(1)=8.e3
canBP0(2)=8.e3
canBP0(3)=8.e3
canBP0(4)=8.e3
canBP0(5)=8.e3
canBP0(6)=8.e3
canBP0(7)=8.e3
canSx0(1)=-9.0e3
canSx0(2)=-8.5e3
canSx0(3)=-8.5e3
canSx0(4)=-9.0e3
canSx0(5)=-10.0e3
canSx0(6)=-10.0e3
canSx0(7)=-11.0e3
canSh(1)=0.34
canSh(2)=0.28
canSh(3)=0.45
canSh(4)=0.41
canSh(5)=0.31
canSh(6)=0.43
canSh(7)=0.42
canPoro(1)=0.378
canPoro(2)=0.378
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canPoro(3)=0.378
canPoro(4)=0.378
canPoro(5)=0.378
canPoro(6)=0.378
canPoro(7)=0.378
tqno(1)=120
tqno(2)=122
tqno(3)=123
tqno(4)=124
tqno(5)=125
tqno(6)=126
tqno(7)=129
tevno(1)=120
tevno(2)=122
tevno(3)=123
tevno(4)=124
tevno(5)=125
tevno(6)=126
tevno(7)=129
area1(1)=34.7
area1(2)=18.7
area1(3)=29.8
area1(4)=43.0
area1(5)=67.5
area1(6)=69.3
area1(7)=97.7
area2(1)=34.7
area2(2)=18.7
area2(3)=29.8
area2(4)=43.0
area2(5)=67.5
area2(6)=69.3
area2(7)=97.7
area3(1)=5.33841
area3(2)=4.32446
area3(3)=4.67057
area3(4)=6.24454
area3(5)=7.19325
area3(6)=6.90758
area3(7)=9.29867
area4(1)=5.33841
area4(2)=4.32446
area4(3)=4.67057
area4(4)=6.24454
area4(5)=7.19325
area4(6)=6.90758
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area4(7)=9.29867
ultstrain(1)=8.5e-2
ultstrain(2)=7.9e-2
ultstrain(3)=8.7e-2
ultstrain(4)=8.6e-2
ultstrain(5)=9.7e-2
ultstrain(6)=9.9e-2
ultstrain(7)=9.6e-2
canTemp(1)=278.0
canTemp(2)=278.0
canTemp(3)=278.0
canTemp(4)=278.0
canTemp(5)=278.0
canTemp(6)=278.0
canTemp(7)=278.0
xtable(3,1) = 0.
ytable(3,1) = 0.
xtable(4,1) = 0.
ytable(4,1) = 0.
xtable(5,1) = 0.
ytable(5,1) = 0.
xtable(6,1) = 0.
ytable(6,1) = 0.
time0=clock
end
genrnd
;****************************DEF setup********************
def setup
float r0 rout $dens $densw $dtime $ygrav
float $pw0 $sx0 $sh0 $poro $temp0
int highy lowy perjh perjl name0 name
float ftime depressF $dTdm $$K0 Ttime $icri $dPw
r0=0.
rout=0.
$dens=0.
$densw=0.
$dtime=0.
$ygrav=0.
$poro=0.
ftime=0.
depressF=0.
$dTdm=0.
$$K0=0.
Ttime=0.
$icri=0.
$dPw=0.
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highy=0
lowy=0
perjh =0
perjl=0
;$Pg0=8.e3
;$Sx0=-9.e3
;******************** camsh *************************
float aCS bCS mCS uCS v0 MCS lamCS kapCS pcs0 m2
MCS = mcsF
lamCS = lamcsF
kapCS = kapcsF
uCS = ucsF
$poiss = poissF
m1CS = par(looptrii,1)
Eh0cs = par(looptrii,2)
aCS = par(looptrii,3)
bCS = par(looptrii,4)
sb=out(string(m1cs))
sb=out(string(Eh0cs))
sb=out(string(acs))
sb=out(string(bcs))
$Pg0 = canBP0(mi_looptrii)
$Sx0 = canSx0(mi_looptrii)
$Sh0 = canSh(mi_looptrii)
$poro = canPoro(mi_looptrii)
$temp0 = canTemp(mi_looptrii)
pcs0 = m3csF*((-$sx0-$pg0)/1.e3)^m4csF
sb=out(’Pcs0’+string(pcs0))
$perm0 = 1.e-6
$NN0 = 8.
$densw = 1.0
$$K0 = 1.
$dens = 2.6*(1.-$poro)+$densw*$poro
yvelo=-ultstrain(mi_looptrii)/stepno
v0 = 1. + $poro/(1.-$poro)
tabstep=0
end
;*********************END OF SETUP*******************************
;*********************DEF inipress*******************************
def inipress
float ycent
loop i (1,xzones)
loop j (1,yzones)
;**********************
m_x(i,j)=0.
m_pp(i,j)=0.
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m_v(i,j)=0.
m_sgr0(i,j) = 0.
m_sgr(i,j) = 0.
m_swr(i,j) = 0.
m_see(i,j) = 0.
m_permw(i,j) = 0.0
m_rhog(i,j)=0.
sxy(i,j)=0.
m_q(i,j)=0.
m_k(i,j)=0.
m_g(i,j)=0.
m_kc(i,j)=0.
m_plasen(i,j)=0.
m_pcd(i,j)=0.
m_ed(i,j)=0.
m_ev(i,j)=0.
m_edp(i,j)=0.
m_evp(i,j)=0.
m_r(i,j)=0.
;*****************
m_sh(i,j)=$Sh0 ;hydrate saturation
m_sg(i,j)=1.-1.e-6-$Sh0 ;gas saturation
m_ppg(i,j)=$Pg0 ;pore gas pressure
m_ppw(i,j)=$Pg0 ;pore water pressure
m_perm0(i,j)=$perm0 ;permeability of sand 1e-6
syy(i,j)=$Sx0
sxx(i,j)=$Sx0
szz(i,j)=$Sx0
m_temp(i,j)=$temp0 ;temperature when the exp is conducted
m_temp0(i,j)=$temp0 ;initial temperature
m_v0(i,j)=v0 ;initial specific volume
m_poro(i,j)= $poro ;initial porosity
m_m(i,j)=MCS
m_lambda(i,j)=LamCS
m_kappa(i,j)=kapCS
m_pcs(i,j)=pcs0
m_uu(i,j)=uCS
m_mm(i,j)=m1CS
;m_m2(i,j)=m2
m_a(i,j)=aCS
m_b(i,j)=bCS
m_Eh0(i,j)=Eh0cs
m_NN(i,j)=$NN0 ;Minagawa
m_p(i,j)=-$sx0-$pg0
m_gwdt(i,j)=1.e-6
endloop
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endloop
end
;**********************END OF INISTRESS*********************
;**********************DEF critime**************************
def critTime
float $minTime $Tcw $Tcg $Tch $$kww $$ppg $$sg $$sh $$sw
float $$permg $$permw $$peq $$temp $$kd $$nv $$R $$rhog $$see $$pct $$dL
float $$aa $$aai $$p00 $$DDD $$gammar $$alpha $$gamma $$kddamp
$minTime=0.
$Tcw=0.
$Tcg=0.
$Tch=0.
$$kww=0.
$$ppg=0.
$$sg=0.
$$sh=0.
$$sw=0.
$$permg=0.
$$permw=0.
$$peq=0.
$$temp=0.
$$kd=0.
$$nv=0.
$$R=0.
$$rhog=0.
$$see=0.
$$pct=0.
$$dL =0.
$$aa=0.
$$aai =0.
$$p00=0.
$$DDD=0.
$$gammar=0.
$$alpha=0.
$$gamma=0.
$$kddamp=0.
$$kww = m_kww(1,1)
$minTime=1.e20
loop i (1,xzones)
loop j (1,yzones)
$$aa=m_aa(i,j)
$$aai=1./$$aa
$$p00=m_p00(i,j)
$$ppg = m_ppg(i,j)
$$sg = m_sg(i,j)
$$sh=m_sh(i,j)
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$$sw=m_sw(i,j)
$$temp=m_temp(i,j)
$$nv=m_poro(i,j)*m_vv(i,j)
$$peq = exp(39.13-8533.8/$$temp)
m_peq(i,j)=$$peq
$$Kd=124000.*Exp(-78151.0/8.314/$$temp)
$$rhog=m_rhog(i,j)
$$permw=m_permw(i,j)
$$permg=m_permg(i,j)+1.e-30
$$see=m_see(i,j)
$$pct=-$$p00*($$aai-1.)*$$see^(-1.-$$aai)/(($$see^(-$$aai)-1.)^$$aa+1.e-5)
$$DDD=$$sw/$$kww+$$sg/$$ppg-$$sw*$$sg*$$pct/$$kww/$$ppg/(1.-$$sh)
m_DDD(i,j)=$$DDD
$$gamma =1.-$$sg*$$pct/($$ppg*($$sw+$$sg))
m_gamma(i,j)=$$gamma
$$gammar=1.-$$sw*$$pct/($$kww*($$sw+$$sg))
m_gammar(i,j)=$$gammar
endloop
endloop
end
opt critTime
;***************************END critime******************************
;*************************DEF maketab********************************
def maketab
whilestepping
tabstep=tabstep+1
ytable(1,tabstep)=m_q(1,1)/1000.
xtable(1,tabstep)=-ydisp(1,2)*100.
ytable(2,tabstep)=m_ev(1,1)*100.
xtable(2,tabstep)=-ydisp(1,2)*100.
end
opt maketab
;************************END maketab******************************************
;************************DEF cstfun (cost function)****************************
def cstfun
expsq=mi_looptrii ;sequence of experiments
csfsum1=0 ;for q
csfsum2=0 ;for ev
csfsum3=0 ;for delta-q
csfsum4=0 ;for delta-ev
;Compiling incremental tables
loop scl (3,tabstep)
eanow = xtable(1,scl)
eapre = xtable(1,scl-1)
;incremental table 1
xtable(3,scl) = eanow
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ytable(3,scl) = ytable(1,scl)/eanow
;incremental table 1 ref
xtable(5,scl) = eanow
ytable(5,scl) = table(tqno(expsq),eanow)/eanow
eanow = xtable(2,scl)
eapre = xtable(2,scl-1)
xtable(4,scl) = eanow
ytable(4,scl) = ytable(2,scl)/eanow
xtable(6,scl) = eanow
ytable(6,scl) = table(tevno(expsq),eanow)/eanow
endloop
tabstep=tabstep-1
cprptcri=int(elastrain/yvelo/cprfreq)-1
cprptcri=-cprptcri
stepcri= int(stepno / ultstrain(mi_looptrii) * elastrain)
cprdensp=(ultstrain(mi_looptrii)-elastrain)/(cprpt-cprptcri)
cprdense=cprdensp/elasmultiplier
cprpte=int(elastrain/cprdense)
cprfreqe = int(stepcri / cprpte)
if cprfreqe < 1 then
cprfreqe = 1
cprpte = stepcri
sb=out(’Maximum elastic step exhausted’)
endif
cprdensr=cprdensp/(elastrain/cprpte)
sb = out(’Current cpr ratio’+string(cprdensr))
;cprdense=elastrain/stepcri
;cprdensr=int(cprdensp/cprdense)
sb=out(’--Gen: ’+string(genno)+’--Pop:’+string(looptrii))
sb=out(’--Exp: ’+string(expsq))
sb=out(’Time elapsed (min):’+string((clock-time0)/3600))
loop lpcsm (1,cprpte-1) ;elastic comparison pts
tabstpk=cprfreqe*lpcsm
tabstpm=cprfreqe*(lpcsm+1)
ta1=xtable(1,tabstpk) ;strain
ta2=xtable(1,tabstpm)
ref1=table(tqno(expsq),ta1)
ref2=table(tqno(expsq),ta2)
trapebtm=ref1-ytable(1,tabstpk)
trapecel=ref2-ytable(1,tabstpm)
trapeheght=ta2-ta1
if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum1=csfsum1+(abs(trapebtm)+abs(trapecel))*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum1=csfsum1+abs(trapebtm+trapecel)*abs(trapeheght)/2.
endif
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trapebtm=table(tevno(expsq),ta1)-ytable(2,tabstpk)
trapecel=table(tevno(expsq),ta2)-ytable(2,tabstpm)
if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum2=csfsum2+(abs(trapebtm)+abs(trapecel))*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum2=csfsum2+abs((trapebtm+trapecel)*(trapeheght)/2.)
endif
trapebtm=ytable(5,tabstpk)-ytable(3,tabstpk)
trapecel=ytable(5,tabstpm)-ytable(3,tabstpm)
trapeheght=xtable(5,tabstpm)-xtable(5,tabstpk)
if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum3=csfsum3+abs(trapebtm-trapecel)*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum3=csfsum3+abs((trapebtm+trapecel)*trapeheght/2.)
endif
trapebtm=ytable(6,tabstpk)-ytable(4,tabstpk)
trapecel=ytable(6,tabstpm)-ytable(4,tabstpm)
trapeheght=xtable(6,tabstpm)-xtable(6,tabstpk)
if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum4=csfsum4+abs(trapebtm-trapecel)*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum4=csfsum4+abs((trapebtm+trapecel)*trapeheght/2.)
endif
endloop
loop lpcsm (cprptcri,cprpt-1)
tabstpk=cprfreq*lpcsm ;lower bound step no
tabstpm=cprfreq*(lpcsm+1) ; upper bound step no
ta1=xtable(1,tabstpk)
;step no -->strain
ta2=xtable(1,tabstpm)
ref1=table(tqno(expsq),ta1) ;strain-->stress in reference
ref2=table(tqno(expsq),ta2)
trapebtm=ref1-ytable(1,tabstpk)
trapecel=ref2-ytable(1,tabstpm)
trapeheght=ta2-ta1
if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum1=csfsum1+(abs(trapebtm)+abs(trapecel))*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum1=csfsum1+abs(trapebtm+trapecel)*abs(trapeheght)/2.
endif
trapebtm=table(tevno(expsq),ta1)-ytable(2,tabstpk)
trapecel=table(tevno(expsq),ta2)-ytable(2,tabstpm)
if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum2=csfsum2+(abs(trapebtm)+abs(trapecel))*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum2=csfsum2+abs((trapebtm+trapecel)*(trapeheght)/2.)
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endif
trapebtm=ytable(5,tabstpk)-ytable(3,tabstpk)
trapecel=ytable(5,tabstpm)-ytable(3,tabstpm)
trapeheght=xtable(5,tabstpm)-xtable(5,tabstpk)
if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum3=csfsum3+abs(trapebtm-trapecel)*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum3=csfsum3+abs((trapebtm+trapecel)*trapeheght/2.)
endif
trapebtm=ytable(6,tabstpk)-ytable(4,tabstpk)
trapecel=ytable(6,tabstpm)-ytable(4,tabstpm)
trapeheght=xtable(6,tabstpm)-xtable(6,tabstpk)
if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum4=csfsum4+abs(trapebtm-trapecel)*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum4=csfsum4+abs((trapebtm+trapecel)*trapeheght/2.)
endif
endloop
csf1=csfsum1/area1(expsq)
csf2=csfsum2/area2(expsq)
csf3=csfsum3/area3(expsq)
csf4=csfsum4/area4(expsq)
;csfsum=csf1+csf2
csfsum(expsq)=csf1*csf1
;csfsum(expsq)=csfsum(expsq)+csf3*csf3+csf4*csf4
end
opt cstfun
;************************END cost function****************************
;*************************DEF I/O*************************************
def io
filenamepa=filenamep+’-Para.dat’
status=open(filenamepa,1,0)
status=write(aa_p,11)
status=close
loop t (1,parameters)
sb=out(string(aa_p(t)))
endloop
end
;************************END I/O**************************************
;************************DEF micro loop******************************
def triexe
loop looptrii (testbeg,testend)
loop mi_looptrii (1,expgroup)
command
;-- mech --
;m_y0 m_poiss
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;-- flow --
;m_p00 m_aa m_bb m_cc (van Genuchten) m_kww m_poro m_perm0
setup
inipress
prop m_Poiss $poiss dens $dens
prop m_aa=0.92 m_bb=0.5 m_cc=0.5 m_p00=10.
prop m_kww=2e6 m_poro=$poro
set fishcall 6 criTtime
set srat = 1.e-30 ;set the equlibrium limit
set beep off
ini xvel=0. yvel=0. xdisp=0. ydisp=0.
endcommand
if tritimes=0 then
command
fix y j=1
fix y j=ygp
fix x i=1
endcommand
endif
command
apply sxx=$sx0 i=xgp
ini xvel=0. yvel=0. xdisp=0. ydisp=0.
step 1
ini xvel=0. yvel=0. xdisp=0. ydisp=0.
endcommand
if tritimes=0 then
command
free y j=ygp
endcommand
endif
tritimes=tritimes+1
command
apply yvel=yvelo j=ygp
his nstep=1
his m_q i 1 j 1
his m_p i 1 j 1
his m_ppg i 1 j 1
his m_ev i 1 j 1
his m_ed i 1 j 1
his ydisp i 1 j ygp
his sxx i 1 j 1
;dispara
step stepno
endcommand
cstfun
command
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;plot table 1 hold
history reset
ini xdisp=0. ydisp=0. xvel=0. yvel=0.
ini sxx 0 syy 0 szz 0 sxy 0
cyc 0
endcommand
endloop ;mi_looptrii
temp_s=0
loop maci (1,expgroup)
temp_s=temp_s+csfsum(maci)
endloop
ParNS(looptrii)=sqrt(temp_s)
costn=sqrt(temp_s)
sb=out(’***********************************************’)
sb=out(’Original cost:’+string(costo))
sb=out(’New Cost=’+string(costn))
sb=out(’No of Dup=’+string(NoDupShow))
sb=out(’Standard Deviation Now: ’+string(parnssd))
;#####Store Par & ParNS for duplicates#####
cntPar = cntPar + 1
loop cntParloop (1,parameters)
storePar(cntPar,cntparloop)= par(looptrii,cntParloop)
endloop
storeParNS(cntPar)=costn
endloop ;looptrii
end
;%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%END micro%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
;Calculating the first generation
def fstgen
testbeg=1
testend=pop
genno=0
end
fstgen
triexe
;begin iterations
def iteran
loop it (1,nit)
NoDup = 0
cntit=cntit+1
parChangeOld=parChange
parChange=0
loop popitno (1,pop) ;go through the whole population
loop i (1,parameters) ; random parameters F, r1, r2, and r3
parold(popitno,i)=par(popitno,i) ;backup old parameters
endloop
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;Forming vector
ff=urand*2
flag6=1
loop while FLAG6 > 0
FLAG6=0;
RVector(1)=int(urand*(Pop-1)+1)
RVector(2)=int(urand*(Pop-1)+1)
RVector(3)=int(urand*(Pop-1)+1)
if RVector(1) = RVector(2) then
FLAG6=1
endif
if RVector(1) = RVector(3) then
FLAG6=1
endif
if RVector(2) = RVector(3) then
FLAG6=1
endif
loop i (1,3)
if RVector(i) = popitno then
FLAG6=1;
endif
endloop ;i=1-3
endloop ;while FLAG6>0
;FORMING MUTANT VECTOR npar TRIAL VECTOR partri
;old parameters back up
loop i (1,parameters)
opar(i)=par(popitno,i)
endloop
;forming v
loop i (1,parameters)
npar(i)=ff*(par(RVector(2),i)-par(RVector(3),i))
npar(i)=npar(i)+par(rvector(1),i)
endloop
flag3=0
if npar(1)< m1csmin then
npar(1) = m1csmin
else
if npar(1) > m1csmax then
npar(1) = m1csmax
endif
endif
if npar(2)< Ehcsmin then
npar(2)= Ehcsmin
else
if npar(2) > Ehcsmax then
npar(2) = Ehcsmax
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endif
endif
if npar(3)< acsmin then
npar(3) = acsmin
else
if npar(3)>acsmax then
npar(3)=acsmax
endif
endif
if npar(4)< bcsmin then
npar(4)=bcsmin
else
if npar(4)>bcsmax then
npar(4)=bcsmax
endif
endif
;crossover
cr=urand
defx=int(urand*(parameters-1)+1)
loop i (1,parameters)
partri(i)=0. ;initialize trial parameters
endloop
loop i (1,parameters)
coct=urand
if coct< cr then
partri(i)=npar(i)
else
partri(i)=par(popitno,i)
endif
endloop
partri(defx)=npar(defx)
loop i (1,parameters) ;transfering trial vector
par(popitno,i)=partri(i)
endloop
par(popitno,1)=int(par(popitno,1)/m1pres)*m1pres
par(popitno,2)=int(par(popitno,2)/ehcspres)*ehcspres
par(popitno,3)=int(par(popitno,3)/acspres)*acspres
par(popitno,4)=int(par(popitno,4)/bcspres)*bcspres
costo=parns(popitno)
$discpa=0
FLAGDup = 0
FLAGDupTrue = 0
loop cntParloop (1,cntPar)
if storePar(cntParloop,1)=par(popitno,1) then
if storePar(cntParloop,2)=par(popitno,2) then
if storePar(cntParloop,3)=par(popitno,3) then
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if storePar(cntParloop,4)=par(popitno,4) then
FLAGDup = 1
endif
endif
endif
endif
if FLAGDup = 1 then
DupID = cntParloop
cntParloop = cntPar
else
FLAGDup = 0
endif
endloop ;cntParLoop
if FLAGDup = 1 then
ParNS(popitno) = storeParNS(DupID)
costn = storeParNS(DupID)
NoDup = NoDup+1
sb=out(’Duplicate Par Detected!’)
sb=out(’Dup ID: ’+string(DupID))
else
testbeg=popitno
testend=popitno
genno=it
triexe ;triaxial with new trial parameters
endif
if costo<costn then
ParNS(popitno)=costo ;reversing the cost
loop i (1,parameters) ;reversing paras
par(popitno,i)=opar(i)
endloop
sb=out(’@ Original paras kept’)
else
sb=out(’$ $ Trial paras kept $ $ $ $ $’)
endif
;sb=out(’------Total triaxial times: ’+string(tritimes)+’ -------------’)
endloop ;popitno
;Sorting the results of one generation
parnsum=0
parnsmsq=0
;Calculate cost function avg, std.
loop i (1,pop)
parnsum=parnsum+parns(i)
;parns1um=parns1um+parns1(i)
;parns2um=parns2um+parns2(i)
endloop
parnsavg=parnsum/pop
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;parns1avg=parns1um/pop
;parns2avg=parns2um/pop
loop i (1,pop)
parnsmsq=parnsmsq+(parns(i)-parnsavg)^2
;parns1msq=parns1msq+(parns1(i)-parns1avg)^2
;parns2msq=parns2msq+(parns2(i)-parns2avg)^2
endloop
parnssd=sqrt(parnsmsq/pop)
ytable(45,it)=parnsavg
xtable(45,it)=it
ytable(46,it)=parnssd
xtable(46,it)=it
NoDupShow=NoDup
if parnssd<termlimit then
if it>minnit then
it=nit
endif
endif
endloop ;it
end ; f iteran
iteran
def outputlog
filenamep2=filenamep+’.log’
filenamep3=filenamep+’.sav’
totalelapsedt=(clock-time0)/3600
command
set log @filenamep2
set log on
print totalelapsedt
print stepno
print pop
print m1csmin
print m1csmax
print acsmax
print acsmin
print bcsmax
print bcsmin
print ehcsmax
print ehcsmin
print mcsF
print lamcsF
print kapcsF
print ucsF
print poissF
print m3csf
print m4csf
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print elastrain
print termlimit
print elasmultiplier
print cprpte
print cprptcri
print cprpt
print NoDupShow
print cntpar
endcommand
minparno = 1
minparns = ParNS(1)
loop i (2,pop)
if ParNS(i)<minparns then
minparno = i
minparns = ParNS(i)
endif
endloop
aa_p(1) = mcsF
aa_p(2) = lamcsF
aa_p(3) = kapcsF
aa_p(4) = ucsF
aa_p(5) = poissF
aa_p(10) = m3csF
aa_p(11) = m4csF
loop i (6,9)
aa_p(i)=par(minparno,i-5)
endloop
end
def showsth
sb=out(’Final parameters’)
loop i (1,11)
sb=out(string(aa_p(i)))
endloop
end
outputlog
io
showsth
save @filenamep3
set log off
set echo on



Appendix B

FLAC code for automatically
determining hydrological and
mechanical parameters from field
exploration tests

config ex 6 axi
set echo off
;Optimization code for Nankai Analysis
;Last revised: Dec 23 2016
;Update: Revise depressurization function
call table981.txt
call table882.txt
call table883.txt
call table88251.txt
call table88351.txt
call camshnosp.fis
set echo off
def setup
float r0 rout $dens $densw $dtime $ygrav $poro $rat
int xzones yzones xgp ygp highy lowy perjh perjl name0 name
float ftime depressF $dTdm $$K0 Ttime $temp0 $icri $dPw $Sh0 $minN $ndP
int ntab cntpar
int ts1 ts2 ts3 ;table size
float csfsum1 csfsum2 csfsum3 csf1 csf2 csf3 ref1 ref2 trapebtm trapecel trapeheght
float kgwcheck
sb=out(’-----------------Warning-----------------’)
sb = out(’Only Gas water are included in the optimization’)
sb=out(’-----------------Warning-----------------’)
;for optimization
countstep = 0
parameters = 18
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pop = 30
nit = 500
popnit = pop*nit
deltaea=0.10
expgroup = 1
cntPar=0
FLAGcheck = 0
;OPT
mcsmax =1.69
mcsmin = 1.23
mcspres = 0.01
lambmax = 0.1
lambmin = 0.1
lambpres = 0.01
kapmax = 0.015
kapmin = 0.015
kappres = 0.001
pcs0max = 3300.
pcs0min = 3300.
pcs0pres = 10.
poimax = 0.28
poimin = 0.28
poipres = 0.01
;OPT
ucsmax = 100.
ucsmin = 15.
upres = 1.
;opt
acsmax = 16000.
acsmin = 2300.
acspres = 100.
bcsmax = 0.35
bcsmin = 0.35
bcspres = 0.01
;OPT
MNGWmax = 10.
MNGWmin = 2.
MNGWpres = 0.1
;OPT
Perm0max = 1e-6
Perm0min = 1e-8
Perm0pres = 1e-8
aVGmax = 0.8
aVGmin = 0.8
aVGpres = 0.01
bVGmax = 1.
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bVGmin = 1.
bVGpres = 0.01
;OPT
cVGmax = 3.
cVGmin = -1.
cVGpres = 0.01
p0VGmax = 5.5
p0VGmin = 5.5
p0VGpres = 0.1
Swrmax = 0.2
Swrmin = 0.2
Swrpres = 0.01
Sgrmax = 0.3
Sgrmin = 0.3
Sgrpres = 0.01
Ehmax = 5.e6
Ehmin = 5.e6
Ehpres = 5.e6
m1max = 11.
m1min = 11.
m1pres = 1.
LKRmax = 50.
LKRmin = 2.
attnthres = 10000. ;Cost larger than this value should be scrutinized
cstpenalty = 1.e30 ;Penalty of not meeting min duration
propenalty = 1.e20 ;Penalty of not producing anything
failpenalty = 1.e40 ;Penalty of casing failure
evaduration = 2. ;Duration of evaluation
evaslippage = 0. ;Slippage of evaluation
area1=2.4221e4 ;2-day
area2=356.096
area3=1.
area15 = 3.3499e4
area25 = 373.8162
area35 = 1.
wgt1=1. ;Weight for gas curve
wgt2=1. ;weight for water curve
wgt3=0. ;weight for xdisp (1,1) curve
;for each tested parameter set, XDISP mg mw will be recorded
histitle = ’NKoptDec5HIS-’
;for each generation, Avg, std, min of COST will be recorded.
;Par that produce MIN cost will also be tracked.
name0 = ’NKoptDec5LOG-’
;at the end of each generation, the state is saved.
name1 = ’NKoptDec5SAV-’
cntit=0
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cntloop=0
kgwcheck = 0 ;Check Krw Krg curves matching
xzones=20
yzones=1
xgp =xzones+1 ;last x grid point
ygp =yzones+1 ;last y grid point
$poro = 0.45
$densw = 1.0
$dens = 2.6*(1.-$poro)+$densw*$poro
pi = 3.141592653
$dtime = 1.e-20 ;flow time step, maybe better to evaluate based on stability
$ygrav = 0.0
depressF= 0.00004
ftime = 0.
Ttime=3600.*24.*2. ;Total time for depressurization 2 days.
$dTdm = 0.0;336 ;thermocline
$$k0 = 0.5
$temp0=285.
$dTemp0=0.
$dPw0=8. ;Total pressure drawdown 8 MPa
$ndP = 8./$dPw0
$sh0=0.4034 ;Initial saturation
r0 = 0.15
rout = 50.
rout1 = 0.3
xgp1 = 2
ntab=1
;******************** camsh *************************
float aCS bCS cCS dCS mCS uCS v0 MCS lamCS kapCS pcs0
;aCS = 2.e4
;bCS = 1.
;mCS = 2.
;uCS = 50.
v0 = 1. + $poro/(1.-$poro)
;lamCS = 0.15
;kapCS = 0.01
;pcs0 = 3.6e3
;Eh0=2.e5
end
setup
grid xzones yzones
gen r0,-0.5 r0,0.5 rout1,0.5 rout1,-0.5 i=1,xgp1 j=1,ygp rat 1.36,0.80
gen rout1,-0.5 rout1,0.5 rout,0.5 rout,-0.5 i=xgp1,xgp j=1,ygp rat 1.2,0.80
model m_camclay
;Optimization
def genrnd
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float par parns opar npar partri
array par (pop,parameters)
array parns (pop) parns1 (pop) parns2 (pop)
array rvector (3)
array opar (parameters)
array npar (parameters)
array parold (pop,parameters)
array store_parnssd (nit)
array partri (parameters) ;trial vector
array cstsdtrac (nit)
array csfsum (expgroup)
float area1 area2 area3
array storePar (popnit,parameters) storeParNS (popnit)
; 1 gas 2 water 3 xdisp
array storeParNS1 (popnit) storeParNS2 (popnit) storeParNS3 (popnit)
float csfsum
sb=out(’Specify random number generation paras below’)
rnpa1=in(’Random parameter 1’)
rnpa2=in(’Random parameter 2’)
rnpa3=in(’Random parameter 3’)
command
set seed rnpa1 rnpa2 rnpa3
endcommand
loop j (1,pop)
par(j,1)=(mcsmax-mcsmin)*urand+mcsmin
kapgen = 0
loop while kapgen # 1
par(j,2)=(lambmax-lambmin)*urand+lambmin
par(j,3)=(kapmax-kapmin)*urand+kapmin
if par(j,2)/par(j,3) <LKRmax then
if par(j,2)/par(j,3)>LKRmin then
kapgen = 1
endif
endif
endloop
par(j,3)=min(0.5*par(j,2),par(j,3))
par(j,4)=(ucsmax-ucsmin)*urand+ucsmin
par(j,5)=(poimax-poimin)*urand+poimin
par(j,6)=(pcs0max-pcs0min)*urand+pcs0min
par(j,7)=(acsmax-acsmin)*urand+acsmin
par(j,8)=(bcsmax-bcsmin)*urand+bcsmin
sb=out(string(par(j,8)))
par(j,9)=(MNGWmax-MNGWmin)*urand+MNGWmin
par(j,10)=(perm0max-perm0min)*urand+perm0min
par(j,12)=(p0VGmax-p0VGmin)*urand+p0VGmin
par(j,15)=(Swrmax-Swrmin)*urand+Swrmin
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par(j,16)=(Sgrmax-Sgrmin)*urand+Sgrmin
par(j,17)=(Ehmax-Ehmin)*urand+Ehmin
par(j,18)=(m1max-m1min)*urand+m1min
kgwcheck = 0
loop while kgwcheck # 198
kgwcheck = 0
par(j,11)=(aVGmax-aVGmin)*urand+aVGmin
sb=out(’PAR11:’+string(par(j,11)))
par(j,13)=(bVGmax-bVGmin)*urand+bVGmin
par(j,14)=(cVGmax-cVGmin)*urand+cVGmin
par(j,11)=int(par(j,11)/aVGpres)*aVGpres
par(j,13)=int(par(j,13)/bVGpres)*bVGpres
par(j,14)=int(par(j,14)/cVGpres)*cVGpres
loop swec (1,99)
seew = swec/100.
kwrc=seew^par(j,13)*(1-(1-seew^(1/par(j,11)))^par(j,11))^2;
kgrc=(1-seew)^par(j,14)
kgrc=kgrc*(1-seew^(1/par(j,11)))^(2*par(j,11));
if kwrc <= 1. then
kgwcheck=kgwcheck+1
endif
if kgrc <= 1. then
kgwcheck=kgwcheck+1
endif
endloop ;loop swec
endloop ;loop kgwcheck
par(j,1)=int(par(j,1)/mcspres)*mcspres
par(j,2)=int(par(j,2)/lambpres)*lambpres
par(j,3)=int(par(j,3)/kappres)*kappres
par(j,4)=int(par(j,4)/upres)*upres
par(j,5)=int(par(j,5)/poipres)*poipres
par(j,6)=int(par(j,6)/pcs0pres)*pcs0pres
par(j,7)=int(par(j,7)/acspres)*acspres
par(j,8)=int(par(j,8)/bcspres)*bcspres
par(j,9)=int(par(j,9)/MNGWpres)*MNGWpres
par(j,10)=int(par(j,10)/Perm0pres)*Perm0pres
par(j,12)=int(par(j,12)/p0VGpres)*p0VGpres
par(j,15)=int(par(j,15)/Swrpres)*Swrpres
par(j,16)=int(par(j,16)/Sgrpres)*Sgrpres
par(j,17)=int(par(j,17)/Ehpres)*Ehpres
par(j,18)=int(par(j,18)/m1pres)*m1pres
loop k (1,parameters)
parold(j,k)=0
endloop
sb=out(string(par(j,11))+string(par(j,13))+string(par(j,14)))
sb=out(string(par(j,8)))
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endloop ;end loop j
sb5=in(’’)
time0=clock
end
genrnd
;plot g hold
def stbs
float ppwlr sxxlr ppwtb syytb $sxxl ppglr ppgtb $sxxb
array ppwlr(2,yzones) sxxlr(2,yzones) ppwtb(xzones,2) syytb(xzones,2)
array ppglr(2,yzones) ppgtb(xzones,2)
float temptb templr ppwlr0
array temptb(xzones,2) templr(2,yzones) ppwlr0(yzones)
float $y0t $y0b $sxxl $syyt
utu=0
end
stbs
def cstfun
ts1=table_size(1)
ts2=table_size(2)
ts3=table_size(3)
FLAG_prod = 0.
csfsum1 = 0.
csfsum2 = 0.
csfsum3 = 0.
csf1 = 0.
csf2 = 0.
csf3 = 0.
loop ts (1,ts1-1)
ref1=table(882,xtable(1,ts)) ;Benchmark produce volume
ref2=table(882,xtable(1,ts+1))
trapebtm=ref1-ytable(1,ts)
trapecel=ref2-ytable(1,ts+1)
trapeheght=xtable(1,ts+1)-xtable(1,ts) ;Gap of days
if trapeheght > 0. then
lastday = xtable(1,ts+1) ;Record the last day of production
FLAG_prod = FLAG_prod + 1 ; To determine if gas production really begins
if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum1=csfsum1+(abs(trapebtm)+abs(trapecel))*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum1=csfsum1+abs(trapebtm+trapecel)*abs(trapeheght)/2.
endif
ref1=table(883,xtable(2,ts))
ref2=table(883,xtable(2,ts+1))
trapebtm=ref1-ytable(2,ts)
trapecel=ref2-ytable(2,ts+1)
trapeheght=xtable(2,ts+1)-xtable(2,ts)
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if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum2=csfsum2+(abs(trapebtm)+abs(trapecel))*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum2=csfsum2+abs(trapebtm+trapecel)*abs(trapeheght)/2.
endif
ref1=table(882,xtable(3,ts))
ref2=table(882,xtable(3,ts+1))
trapebtm=ref1-ytable(3,ts)
trapecel=ref2-ytable(3,ts+1)
trapeheght=xtable(3,ts+1)-xtable(3,ts)
if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum3=csfsum3+(abs(trapebtm)+abs(trapecel))*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum3=csfsum3+abs(trapebtm+trapecel)*abs(trapeheght)/2.
endif
endif ;if trapeheght>0
endloop
csf1=csfsum1/area1;
csf2=csfsum2/area2;
csf3=csfsum3/area3;
;compling incremental tables
loop ts (1,ts1-1)
if xtable(1,ts+1)-xtable(1,ts)>0. then
;incremental table 1 into table 15
eaavg=(xtable(1,ts)+xtable(1,ts+1))/2.
delta_y3=ytable(1,ts+1)-ytable(1,ts)
delta_x3=xtable(1,ts+1)-xtable(1,ts)
ytable(15,ts)=delta_y3/delta_x3
xtable(15,ts)=eaavg
;incremental table 2 into table 25
eaavg=(xtable(2,ts)+xtable(2,ts+1))/2.
delta_y3=ytable(2,ts+1)-ytable(2,ts)
delta_x3=xtable(2,ts+1)-xtable(2,ts)
ytable(25,ts)=delta_y3/delta_x3
xtable(25,ts)=eaavg
endif
endloop
ts15 = table_size(15)
csfsum15 = 0.
csfsum25 = 0.
csfsum35 = 0.
csf15 = 0.
csf25 = 0.
csf35 = 0.
loop ts (1,ts15-1)
ref1=table(8825,xtable(15,ts)) ;Benchmark produce volume
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ref2=table(8825,xtable(15,ts+1))
trapebtm=ref1-ytable(15,ts)
trapecel=ref2-ytable(15,ts+1)
trapeheght=xtable(15,ts+1)-xtable(15,ts) ;Gap of days
if trapeheght > 0. then
if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum15=csfsum15+(abs(trapebtm)+abs(trapecel))*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum15=csfsum15+abs(trapebtm+trapecel)*abs(trapeheght)/2.
endif
ref1=table(8835,xtable(25,ts))
ref2=table(8835,xtable(25,ts+1))
trapebtm=ref1-ytable(25,ts)
trapecel=ref2-ytable(25,ts+1)
trapeheght=xtable(25,ts+1)-xtable(25,ts)
if trapebtm*trapecel<0. then
csfsum25=csfsum25+(abs(trapebtm)+abs(trapecel))*trapeheght/4.
else
csfsum25=csfsum25+abs(trapebtm+trapecel)*abs(trapeheght)/2.
endif
endif
endloop
csf15=csfsum15/area15;
csf25=csfsum25/area25;
;evaterm = evaduration - evaslippage ;Slippage
;if lastday < evaterm
; csf1 = cstpenalty
; csf2 = cstpenalty
; csf3 = cstpenalty
; csf15 = cstpenalty
; csf25 = cstpenalty
; csf35 = cstpenalty
; endif
if Failflag=1
csf1 = failpenalty
csf2 = failpenalty
csf3 = failpenalty
csf15 = failpenalty
csf25 = failpenalty
csf35 = failpenalty
endif
end
opt cstfun
;********************************************************************
;call QCALCnoSP1D.fis ;necessary to MORE THAN TWO I&J ELEMENTS
def volcal
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loop i (1,xzones)
loop j (1,yzones)
;plane-strain
; m_vv(i,j)= (x(i+1,j)-x(i,j))*(y(i,j+1)-y(i,j))
;axisymmetric
m_vv(i,j)= 0.5*(x(i+1,j)*x(i+1,j)-x(i,j)*x(i,j))*(y(i,j+1)-y(i,j))
endloop
endloop
end
opt volcal
def length
float dLi dLj ;length in i & j direction
float dAi dAj ;area in i & j direction
float dqwi dqwj dqgi dqgj ;discharge [m/s]
float dLiz1 dLiz2 dLjz ;half of the zone length
float $aniratio ;permeability anisotropic ratio
array dLi(xgp,ygp) dAi(xgp,ygp) ;i value (xgp,yzones)
array dLj(xgp,ygp) dAj(xgp,ygp) ;j value (xzones,ygp)
array dLiz1(xzones,yzones) dLiz2(xzones,yzones) dLjz(xzones,yzones)
int xz yz
xz = xzones
yz = yzones
loop i (1,xz)
loop j (1,yz)
$aniratio = m_permRat(i,j)
if $aniratio = 0.
$aniratio = 1.
endif
$aniratio = ($aniratio)^0.5
;for plane-strain
; dAi(i+1,j) = ((x(i,j)-x(i,j+1))^2 + (y(i,j)-y(i,j+1))^2)^0.5
;height*depth
; dAj(i,j+1) = ((x(i,j)-x(i+1,j))^2 + (y(i,j)-y(i+1,j))^2)^0.5
;hori plane
; dLiz1(i,j) = 0.5*(x(i+1,j)-x(i,j))/$aniratio
; dLiz2(i,j) = 0.5*(x(i+1,j)-x(i,j))/$aniratio
; dLjz(i,j) = 0.5*(y(i,j+1)-y(i,j))*$aniratio
;axisymmetric
dAi(i+1,j)=(y(i,j+1)-y(i,j))*x(i+1,j) ;height*curve
dAj(i,j+1)=0.5*(x(i+1,j)*x(i+1,j)-x(i,j)*x(i,j))
;sector plane := 0.5*theta*(r2^2-r1^2)
dLiz1(i,j)=ln(0.5*(x(i,j)+x(i+1,j))/x(i,j))*x(i,j)/$aniratio
dLiz2(i,j)=ln(x(i+1,j)/(0.5*(x(i,j)+x(i+1,j))))*x(i+1,j)/$aniratio
dLjz(i,j)=0.5*(y(i,j+1)-y(i,j))*$aniratio
endloop
endloop
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loop j (1,yzones)
;plane-strain
; dAi(1,j) = ((x(1,j)-x(1,j+1))^2 + (y(1,j)-y(1,j+1))^2)^0.5
;axisymmetric
dAi(1,j)=(y(1,j+1)-y(1,j))*x(1,j)
endloop
loop i (1,xzones)
;plane-strain
; dAj(i,1) = ((x(i,1)-x(i+1,1))^2 + (y(i,1)-y(i+1,1))^2)^0.5
;axisymmetric
dAj(i,1)=0.5*(x(i+1,1)*x(i+1,1)-x(i,1)*x(i,1))
endloop
loop i (1,xz)
loop j (1,yz)
dLi(i,j)=dLi(i,j)+dLiz1(i,j)
dLi(i+1,j)=dLiz2(i,j)
dLj(i,j)=dLj(i,j)+dLjz(i,j)
dLj(i,j+1)=dLjz(i,j)
endloop
endloop
float SumAL minL
array SumAL(xzones,yzones) minL(xzones,yzones)
loop i (1,xz)
loop j (1,yz)
SumAL(i,j)=(dAi(i,j)/dLi(i,j)+dAi(i+1,j)/dLi(i+1,j))
SumAL(i,j)=SumAL(i,j)+(dAj(i,j)/dLj(i,j)+dAj(i,j+1)/dLj(i,j+1))
minL(i,j)= min(dLi(i,j),dLi(i+1,j))
minL(i,j)= min(minL(i,j),dLj(i,j))
minL(i,j)= min(minL(i,j),dLj(i,j+1))
endloop
endloop
;********************************************************
;*********************** for Qwgcalc ********************
;********************************************************
float dqwi dqwj dqgi dqgj
array dqwi(xgp,yzones) dqwj(xzones,ygp)
array dqgi(xgp,yzones) dqgj(xzones,ygp)
float $dppwi $dppwj $permwi $permwj $rhogi
float $dppgi $dppgj $permgi $permgj $rhogj
float $dTi $dTj $KTi1 $KTi2 $KTj2 $KTeq $Ti1 $Ti2 $Tj2
float $valwi $valgi $valwj $valgj $dAAi $dAAj $dLi $dLj
float $cwav $cgav $dTw1 $dTw2 $Tg $val $val1 $valw $valg
float $kiw1 $kiw2 $kig1 $kig2 $kjw2 $kjg2 $dLiz1 $dLiz2 $dLjz1 $dLjz2
float $ppwi1 $ppgi1 $ppwi2 $ppgi2 $ppwj2 $ppgj2
float $rhoi1 $rhoi2 $rhoj2 $cTwi1 $cTwi2 $cTwj2 $cTgi1 $cTgi2 $cTgj2
float $val2 dqs $cTs $dTg1 $dTg2 $sgi1 $sgi2 $sgj2
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end
opt length
def Qwgcalc
$cTs=m_cTs(1,1)
;*************************************************
;******************************************************************
loop i (1,xz)
loop j (1,yz)
if i = 1
;********* wellbore boundary flows ********
$ppwi1 = ppwlr(1,j)
$ppwi2 = m_ppw(i,j)
$ppgi1 = ppglr(1,j)
$ppgi2 = m_ppg(i,j)
$kig1 = 0.
$kig2 = m_permg(i,j)
$Ti1 = templr(1,j)
$Ti2 = m_temp(i,j)
$dLi = dLi(1,j)
$dAAi = dAi(1,j)
$rhogi=m_rhog(i,j)
$dppwi=($ppwi2-$ppwi1)/$dLi ;grad of Pw in i direction
$dppgi=($ppgi2-$ppgi1)/$dLi ;grad of Pg in i direction
$dTi =($Ti2-$Ti1)/$dLi ;grad of T in i direction
; ******** upstream *****
if $dppwi < 0.
$dTw1 = 0.
$dTw2 = $Ti1-$Ti2
else
$dTw1 = $Ti2-$Ti1
$dTw2 = 0.
endif
if $dppgi < 0.
$permgi = $kig1
$dTg1 = 0.
$dTg2 = $Ti1-$Ti2
else
$permgi = $kig2
$dTg1 = $Ti2-$Ti1
$dTg2 = 0.
endif
;*********** discharge ********
$permwi=m_permw(i,j)
$valwi = -$dppwi*$permwi ;qw = - Kw Div Pw
$valgi = -$dppgi*$permgi ;qg = - Kg Div Pg
;***********************************
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dqwi(1,j)=$valwi
dqgi(1,j)=$valgi
m_Qw(1,j)=m_Qw(1,j)-$valwi*$dAAi
m_Qg(1,j)=m_Qg(1,j)-$rhogi*$valgi*$dAAi
$cgav =m_cTg(1,j)
$KTeq =m_efKT(i,j)
$val = ($cwav*$valwi*$dTw2+$rhogi*$cgav*$valgi*$dTg2)*$dAAi ;Div(rho c T Q)
m_Cub(1,j)=m_Cub(1,j)-$val
$val = $KTeq*(-$dTi*$dAAi) ;Div(-KT gradT)
m_Tub(1,j)=m_Tub(1,j)-$val
endif
if i # xz
;; $dLi=dLi(i+1,j)
;; $dLj=dLj(i,j+1)
$ppwi1 = m_ppw(i,j)
$ppwi2 = m_ppw(i+1,j)
$ppgi1 = m_ppg(i,j)
$ppgi2 = m_ppg(i+1,j)
$rhoi1 = m_rhog(i,j)
$rhoi2 = m_rhog(i+1,j)
$kiw1 = m_permw(i,j)
$kiw2 = m_permw(i+1,j)
$kig1 = m_permg(i,j)
$kig2 = m_permg(i+1,j)
$Ti1 = m_temp(i,j)
$Ti2 = m_temp(i+1,j)
$KTi1 = m_efKT(i,j)
$KTi2 = m_efKT(i+1,j)
$cTwi1 = m_cTw(i,j)
$cTwi2 = m_cTw(i+1,j)
$cTgi1 = m_cTg(i,j)
$cTgi2 = m_cTg(i+1,j)
$dLiz2 = dLiz1(i+1,j)
$dLiz1 = dLiz2(i,j)
$dLi=$dLiz1+$dLiz2
$dAAi = dAi(i+1,j)
$rhogi = ($rhoi1*$dLiz1+$rhoi2*$dLiz2)/($dLiz1+$dLiz2)
$dppwi = ($ppwi2-$ppwi1)/$dLi ;grad of Pw in i direction
$dppgi = ($ppgi2-$ppgi1)/$dLi ;grad of Pg in i direction
$dTi = ($Ti2-$Ti1)/$dLi ;grad of T in i direction
; ******** upsteam *****
if $dppwi < 0.
$dTw1 = 0.
$dTw2 = $Ti1-$Ti2
else
$dTw1 = $Ti2-$Ti1
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$dTw2 = 0.
endif
if $dppgi < 0.
$permgi = $kig1
$dTg1 = 0.
$dTg2 = $Ti1-$Ti2
else
$permgi = $kig2
$dTg1 = $Ti2-$Ti1
$dTg2 = 0.
endif
;******** discharge ******
$permwi=$kiw1*$kiw2*$dLi/($kiw1*$dLiz2+$kiw2*$dLiz1)
$valwi = -$dppwi*$permwi
$valgi = -$dppgi*$permgi;
;********* Qw & Qg in & out **********************
dqwi(i+1,j) = $valwi
dqgi(i+1,j) = $valgi
m_Qw(i,j)=m_Qw(i,j)+$valwi*$dAAi
m_Qw(i+1,j)=m_Qw(i+1,j)-$valwi*$dAAi
m_Qg(i,j)=m_Qg(i,j)+$rhogi*$valgi*$dAAi
m_Qg(i+1,j)=m_Qg(i+1,j)-$rhogi*$valgi*$dAAi
;*********** convection and conduction **********
$cwav = ($cTwi1*$dLiz1+$cTwi2*$dLiz2)/($dLiz1+$dLiz2)
$cgav = ($cTgi1*$dLiz1+$cTgi2*$dLiz2)/($dLiz1+$dLiz2)
$val=($cwav*$valwi*$dTw1+$rhogi*$cgav*$valgi*$dTg1)*$dAAi
m_Cub(i,j)=m_Cub(i,j)+$val
$val=($cwav*$valwi*$dTw2+$rhogi*$cgav*$valgi*$dTg2)*$dAAi
m_Cub(i+1,j)=m_Cub(i+1,j)-$val
$val = (-$dTi*$dAAi)*$KTi1*$KTi2*$dLi/($KTi1*$dLiz2+$KTi2*$dLiz1)
m_Tub(i,j)=m_Tub(i,j)+ $val ;QT = -KT*gradT*A
m_Tub(i+1,j)=m_Tub(i+1,j)-$val
endif
;************************* far field *********************************
if i = xz
$ppwi1 = m_ppw(i,j)
$ppwi2 = ppwlr(2,j)
$ppgi1 = m_ppg(i,j)
$ppgi2 = ppglr(2,j)
$Ti1=m_temp(i,j)
$Ti2=templr(2,j)
$kig1 = m_permg(i,j)
$kig2 = 0.
$dLi = dLi(xgp,j)
$dAAi = dAi(xgp,j)
$rhogi =m_rhog(i,j)
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$dppwi=($ppwi2-$ppwi1)/$dLi
$dppgi=($ppgi2-$ppgi1)/$dLi
$dTi = ($Ti2-$Ti1)/$dLi
; ******** upstream *****
if $dppwi < 0.
$dTw1 = 0.
$dTw2 = $Ti1-$Ti2
else
$dTw1 = $Ti2-$Ti1
$dTw2 = 0.
endif
if $dppgi < 0.
$permgi = $kig1
$dTg1 = 0.
$dTg2 = $Ti1-$Ti2
else
$permgi = $kig2
$dTg1 = $Ti2-$Ti1
$dTg2 = 0.
endif
;********* discharge **********
$permwi=m_permw(i,j)
$valwi = -$dppwi*$permwi
$valgi = -$dppgi*$permgi
;***********************************
dqwi(i+1,j)=$valwi
dqgi(i+1,j)=$valgi
m_Qw(i,j)=m_Qw(i,j)+$valwi*$dAAi
m_Qg(i,j)=m_Qg(i,j)+$rhogi*$valgi*$dAAi
$cwav = m_cTw(i,j)
$cgav = m_cTg(i,j)
$KTeq = m_efKT(i,j)
$val = ($cwav*$valwi*$dTw1+$rhogi*$cgav*$valgi*$dTg1)*$dAAi
m_Cub(i,j)=m_Cub(i,j)+$val
$val = $KTeq*(-$dTi*$dAAi)
m_Tub(i,j)=m_Tub(i,j)+$val
endif
endloop
endloop
end
set fishcall 0 Qwgcalc
opt Qwgcalc
;**********************
def critTime
float $minTime $Tcw $Tcg $Tch $$kww $$ppg $$sg $$sh $$sw $$kf $$kfdamp
float $$permg $$permw $$peq $$temp $$kd $$nv $$R $$rhog $$see $$pct $$dL
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float $$aa $$aai $$p00 $$DDD $$gammar $$alpha $$gamma $$kddamp
float $$poro $$swr $$sgr $$AL
$$kww = m_kww(1,1)
$minTime=1.e20
loop i (1,xzones)
loop j (1,yzones)
$$aa=m_aa(i,j)
$$aai=1./$$aa
$$p00=m_p00(i,j)
$$ppg = m_ppg(i,j)
$$sg = m_sg(i,j)
$$sh=m_sh(i,j)
$$sw=m_sw(i,j)
$$swr=m_swr(i,j)
$$sgr=m_sgr(i,j)
$$temp=m_temp(i,j)
$$poro = m_poroc(i,j)
$$nv=$$poro*m_vv(i,j)
;$$peq = exp(38.98-8533.8/$$temp)
$$peq = exp(39.08-8520.0/$$temp)
m_peq(i,j)=$$peq
$$Kd=124000.*Exp(-78151.0/8.314/$$temp)
$$rhog=m_rhog(i,j)
$$permw=m_permw(i,j)
$$permg=m_permg(i,j)+1.e-20
$$see=m_see(i,j)
$$pct=-$$p00*($$aai-1.)*$$see^(-1.-$$aai)/(($$see^(-$$aai)-1.)^$$aa+1.e-5)
$$pct=$$pct/(1.-$$swr-$$sgr)
$$DDD=$$sw/$$kww+$$sg/$$ppg-$$sw*$$sg*$$pct/$$kww/$$ppg/(1.-$$sh)
m_DDD(i,j)=$$DDD
$$gamma =1.-$$sg*$$pct/($$ppg*($$sw+$$sg))
m_gamma(i,j)=$$gamma
$$gammar=1.-$$sw*$$pct/($$kww*($$sw+$$sg))
m_gammar(i,j)=$$gammar
$$dL=sumAL(i,j)
$$R = 0.0
if $$sh > 1.e-6
$$kddamp=1.-exp(-(1.-$$ppg/$$peq)/0.005)
$$R=max($$peq-$$ppg,0.)*$$Kd*$$kddamp*0.375e6*1.e3*$$sh*$$poro
endif
if $$sg > 1.e-6
$$kfdamp=1.-exp(-($$ppg/$$peq-1.)/0.005)
$$R=$$R-max($$ppg-$$peq,0.)*1.e3*0.5875e-11*$$kfdamp*0.375e6*$$sh*$$poro
endif
m_RR(i,j)=$$R
;monotonic pressure change
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$Tcw=$$nv*$$DDD/($$permw*$$gamma+$$permg)/$$dL
$Tcg=$$nv*$$DDD/($$permw+$$permg*$$gammar)/$$dL
if $Tcg < $Tcw
$Tcw=$Tcg
endif
$Tch = 1.e20
if $$R > 0. ;dissociation positive
$$alpha=18.016*6.*1.e-6/1.+16.042*1.e-6/$$rhog*$$gammar
$$alpha=$$alpha-(18.016*6.+16.042)/0.9e6*($$sw+$$sg*$$gammar)/(1.-$$sh)
$Tch=$$DDD/($$alpha*$$sh*$$kd*$$kddamp*0.375e6*1.e3)
endif
if $$R < 0. ;formation negative
$$alpha=18.016*6.*1.e-6/1.+16.042*1.e-6/$$rhog*$$gammar
$$alpha=$$alpha-(18.016*6.+16.042)/0.9e6*($$sw+$$sg*$$gammar)/(1.-$$sh)
$Tch=$$DDD/($$alpha*$$sh*0.5875e-11*$$kfdamp*0.375e6*1.e3)
endif
if $Tch < $Tcw
$Tcw=$Tch
endif
$minTime=min($minTime,$Tcw/1.2)
endloop
endloop
loop j (1,yzones)
loop i (1,xzones)
m_gwdt(i,j)= $minTime
endloop
endloop
end
opt critTime
set fishcall 6 criTtime
;***************************************************************
;************ Function of depressurisation with time *********
def bou0;
float boudp ftime ftime0 $minTime wellp ftimeD val val2
ftime = ftime + $minTime
ftime0 = ftime0+$minTime
ftimeD = ftime/24./3600.
WBt = (-sxxlr(1,1)-ppwlr0(1))/$dPw0/1.e3*(Ttime/3600./24.)
;wellboring time

ftimeR = ftimeD - WBt
if ftimeD < WBt
$sxxb = sxxlr(1,1)+ftimeD*$dPw0*1.e3/(Ttime/3600./24.)
boudp = table(981,ftimeR)*1.e3
wellp = ppwlr0(1)
else
wellp=ppwlr0(1)+table(981,ftimeR)*1.e3
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boudp = table(981,ftimeR)*1.e3
$sxxb=-wellp
endif
end
opt bou0
set fishcall 10 bou0
;*************************DEF maketab********************************
def maketab
whilestepping
countstep = countstep+1
if countstep = 1000
if ftimeR>=0
tabstep=tabstep+1
ytable(1,tabstep) = mgout*10^6/16.042/1000.*22.414*2*pi*30.
xtable(1,tabstep) = ftimeR
ytable(2,tabstep) = mwout*1000./1000.*2*pi*30.
xtable(2,tabstep) = ftimeR
ytable(3,tabstep) = xdisp(1,1)
xtable(3,tabstep) = ftimeR
ytable(4,tabstep) = sxx(1,1)
xtable(4,tabstep) = ftimeR
ytable(5,tabstep) = wellp
xtable(5,tabstep) = ftimeR
ytable(6,tabstep) = $sxxbrecord
xtable(6,tabstep) = ftimeR
endif
countstep = 0
endif
end
opt maketab
;************************END maketab******************************
def wgprod
float mgout mwout tQg tQw mht mgt mdis mgout2 dmgt Qgout
float $dA $$dt $$nv $$sg $$sh $$rhog val
tQg=0.
tQw=0.
$$dt = m_gwdt(1,1)
mht = 0.0
mgt = 0.0
loop j (1,yzones)
loop i (1,xzones)
$$nv = m_poroc(i,j)*m_vv(i,j)
$$sh = m_sh(i,j)
$$sg = m_sg(i,j)
$$rhog=m_rhog(i,j)
mht = mht + $$sh*0.9*$$nv
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mgt = mgt + $$sg*$$rhog*$$nv
endloop
;production calc
tQg=tQg-dqgi(1,j)*dAi(1,j)*m_rhog(1,j) ;mass gout in Mg
tQw=tQw-dqwi(1,j)*dAi(1,j)*1. ;volume wout in Mg
;wellbore boundary
ppwlr(1,j) = ppwlr0(j) + boudp ;wellbore pressure
ppglr(1,j) = ppwlr0(j) + boudp ;wellbore pressure
; templr(1,j) = $temp0+$dTemp0
templr(1,j) = m_temp(1,j) ;insultaed
;far-field boundary
ppglr(2,j) = m_ppg(xzones,j) ; no gas in/out from far field
endloop
mgout=mgout+tQg*$$dt; (Mg)
Qgout=tQg ;(Mg/s)
mdis = (mh0 - mht)*16.042/(18.016*6.+16.042)
;gas (Mg) produced by dissociation
mgout2=mdis - mgt
mWout=mWout+tQw*$$dt ;(m3)
dmgt = mgout + mgt + mht*16.042/(18.016*6.+16.042) -mg0
end
opt wgprod
set fishcall 10 wgprod
;*************************************************
;**************************************************
;get current frontier displacement
def getdisp
whilestepping
xdispk=xdisp(1,1)
end
;his m_p i 1 j 1
;his m_ppw i 1 j 1
;his m_dmssi i 1 j 1
;his m_mssi i 1 j 1
;his m_evsp i 1 j 1
;his m_mdtc i 1 j 1
;his m_p i 2 j 1
;his m_ppw i 2 j 1
;his m_dmssi i 2 j 1
;his m_mssi i 2 j 1
;his m_evsp i 2 j 1
;his m_mdtc i 2 j 1
def GasPro
loop looptrii (testbeg,testend)
MuCS=par(looptrii,1)
lamCS=par(looptrii,2)
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kapCS=par(looptrii,3)
uCS=par(looptrii,4)
$nu=par(looptrii,5)
pcs0=par(looptrii,6)
aCS=par(looptrii,7)
bCS=par(looptrii,8)
$minN=par(looptrii,9)
$perm=par(looptrii,10)
$aVG= par(looptrii,11)
$p0VG= par(looptrii,12)
$bVG= par(looptrii,13)
$cVG= par(looptrii,14)
swr0 = par(looptrii,15)
sgr0 = par(looptrii,16)
Eh0= par(looptrii,17)
mCS= par(looptrii,18)
;inistress
countstep = 0
float ycent
loop i (1,xzones)
loop j (1,yzones)
;**********************
m_x(i,j)=0.
m_pp(i,j)=0.
m_v(i,j)=0.
m_sgr0(i,j) = 0.
m_sgr(i,j) = 0.
m_swr(i,j) = 0.
m_see(i,j) = 0.
m_permw(i,j) = 0.0
m_rhog(i,j)=0.
sxy(i,j)=0.
m_q(i,j)=0.
m_k(i,j)=0.
m_g(i,j)=0.
m_kc(i,j)=0.
m_plasen(i,j)=0.
m_pcs(i,j)=0.
m_pcd(i,j)=0.
m_ed(i,j)=0.
m_ev(i,j)=0.
m_edp(i,j)=0.
m_evp(i,j)=0.
m_r(i,j)=0.
m_pcd(i,j)=0.
m_kgg(i,j)=0.
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m_ktg(i,j)=0.
m_ctg(i,j)=0.
m_betg(i,j)=0.
m_kww(i,j)=0.
m_ktw(i,j)=0.
m_ctw(i,j)=0.
m_betw(i,j)=0.
m_ppg(i,j)=0.
m_p(i,j)=0.
m_r(i,j)=0.
m_sg(i,j)=0.
m_sgr0(i,j)=0.
m_swr(i,j)=0.
m_sw(i,j)=0.
m_aa(i,j)=0.
m_perm0(i,j)=0.
m_permw(i,j)=0.
m_permg(i,j)=0.
m_flag(i,j)=0.
m_ind(i,j)=0.
m_viscrat(i,j)=0.
m_temp(i,j)=0.
m_rhog(i,j)=0.
m_poroc(i,j)=0.
m_vv(i,j)=0.
m_kthm(i,j)=0.
m_flag(i,j)=0.
;ftime = 0.
;ftime0 = 0.
;;ftimeD = 0.
;$minTime=1.e20
m_ddd(i,j)=0.
tabstep = 1
depstep = 0
;*****************
ycent=0.5*(y(i,j)+y(i,j+1))
m_sh(i,j)=$sh0
m_ppw(i,j)=12.93e3
syy(i,j)=-15.7428e3
sxx(i,j)=$$K0*(syy(i,j)+m_ppw(i,j))-m_ppw(i,j)
szz(i,j)=sxx(i,j)
m_temp(i,j)=$temp0;
m_perm0(i,j)=$perm;
m_NN(i,j)=$minN
m_m(i,j)=MuCS
m_lambda(i,j)=LamCS
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m_kappa(i,j)=kapCS
m_pcs(i,j)=pcs0
m_uu(i,j)=uCS
m_mm(i,j)=mCS
m_Eh0(i,j)=Eh0
m_a(i,j)=aCS
m_b(i,j)=bCS
m_swr(i,j)=swr0
m_sgr0(i,j) = sgr0
endloop
endloop
loop i (1,xgp)
loop j (1,ygp)
dAi(i,j)=0.
dAj(i,j)=0.
dLi(i,j)=0.
dLj(i,j)=0.
endloop
endloop
loop i (1,xzones)
loop j (1,yzones)
dLiz1(i,j)=0.
dLiz2(i,j)=0.
dLjz(i,j)=0.
minL(i,j)=0.
SumAl(i,j)=0.
endloop
endloop
loop i (1,xgp)
loop j (1,yzones)
dqwi(i,j)=0.
dqgi(i,j)=0.
endloop
endloop
loop i (1,xzones)
loop j (1,ygp)
dqwj(i,j)=0.
dqgj(i,j)=0.
endloop
endloop
loop i (1,2)
loop j (1,yzones)
ppwlr(i,j)=0.
ppglr(i,j)=0.
sxxlr(i,j)=0.
templr(i,j)=0.
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endloop
endloop
loop i (1,xzones)
loop j (1,2)
ppgtb(i,j)=0.
ppwtb(i,j)=0.
syytb(i,j)=0.
temptb(i,j)=0.
endloop
endloop
loop i (1,yzones)
ppwlr0(i)=0.
endloop
boudp=0.
ddd=0.
deltah=0.
dmgt=0.
dpg=0.
dpw=0.
dsh=0.
dsw=0.
f1=0.
f2=0.
f3=0.
ftime = 0.
ftime0 = 0.
ftimeD = 0.
index = 0
mdis=0.
mwout=0.
mgout=0.
mgout2=0.
mgt=0.
mh0=0.
mht=0.
mg0=0.
Qgout=0.
see=0.
$minTime=1.e20
temptv=0.
tqg=0.
tqw=0.
val=0.
val2=0.
wellp=0.
command
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prop m_Poiss $nu dens $dens
prop m_aa=$aVG m_bb=$bVG m_cc=$cVG m_p00=$p0VG
prop m_kww=2e6 m_poro=0.45 m_gwdt=$dtime
endcommand
;inisspp
$sxxb=sxx(1,1)
loop j (1,yzones)
ppwlr(1,j) = m_ppw(1,j)
ppwlr(2,j) = m_ppw(xzones,j)
sxxlr(1,j) = sxx(1,j)
sxxlr(2,j) = sxx(xzones,j)
templr(1,j)= m_temp(1,j)
templr(2,j)= m_temp(xzones,j)
ppglr(1,j) = m_ppg(1,j)
ppglr(2,j) = m_ppg(xzones,j)
ppwlr0(j) = ppwlr(1,j)
endloop
loop i (1,xzones)
$y0t = 0.5*(y(1,ygp)-y(1,yzones))
$y0b = 0.5*(y(1,2)-y(1,1))
ppwtb(i,1) = m_ppw(i,yzones) - $densw*$y0t*$ygrav
ppwtb(i,2) = m_ppw(i,1)+$densw*$y0b*$ygrav
ppgtb(i,1) = m_ppg(i,yzones)
ppgtb(i,2) = m_ppg(i,1)
syytb(i,1) = syy(i,yzones) + $dens*$y0t*$ygrav
syytb(i,2) = syy(i,1) - $dens*$y0b*$ygrav
temptb(i,1)= m_temp(i,yzones) - $dTdm*$y0t
temptb(i,2)= m_temp(i,1)+$dTdm*$y0b
endloop
$sxxl=sxxlr(1,1)
$syyt=syytb(1,1)
;************QCALCnoSP1D.fis*******
command
volcal
length
;***********QCALCnoSP1D.fis********
set srat = 1e-30
set grav = $ygrav
set beep off
endcommand
;inisspp
$sxxb=sxx(1,1)
loop j (1,yzones)
ppwlr(1,j) = m_ppw(1,j)
ppwlr(2,j) = m_ppw(xzones,j)
sxxlr(1,j) = sxx(1,j)
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sxxlr(2,j) = sxx(xzones,j)
templr(1,j)= m_temp(1,j)
templr(2,j)= m_temp(xzones,j)
ppglr(1,j) = m_ppg(1,j)
ppglr(2,j) = m_ppg(xzones,j)
ppwlr0(j) = ppwlr(1,j)
endloop
loop i (1,xzones)
$y0t = 0.5*(y(1,ygp)-y(1,yzones))
$y0b = 0.5*(y(1,2)-y(1,1))
ppwtb(i,1) = m_ppw(i,yzones) - $densw*$y0t*$ygrav
ppwtb(i,2) = m_ppw(i,1)+$densw*$y0b*$ygrav
ppgtb(i,1) = m_ppg(i,yzones)
ppgtb(i,2) = m_ppg(i,1)
syytb(i,1) = syy(i,yzones) + $dens*$y0t*$ygrav
syytb(i,2) = syy(i,1) - $dens*$y0b*$ygrav
temptb(i,1)= m_temp(i,yzones) - $dTdm*$y0t
temptb(i,2)= m_temp(i,1)+$dTdm*$y0b
endloop
$sxxl=sxxlr(1,1)
$syyt=syytb(1,1)
command
ini xvel=0. yvel=0. xdisp=0. ydisp=0.
fix x y
step 1
set ftime = 0
free x y
fix y j=1
apply sxx 1 hist $sxxb i=1
apply sxx=$sxxl i=xgp
;apply syy=$syyt j=ygp
fix y j = ygp
;step 1000
ini xvel=0. yvel=0. xdisp=0. ydisp=0.
endcommand
;setnh0
float mh0 mg0
mh0 = 0
mg0 = 0
loop i (1,xzones)
loop j (1,yzones)
mh0 = mh0 + m_poro(i,j)*m_sh(i,j)*0.9*m_vv(i,j)
mg0 = mg0 + m_poro(i,j)*m_sg(i,j)*m_rhog(i,j)*m_vv(i,j)
endloop
endloop
mg0 = mg0+mh0*16.042/(18.016*6.+16.042)
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command
set ftime = 0.0
endcommand
Failflag=0
loop s (1,1000000)
loop n (1,10000)
command
step 100
endcommand
if xdispk < -0.1
Failflag = 1 ;fails!
n=10001
s=1000001
endif
if ftimeR > evaduration
n=10001
s=1000001
endif
command
print cntit looptrii
endcommand
endloop ;n
endloop ;s
command
;hist write 2 vs 1 table 1 ; Gas vs Day
;hist write 3 vs 1 table 2 ; Water vs Day
;hist write 4 vs 1 table 3 ; Xdisp vs Day
cstfun
endcommand
ParNS(looptrii)=wgt1*csf1+wgt2*csf2+wgt3*csf3
ParNS(looptrii)=ParNS(looptrii)+wgt1*csf15 + wgt2*csf25+wgt3*csf35
if FLAG_prod = 0. then ;Penalty for not producing anything
ParNS(looptrii) = propenalty
endif
costn = ParNS(looptrii)
;#####Store Par & ParNS for duplicates#####
cntPar = cntPar + 1
loop cntParloop (1,parameters)
storePar(cntPar,cntparloop)= par(looptrii,cntParloop)
endloop
storeParNS(cntPar)=costn
storeParNS1(cntPar)=csf1
storeParNS2(cntPar)=csf2
storeParNS3(cntPar)=csf3
;#####Store Par & ParNS State#####
if cost1>attnthres
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hisname=’ATTN’+histitle+string(cntPar)+’.log’
else
hisname=histitle+string(cntPar)+’.log’
endif
command
;set hisfile @hisname
;his write 2 3 4 vs 1
set echo off
set log @hisname
set log on
print costn
print MuCS
print lamcs
print kapcs
print pcs0
print uCS
print $nu
print aCS
print bCS
print Eh0
print $p0VG
print $aVG
print $bVG
print $cVG
print $perm
print $minN
print swr0
print sgr0
print mcs
print csf1
print csf2
print csf3
print csf15
print csf25
print csf35
print table 1
print table 2
print table 3
print table 15
print table 25
set log off
endcommand
if FLAGcheck = 1
sb=out(’Par Set ID:’+string(cntPar))
sb=out(string(csf1)+’ ’+string(csf2)+’ ’+string(csf3))
command
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plot table 1 997 hold
plot table 2 998 hold
plot table 3 999 hold
endcommand
FLAGcheck = in(’Check for the next run?’)
endif
command
table 1 erase
table 2 erase
table 3 erase
table 4 erase
table 5 erase
table 6 erase
table 15 erase
table 25 erase
table 35 erase
endcommand
endloop ;looptrii
end
set disp ftimeD
;###################Optimization part######################
;Calculating the first generation
def fstgen
testbeg=1
testend=pop
genno=0
end
fstgen
GasPro
;begin iterations
def iteran
loop it (1,nit)
NoDup = 0
cntit=cntit+1
loop popitno (1,pop) ;go through the whole population
loop i (1,parameters) ; random parameters F, r1, r2, and r3
parold(popitno,i)=par(popitno,i) ;backup old parameters
endloop
;Forming vector
ff=urand*2
flag6=1
loop while FLAG6 > 0
FLAG6=0;
RVector(1)=int(urand*(Pop-1)+1)
RVector(2)=int(urand*(Pop-1)+1)
RVector(3)=int(urand*(Pop-1)+1)
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if RVector(1) = RVector(2) then
FLAG6=1
endif
if RVector(1) = RVector(3) then
FLAG6=1
endif
if RVector(2) = RVector(3) then
FLAG6=1
endif
loop i (1,3)
if RVector(i) = popitno then
FLAG6=1;
endif
endloop ;i=1-3
endloop ;while FLAG6>0
;FORMING MUTANT VECTOR npar TRIAL VECTOR partri
;old parameters back up
loop i (1,parameters)
opar(i)=par(popitno,i)
endloop
;forming v
loop i (1,parameters)
npar(i)=ff*(par(RVector(2),i)-par(RVector(3),i))
npar(i)=npar(i)+par(rvector(1),i)
endloop
flag3=0
if npar(1)< mcsmin then
npar(1) = mcsmin
else
if npar(1) > mcsmax then
npar(1) = mcsmax
endif
endif
if npar(2)< lambmin then
npar(2)= lambmin
else
if npar(2)> lambmax then
npar(2)= lambmax
endif
endif
if npar(3)< kapmin then
npar(3)= kapmin
else
if npar(3)> kapmax then
npar(3)= kapmax
endif
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endif
if npar(4)< ucsmin then
npar(4)=ucsmin
else
if npar(4)>ucsmax then
npar(4)=ucsmax
endif
endif
if npar(5)< poimin then
npar(5)= poimin
else
if npar(5) > poimax then
npar(5) = poimax
endif
endif
if npar(6)< pcs0min then
npar(6) = pcs0min
else
if npar(6) > pcs0max then
npar(6) = pcs0max
endif
endif
if npar(7)< acsmin then
npar(7)= acsmin
else
if npar(7) > acsmax then
npar(7) = acsmax
endif
endif
if npar(8)< bcsmin then
npar(8) = bcsmin
else
if npar(8)>bcsmax then
npar(8)= bcsmax
endif
endif
if npar(9)< MNGWmin then
npar(9) = MNGWmin
else
if npar(9)> MNGWmax then
npar(9) = MNGWmax
endif
endif
if npar(10)< Perm0min then
npar(10) = Perm0min
else
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if npar(10)> Perm0max then
npar(10) = Perm0max
endif
endif
if npar(11)< aVGmin then
npar(11) = aVGmin
else
if npar(11)> aVGmax then
npar(11) = aVGmax
endif
endif
if npar(12)< p0VGmin then
npar(12) = p0VGmin
else
if npar(12)> p0VGmax then
npar(12) = p0VGmax
endif
endif
if npar(13)< bVGmin then
npar(13) = bVGmin
else
if npar(13)> bVGmax then
npar(13) = bVGmax
endif
endif
if npar(14)< cVGmin then
npar(14) = cVGmin
else
if npar(14)> cVGmax then
npar(14) = cVGmax
endif
endif
if npar(15)< Swrmin then
npar(15) = Swrmin
else
if npar(15)> Swrmax then
npar(15) = Swrmax
endif
endif
if npar(16)< Sgrmin then
npar(16) = Sgrmin
else
if npar(16)> Sgrmax then
npar(16) = Sgrmax
endif
endif
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if npar(17)< Ehmin then
npar(17) = Ehmin
else
if npar(17)> Ehmax then
npar(17) = Ehmax
endif
endif
if npar(18)< m1min then
npar(18) = m1min
else
if npar(18)> m1max then
npar(18) = m1max
endif
endif
;crossover
cr=urand
defx=int(urand*(parameters-1)+1)
loop i (1,parameters)
partri(i)=0. ;initialize trial parameters
endloop
loop i (1,parameters)
coct=urand
if coct< cr then
partri(i)=npar(i)
else
partri(i)=par(popitno,i)
endif
endloop
partri(defx)=npar(defx)
loop i (1,parameters) ;transfering trial vector
par(popitno,i)=partri(i)
endloop
par(popitno,1)=int(par(popitno,1)/mcspres)*mcspres
par(popitno,2)=int(par(popitno,2)/lambpres)*lambpres
par(popitno,3)=int(par(popitno,3)/kappres)*kappres
par(popitno,4)=int(par(popitno,4)/upres)*upres
par(popitno,5)=int(par(popitno,5)/poipres)*poipres
par(popitno,6)=int(par(popitno,6)/pcs0pres)*pcs0pres
par(popitno,7)=int(par(popitno,7)/acspres)*acspres
par(popitno,8)=int(par(popitno,8)/bcspres)*bcspres
par(popitno,9)=int(par(popitno,9)/MNGWpres)*MNGWpres
par(popitno,10)=int(par(popitno,10)/Perm0pres)*Perm0pres
par(popitno,11)=int(par(popitno,11)/aVGpres)*aVGpres
par(popitno,12)=int(par(popitno,12)/p0VGpres)*p0VGpres
par(popitno,13)=int(par(popitno,13)/bVGpres)*bVGpres
par(popitno,14)=int(par(popitno,14)/cVGpres)*cVGpres
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par(popitno,15)=int(par(popitno,15)/Swrpres)*Swrpres
par(popitno,16)=int(par(popitno,16)/Sgrpres)*Sgrpres
par(popitno,17)=int(par(popitno,17)/Ehpres)*Ehpres
par(popitno,18)=int(par(popitno,18)/m1pres)*m1pres
; Test if VG parameters are valid
TVGa = par(popitno,11)
TVGb = par(popitno,13)
TVGc = par(popitno,14)
kgwcheck = 0
loop swec (1,99)
seew = swec/100.
kwrc=seew^TVGb*(1-(1-seew^(1/TVGa))^TVGa)^2;
kgrc=(1-seew)^TVGc*(1-seew^(1/TVGa))^(2*TVGa);
if kwrc <= 1. then
kgwcheck=kgwcheck+1
endif
if kgrc <= 1. then
kgwcheck=kgwcheck+1
endif
endloop ;loop swec
loop while kgwcheck # 198
par(popitno,11)=(aVGmax-aVGmin)*urand+aVGmin
par(popitno,13)=(bVGmax-bVGmin)*urand+bVGmin
par(popitno,14)=(cVGmax-cVGmin)*urand+cVGmin
par(popitno,11)=int(par(popitno,11)/aVGpres)*aVGpres
par(popitno,13)=int(par(popitno,13)/bVGpres)*bVGpres
par(popitno,14)=int(par(popitno,14)/cVGpres)*cVGpres
TVGa = par(popitno,11)
TVGb = par(popitno,13)
TVGc = par(popitno,14)
kgwcheck = 0
loop swec (1,99)
seew = swec/100.
kwrc=seew^TVGb*(1-(1-seew^(1/TVGa))^TVGa)^2;
kgrc=(1-seew)^TVGc*(1-seew^(1/TVGa))^(2*TVGa);
if kwrc <= 1. then
kgwcheck=kgwcheck+1
endif
if kgrc <= 1. then
kgwcheck=kgwcheck+1
endif
endloop ;loop swec
endloop ;loop kgwcheck
costo=parns(popitno)
FLAGDup = 0
loop cntParloop (1,cntPar)
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if storePar(cntParloop,1)=par(popitno,1) then
if storePar(cntParloop,2)=par(popitno,2) then
if storePar(cntParloop,3)=par(popitno,3) then
if storePar(cntParloop,4)=par(popitno,4) then
if storePar(cntParloop,5)=par(popitno,5) then
if storePar(cntParloop,6)=par(popitno,6) then
if storePar(cntParloop,7)=par(popitno,7) then
if storePar(cntParloop,8)=par(popitno,8) then
if storePar(cntParloop,9)=par(popitno,9) then
if storePar(cntParloop,10)=par(popitno,10) then
if storePar(cntParloop,11)=par(popitno,11) then
if storePar(cntParloop,12)=par(popitno,12) then
if storePar(cntParloop,13)=par(popitno,13) then
if storePar(cntParloop,14)=par(popitno,14) then
if storePar(cntParloop,15)=par(popitno,15) then
if storePar(cntParloop,16)=par(popitno,16) then
if storePar(cntParloop,17)=par(popitno,17) then
if storePar(cntParloop,18)=par(popitno,18) then
FLAGDup = 1
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
if FLAGDup = 1 then
DupID = cntParloop
cntParloop = cntPar
else
FLAGDup = 0
endif
endloop ;cntParLoop
if FLAGDup = 1 then
ParNS(popitno) = storeParNS(DupID)
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costn = storeParNS(DupID)
NoDup = NoDup+1
sb=out(’Duplicate Par Detected!’)
sb=out(’Dup ID: ’+string(DupID))
else
testbeg=popitno
testend=popitno
genno=it
GasPro
endif
if Failflag=0 then
if costo<costn then
ParNS(popitno)=costo ;reversing the cost
loop i (1,parameters) ;reversing paras
par(popitno,i)=opar(i)
endloop
sb=out(’@ @ Original kept @ @ @ @’)
else
sb=out(’$ $ Trial kept $ $ $ $’)
endif
endif
endloop ;popitno
;Sorting the results of one generation
parnsum=0
parnsmsq=0
;Calculate cost function avg, std.
loop i (1,pop)
parnsum=parnsum+parns(i)
endloop
parnsavg=parnsum/pop
loop i (1,pop)
parnsmsq=parnsmsq+(parns(i)-parnsavg)^2
endloop
parnssd=sqrt(parnsmsq/pop)
ytable(45,it)=parnsavg
xtable(45,it)=it
ytable(46,it)=parnssd
xtable(46,it)=it
;Record par producing minimum cost
minparno = 1
minparns = ParNS(1)
loop i (2,pop)
if ParNS(i)<minparns then
minparno = i
minparns = ParNS(i)
endif
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endloop
;Table 51-61 for recording minimum par for each generation
loop i (1,parameters)
tableno = 50+i
ytable(tableno,it) = par(minparno,i)
xtable(tableno,it) = it
endloop
;Table 47 records minimum ParNS for each generation
ytable(47,it) = minparns
xtable(47,it) = it
;Table 48 records minimum Par NO for each generation
loop i (1,cntpar)
concheck1 = 0
loop sti (1,parameters)
if storepar(i,sti) = par(minparno,sti) then
concheck1 = concheck1 + 1
endif
endloop
if concheck1 = parameters then
minpergen = i
i = cntpar
endif
endloop
ytable(48,it) = minpergen
xtable(48,it) = it
;CONVERGENCE CHECK
conv_check = 0
loop concheck (2,pop)
conv_flag = 0
loop elecheck (1,parameters)
if par(concheck,elecheck) # par(1,elecheck) then
conv_flag = 1
endif
endloop
conv_check = conv_check + conv_flag
endloop
if conv_check = 0 then
termit = it
it=nit
endif
logname=name0+string(it)+’.log’
savname=name1+string(it)+’.sav’
command
save @savname
set log @logname
set log on
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print table 45 ;Average ParNS
print table 46 ;ParNS Std.
print table 47 ;Min ParNS
print table 48 ;Min Par No.
print table 51 ;MuCS of Min ParNS of each iteration
print table 52 ;Lambda
print table 53 ;Kappa
print table 54 ;u
print table 55 ;Poiss
print table 56 ;Pcs0
print table 57 ;Alpha
print table 58 ;Beta
print table 59 ;Minagawa
print table 60 ;Perm0
print table 61 ;aVG
print table 62 ;p0VG
print table 63 ;bVG
print table 64 ;cVG
print table 65 ;Swr
print table 66 ;Sgr
print table 67 ;Eh
print table 68 ;m (Degradation factor)
set log off
endcommand
endloop ;it
end; f iteran
iteran



Appendix C

MATLAB code for adaptive
sensitivity driven range prediction

clear all
% No. of days
ndays = 6;
%Analysis precision
SAprec = 0.5;
%beginning time
timebeg=0.5;
testno=950;
Xsigma =0.67;
delta=10/18;
FileName={’cost05WBT.mat’,’EE-Hypo-0220.mat’
,’EEmedRATE.mat’,’recordingsHP.mat’};
%1 Interpolation calculate rate 2 Morris calculate EE 3 Draw benchmark
control=[0 1 1];
wellboreT = 0.375; %time of wellboring
optINDEX=[1,5,6,9,15,16];
bestestimate={’6’};
filename = {strcat(bestestimate{1}
,’-HPSA@6D’),[bestestimate{1}
num2str(18-nnz(optINDEX)) ’Sig.png’]
,[’Best estimate: ’,bestestimate{1},’ opt’]};
%name of optimization files
%Name of [Best estimate], [Save name of prediction results]
if control(1)==1
pi=3.1415926;
for i=1:testno
disp(strcat(’Reading No.’,num2str(i)))
fileName=strcat(num2str(i),’-MSCOV10@6.his’);
fileID = fopen(fileName,’r’);
if fileID==-1
fileID = fopen(strcat(num2str(i),’-MSCOV10@7.his’),’r’);
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end
BLOCK=1;
while (~feof(fileID))
Intro = textscan(fileID,’%s’,4,’Delimiter’,’\n’);
FormatString = repmat(’%f’,1,2);
InputText = textscan(fileID,FormatString,’delimiter’,’Whitespace’);
Data{BLOCK,1} = cell2mat(InputText);
BLOCK=BLOCK+1;
end
head=[0,0];
mgout=vertcat(head,Data{1,1});
mwout=vertcat(head,Data{2,1});
xdisp=vertcat(head,Data{3,1});
%Multiply constants convert to comparibles
mgout(:,2)=mgout(:,2)*10^6/16.042/1000.*22.414*2*pi*30.;
mwout(:,2)=mwout(:,2)*1000./1000.*2*pi*30. ;
fclose(fileID);
%
figure(5)
hold on
%Removing duplicates
[~, ind] = unique(mgout(:, 1), ’rows’);
duplicate_ind = setdiff(1:size(mgout, 1), ind);
mgout(duplicate_ind,:)=[];
mwout(duplicate_ind,:)=[];
xdisp(duplicate_ind,:)=[];
%Make history begin from zero
if mgout(1,1)~=0
size0=size(mgout,1);
tp1=mgout;
mgout(1,:)=[0,0];
mgout(2:size0+1,:)=tp1;
tp1=mwout;
mwout(1,:)=[0,0];
mwout(2:size0+1,:)=tp1;
tp1=xdisp;
xdisp(1,:)=[0,0];
xdisp(2:size0+1,:)=tp1;
end
xxxdays=[timebeg:SAprec:ndays];
%Remove wellbnoring process
mgout(:,1)=mgout(:,1)-wellboreT;
mwout(:,1)=mwout(:,1)-wellboreT;
xdisp(:,1)=xdisp(:,1)-wellboreT;
%Approximate production volume production curve
cost1(i,:)=interp1(mgout(:,1),mgout(:,2),xxxdays,’linear’,’extrap’);
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cost2(i,:)=interp1(mwout(:,1),mwout(:,2),xxxdays,’linear’,’extrap’);
% cost3(i,:)=absareaslc(xdref,xdisp,ndays,SAprec);
cost3(i,:)=interp1(xdisp(:,1),xdisp(:,2),xxxdays,’linear’,’extrap’);
% Plot sensitivity curves
hold on
subplot(1,2,1)
plot(mgout(:,1),mgout(:,2))
hold on
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(mwout(:,1),mwout(:,2))
hold on

rowsum=size(cost1,1);
colsum=size(cost1,2);
cost1p(1:rowsum,1)=0;
cost2p(1:rowsum,1)=0;
cost3p(1:rowsum,1)=0;
cost1p(:,2:colsum)=cost1(:,1:colsum-1);
cost2p(:,2:colsum)=cost2(:,1:colsum-1);
cost3p(:,2:colsum)=cost3(:,1:colsum-1);
dcost1=(cost1-cost1p)/SAprec; %Rate, unit m3/day
dcost2=(cost2-cost2p)/SAprec;
dcost3=(cost3-cost3p)/SAprec;
end
save(FileName{1},’dcost1’,’dcost2’,’dcost3’,’cost1’,’cost2’,’cost3’)
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%MORRIS%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if control(2)==1
load(FileName{2})
load(FileName{1},’dcost1’,’dcost2’,’dcost3’)
clearvars max min
y=dcost1;
y2=dcost2;
y3=dcost3;
EERESabscon=zeros(1,k);
EE2RESabscon=zeros(1,k);
EE3RESabscon=zeros(1,k);
EERESmedcon=zeros(1,k);
EE2RESmedcon=zeros(1,k); %CONcecated MEDian EE values
EE3RESmedcon=zeros(1,k); %CONcecated MEDian EE values
EERESstdcon=zeros(1,k);
ParaOrdercon=zeros(k,1);
EE2RESmedcon=zeros(1,k);
EE2RESstdcon=zeros(1,k);
ParaOrdercon2=zeros(k,1);
EE3RESmedcon=zeros(1,k);
EE3RESstdcon=zeros(1,k);
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ParaOrdercon3=zeros(k,1);
for yno=1:size(y,2) %Number of output variables
for r=1:ru %No of design paths
% for yno=12:12 %Number of output variables
% for r=23:23 %No of design paths
B=Sample((r-1)*m+1:r*m,:);
for i=1:k %No of parameters evaluated
%Gas
delX(1,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0)=B(i+1,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0)
-B(i,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0);
delY=y((r-1)*m+i+1,yno)-y((r-1)*m+i,yno);
if delX(1,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0)>0
EE(r,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0,yno)=delY/del;
else
EE(r,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0,yno)=-delY/del;
end
%Water
delX(1,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0)=B(i+1,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0)
-B(i,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0);
delY=y2((r-1)*m+i+1,yno)-y2((r-1)*m+i,yno);
if delX(1,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0)>0
EE2(r,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0,yno)=delY/del;
else
EE2(r,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0,yno)=-delY/del;
end
%Disp
delX(1,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0)=B(i+1,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0)
-B(i,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0);
delY=y3((r-1)*m+i+1,yno)-y3((r-1)*m+i,yno);
if delX(1,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0)>0
EE3(r,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0,yno)=delY/del;
else
EE3(r,(B(i+1,:)-B(i,:))~=0,yno)=-delY/del;
end
end
end
for i=1:k
EERES(1,i,yno)=mean(EE(:,i,yno)); %Average
EERES(2,i,yno)=mean(abs(EE(:,i,yno))); % Average abs
EERES(3,i,yno)=std(EE(:,i,yno)); %Standard deviation
EERES(4,i,yno)=median(abs(EE(:,i,yno))); % Median
EE2RES(1,i,yno)=mean(EE2(:,i,yno)); %Average
EE2RES(2,i,yno)=mean(abs(EE2(:,i,yno))); % Abs average
EE2RES(3,i,yno)=std(EE2(:,i,yno)); %Standard deviation
EE2RES(4,i,yno)=median(abs(EE2(:,i,yno))); % Median
EE3RES(1,i,yno)=mean(EE3(:,i,yno)); %Average
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EE3RES(2,i,yno)=mean(abs(EE3(:,i,yno))); % Abs average
EE3RES(3,i,yno)=std(EE3(:,i,yno)); %Standard deviation
EE3RES(4,i,yno)=median(abs(EE3(:,i,yno))); % Median
end
for i=1:3
[stno(i,:,yno),ParaOrder(i,:,yno)]=sort(EERES(i,:,yno),’descend’);
end
EERESabscon=[EERESabscon;EERES(2,:,yno)];
EE2RESabscon=[EE2RESabscon;EE2RES(2,:,yno)];
EE3RESabscon=[EE3RESabscon;EE3RES(2,:,yno)];
EERESmedcon=[EERESmedcon;EERES(4,:,yno)];
EE2RESmedcon=[EE2RESmedcon;EE2RES(4,:,yno)];
EE3RESmedcon=[EE3RESmedcon;EE3RES(4,:,yno)];
ParaOrdercon=[ParaOrdercon,transpose(ParaOrder(:,:,yno))];
end
EERESmedcon(1,:)=[];
EE2RESmedcon(1,:)=[];
EE3RESmedcon(1,:)=[];
EERESabscon(1,:)=[];
EE2RESabscon(1,:)=[];
EE3RESabscon(1,:)=[];
stdX=repmat(std(Sample),size(EERESmedcon,1),1);
NEERESabscon=EERESabscon
./repmat(max(EERESabscon,[],2),1,size(EERESabscon,2));
NEE2RESabscon=EE2RESabscon
./repmat(max(EE2RESabscon,[],2),1,size(EE2RESabscon,2));
NEE3RESabscon=EE3RESabscon
./repmat(max(EE3RESabscon,[],2),1,size(EE3RESabscon,2));
save(FileName{3},’EERESmedcon’,’EE2RESmedcon’,’EE3RESmedcon’,
’EERESabscon’,’EE2RESabscon’,’EE3RESabscon’,’stdX’)
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if control(3)==1
%%
% The results from the best estimates should be the last sample
clearvars -except SAprec ndays Xsigma timebeg
delta optINDEX FileName filename control
parano=18;
noint = 2; %No of intervals
C = {’k’,[0;0;238]./255,[255;48;48]./255,’g’,’y’,[.5 .6 .7],[.8 .2 .6]};
%Color of lines

CS = {[0;245;255],[0;245;255],[255;62;150],[255;62;150]};
CE ={[0;197;205 ],[0;197;205],[205;38;38],[205;38;38]};
preint=[2 4];
Legend=cell(4,1);
legendcount = 0;
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for ty=1:size(preint,2)
evaday = [preint(ty):SAprec:ndays];
clearvars -except preint control SAprec ndays Xsigma timebeg delta optINDEX
clearvars -except FileName filename C CS CE
clearvars -except evainter endday filename noint parano
clearvars -except colorspec optINDEX Legend
clearvars -except legendcount ty evaday mus_g mus_w Xsigma
fileName=strcat(filename{1},num2str(preint(ty)),’.his’);
fileID = fopen(fileName,’r’);
BLOCK=1;
while (~feof(fileID))
Intro = textscan(fileID,’%s’,4,’Delimiter’,’\n’);
FormatString = repmat(’%f’,1,2);
InputText = textscan(fileID,FormatString,’delimiter’,’Whitespace’);
Data{BLOCK,1} = cell2mat(InputText);
BLOCK=BLOCK+1;
end
head=[0,0];
mgout=vertcat(head,Data{1,1});
mwout=vertcat(head,Data{2,1});
xdisp=vertcat(head,Data{3,1});
%Multiply constants convert to comparibles
mgout(:,2)=mgout(:,2)*10^6/16.042/1000.*22.414*2*pi;
mwout(:,2)=mwout(:,2)*1000./1000.*2*pi;
fclose(fileID);
%Removing duplicates
[~, ind] = unique(mgout(:, 1), ’rows’);
duplicate_ind = setdiff(1:size(mgout, 1), ind);
mgout(duplicate_ind,:)=[];
mwout(duplicate_ind,:)=[];
xdisp(duplicate_ind,:)=[];
mgpre=mgout(mgout(:,1)>0,:); %predicted value
mwpre=mwout(mwout(:,1)>0,:); %predicted value
xdpre=xdisp(xdisp(:,1)>0,:); %predicted value
%Make history begin from zero
if mgout(1,1)~=0
size0=size(mgout,1);
tp1=mgout;
mgout(1,:)=[0,0];
mgout(2:size0+1,:)=tp1;
tp1=mwout;
mwout(1,:)=[0,0];
mwout(2:size0+1,:)=tp1;
end
figure(1)
subplot(1,3,1)
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hold on
plot(mgpre(:,1),mgpre(:,2),’LineWidth’, 1.5,’color’,C{ty})
subplot(1,3,2)
hold on
plot(mwpre(:,1),mwpre(:,2),’LineWidth’, 1.5,’color’,C{ty})
subplot(1,3,3)
hold on
plot(xdisp(:,1),xdisp(:,2),’LineWidth’, 1.5,’color’,C{ty})
legendcount = legendcount+1;
Legend{legendcount}=[’Best estimate (end of Day ’ num2str(preint(ty)) ’) ’
filename{3}];
% figure(2)
% title(’Water production predictions 3\sigma’)
% % legend(Legend,’Location’,’Best’)
% xlabel(’Day’)
% ylabel(’Volume’)
SAevaday=[timebeg:SAprec:ndays];
load(FileName{3})
% standard deviation of production RATE
%Variance of not optimized parameter set to 0
stdX(:,~ismember(1:size(stdX,2),optINDEX(1,:)))=zeros([size(stdX,1)
nnz(~ismember(1:size(stdX,2),optINDEX(1,:)))]);
drate_g=transpose(sqrt(sum((EERESabscon.*stdX).^2,2))); %std of RATE
drate_w=transpose(sqrt(sum((EE2RESabscon.*stdX).^2,2)));
drate_x=transpose(sqrt(sum((EE3RESabscon.*stdX).^2,2))); %xdisplacement
cost1=interp1(mgpre(:,1),mgpre(:,2),SAevaday); %Basis from optimization
cost2=interp1(mwpre(:,1),mwpre(:,2),SAevaday);
cost3=interp1(xdpre(:,1),xdpre(:,2),SAevaday);
drate_g(1:preint(ty)/SAprec)=0;
drate_w(1:preint(ty)/SAprec)=0;
drate_x(1:preint(ty)/SAprec)=0;
%drate_g0=drate_g(:,~ismember(1:size(drate_g,2),optINDEX(1,:)));
dQ_g=drate_g*SAprec;
dQ_w=drate_w*SAprec;
dQ_x=drate_x*SAprec;
sumdQ_g=dQ_g;
sumdQ_g(:,:)=0;
sumdQ_w(:,:)=sumdQ_g;
sumdQ_x(:,:)=sumdQ_g;
for dQi=1:size(dQ_g,2)
for dQj=1:dQi
sumdQ_g(:,dQi)=sumdQ_g(:,dQi)+dQ_g(:,dQj);
sumdQ_w(:,dQi)=sumdQ_w(:,dQi)+dQ_w(:,dQj);
sumdQ_x(:,dQi)=sumdQ_x(:,dQi)+dQ_x(:,dQj);
end
end
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mg_upper3SA=cost1+sumdQ_g*Xsigma;
mg_lower3SA=cost1-sumdQ_g*Xsigma;
mw_upper3SA=cost2+sumdQ_w*Xsigma;
mw_lower3SA=cost2-sumdQ_w*Xsigma;
mg_upper3=interp1(SAevaday,mg_upper3SA,evaday);
mg_lower3=interp1(SAevaday,mg_lower3SA,evaday);
mw_upper3=interp1(SAevaday,mw_upper3SA,evaday);
mw_lower3=interp1(SAevaday,mw_lower3SA,evaday);
xd_upper3=interp1(SAevaday,cost3-sumdQ_x*Xsigma,evaday);
xd_lower3=interp1(SAevaday,cost3+sumdQ_x*Xsigma,evaday);
mg_lower3(mg_lower3<mg_lower3(1))=mg_lower3(1);
mw_lower3(mw_lower3<mw_lower3(1))=mw_lower3(1);
xd_lower3(xd_lower3>xd_lower3(1))=xd_lower3(1);
subplot(1,3,1)
fillx=[evaday,fliplr(evaday)];
filly=[mg_upper3,fliplr(mg_lower3)];
h3=fill(fillx,filly,’r’);
h3.FaceColor=CS{ty}./255;
h3.EdgeColor=CE{ty}./255;
uistack(h3,’bottom’)
alpha(h3,.5)
plot(evaday,mg_upper3,’.--’,evaday,mg_lower3,’.--’,’LineWidth’,1.5
,’color’,C{ty})
legendcount = legendcount+1;
Legend{legendcount}=[’EE prediction zone(end of Day ’ num2str(ty) ’)’];
legendcount = legendcount+1;
Legend{legendcount}=[’EE Prediction boundary MAX (end of Day
’ num2str(ty) ’)’];
legendcount = legendcount+1;
Legend{legendcount}=[’EE Prediction boundary MIN(end of Day
’ num2str(ty) ’)’];
subplot(1,3,2)
fillx=[evaday,fliplr(evaday)];
filly=[mw_upper3,fliplr(mw_lower3)];
h4=fill(fillx,filly,’r’);
h4.FaceColor=CS{ty}./255;
h4.EdgeColor=CE{ty}./255;
uistack(h4,’bottom’)
plot(evaday,mw_upper3,’.--’,evaday,mw_lower3,’.--’,’LineWidth’,1.5
,’color’,C{ty})
alpha(h4,.5)
subplot(1,3,3)
fillx=[evaday,fliplr(evaday)];
filly=[xd_upper3,fliplr(xd_lower3)];
h5=fill(fillx,filly,’r’);
h5.FaceColor=CS{ty}./255;
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h5.EdgeColor=CE{ty}./255;
uistack(h5,’bottom’)
plot(evaday,xd_upper3,’.--’,evaday,xd_lower3,’.--’,’LineWidth’,1.5
,’color’,C{ty})
alpha(h5,.5)
end
load(FileName{4})
figure(1)
subplot(1,3,1)
title([’Gas production predictions ’ num2str(Xsigma) ’\sigma’])
xlabel(’Day’)
plot(his_g(:,1),his_g(:,2),’:’,’LineWidth’, 1,’color’,’k’)
legendcount = legendcount+1;
Legend{legendcount}=[’History recordings’];
xlim([0 6])
ylabel(’Volume’)
%legend(Legend,’Location’,’Best’)
subplot(1,3,2)
hold on
title([’Water production predictions ’ num2str(Xsigma) ’\sigma’])
xlabel(’Day’)
plot(his_w(:,1),his_w(:,2),’:’,’LineWidth’, 1,’color’,’k’)
xlim([0 6])
ylabel(’Volume’)
subplot(1,3,3)
hold on
title([’Displacement’ num2str(Xsigma) ’\sigma’])
xlabel(’Day’)
plot(his_x(:,1),his_x(:,2),’:’,’LineWidth’, 1,’color’,’k’)
xlim([0 6])
ylabel(’displacement’)
CLegend={’Prediction zone D3’,’Prediction zone D2’,’Best estimate D2’,
’Max Prediction D2’,’Min Prediction D2’,
’Best estimate D3’,
’Max Prediction D3’,’Min Prediction D3’,
’History recordings’};
legend(CLegend,’Location’,’Best’)
dim = [.2 .5 .3 .3];
string = sprintf(’%s\n%s’, [’sigma from ’ num2str(18-nnz(optINDEX))
’ least influential parameters’], filename{3});

annotation(’textbox’,dim,’String’,string,’FitBoxToText’,’on’,’FontSize’,8);
end
saveas(gcf,filename{2})
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